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Pediatric Dermatology at the IID 2013 
Wednesday, May 8th, 9 am to noon 
Sidlaw Room at the Edinburgh International Conference Centre 
 
 
9:00-9:18 am  Introduction/Roadmap review: Co-chairs 

Amy Paller, MS, MD, Northwestern University, Chicago, IL USA 
Alan Irvine, MD, Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland 
Masashi Akiyama, MD, PhD, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan 

 
9:18-9:48 am  Are there stem cells in the dermis?  
        Fiona Watt, PhD, King's College, London, UK 
 
9:48-10:00 am  Abstract presentation #796: Molecular identification of collagen 17α1 as a 
   major genetic modifier of epidermolysis bullosa in mice  
   John Sundberg, PhD, Jackson Laboratories, Bar Harbor, Maine, USA 
 
10:00-10:30 am Long noncoding RNAs and human diseases 
        Howard Chang, MD, PhD, Stanford University, Stanford, California, USA  
 
10:36-10:48 am Abstract presentation #757: Production of gene engineered epithelia sheets 

for first-in-man use  
Wei-Li Di, MBBS, PhD, University College London, London, U.K. 
 

10:48-11:18 am Venous malformations: From pathogenesis to an animal model for 
therapeutic trials 

 Miikka Vikkula, MD, PhD, Catholic University of Louvain, Brussels, Belgium 
 
11:18-11:30 am  Abstract presentation #813:  Identification of a hyperkeratosis “signature” 

in lamellar ichthyosis: Mdm2 inhibition prevents hyperkeratosis in 
lamellar ichthyosis models 

 Gehad Youssef, MRes, University College London, London, U.K. 
 
11:30-12:00 pm Pediatric skin microbiome and atopic dermatitis 
         Julie Segre, PhD, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA 
 
 
Thanks to the IID Pediatric Dermatology Committee: Amy Paller, Alan Irvine, and Masashi 
Akiyama, Chairs; Members: Keith Choate, Jon Dyer, John Harper, Al Lane, John McGrath, Jonathan 
Silverberg, Alain Taieb, Katsuto Tamai, Joyce Teng, Antonio Torrelo; and the administrative 
assistance of Lynn Janke. 
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ROADMAP: Presentations of Special Revelance to Pediatric Dermatology 
 
Wednesday, May 8 
Rising Stars Lectures 
6:00p-7:00p 
                                
                                ESDR Guest Speaker    
                                The intracellular signals determining T cell immune responses 
                                Kamran Ghoreschi  (Germany) 
 
                                JSID Guest Speaker   
                                Visualization of skin immune responses     
                                Kenji Kabashima  (Japan) 
                                
                                SID Guest Speaker    
                                Human skin resident memory T cells: The ups & downs of  
                                on-site immunity 
                                Rachael A. Clark  (USA) 
 
 
Thursday, May 9 
10:00a-10:30a   
   Rudi Cormane Lecture 
   Cell therapies for Epidermolysis Bullosa 
   Speaker: John McGrath (UK) 
 
 
Plenary Session 
Plenary 2, Pentland Room, 11:00a-12:30p 
11:00-11:12        PL2-01 (Poster 1047) 
Jakub Tolar: Bone marrow transplantation has better outcomes than umbilical cord blood 
transplantation in recessive dystrophic epidermolysis bullosa (RDEB) 
ABSTRACT #1047: RDEB results from deficiency of type VII collagen (C7), which results in lack 
of attachment between the epidermis and dermis, severe blistering, and a poor quality of life. Between 
2007 and 2012, 18 individuals (0.7-20y) with life-threatening, severe generalized RDEB have 
undergone allogeneic hematopoietic cell transplantation at the University of Minnesota. Of these, 13 
were treated with a myeloablative (MA) conditioning (busulfan, fludarabine [FLU], and 
cyclophosphamide [CY]) and 5 were treated with non-MA conditioning (CY, FLU, anti-thymocyte 
globulin, and total body irradiation). RDEB individuals were transplanted with bone marrow (BM) 
from an HLA-matched sibling (n=10), an HLA-matched unrelated donor (n=3), or a partially matched 
umbilical cord blood (UCB, n=5). Importantly, non-MA conditioning was well tolerated with a 
marked reduction in risk of infection and pulmonary or renal toxicity. For the entire cohort thus far, 
the overall probability of survival is 73% (95% CI, 49-96%) with 11 demonstrating partial to marked 
biochemical and clinical improvement in mucocutaneous disease on the basis of C7 expression, body 
surface area affected, and resistance to blistering. We conclude that BM is the preferred graft (alive 
and engrafted: 11 of 13 [85%]) versus UCB (1 of 5 [20%]) (p-value = 0.02) and that early results with 
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the non-MA conditioning are promising in terms of toxicity profile and engraftment. Overall, HCT 
has the potential of being a durable, systemic therapy for many people with different forms and 
severities of EB, and sets the stage for using BM cells in the treatment of a broad spectrum of 
extracellular matrix disorders. 
 
11:24-11:36         PL2-03 (Poster 695) 
Takashi Sasaki: A homozygous nonsense mutation of gene for Mattrin, a component of lamellar 
granule secretory system, produces spontaneous dermatitis in mice 
ABSTRACT #695: Filaggrin (FLG) is major predisposing factor in human atopic dermatitis (AD). 
Flaky tail (Flg ft) mice have a frameshift mutation in Flg and are widely used as a model of human 
AD. These mice possess another matted (ma) recessive hair mutation and develop spontaneous 
dermatitis in SPF conditions, while genetically engineered Flg -/- mice do not. In this study, we 
segregated the ma/ma and Flg ft/ft mutations and revealed that ma/ma mice, not Flg ft/ft, develop the 
dermatitis phenotypes. We, then, defined a ma minimal locus and found a homozygous nonsense 
mutation in the gene for Mattrin (matted mouse trasnsmembrane protein, Matt) by next generation 
DNA sequencing. Exogenous wild type Mattrin expression by transgene rescued the dermatitis and 
hair phenotype of Matt ma/ma mice, including histology, scratching behavior, and serum total IgE 
level. Matt mRNA was most prominently expressed in the skin and within the epidermis mattrin was 
expressed in the outermost layer of stratum granulosum (SG1). When observed en face by whole 
mount staining of epidermal sheet, mattrin was observed in tubular or reticular patterns and best 
colocalized with trans-Golgi network markers in SG1 cells. In Matt ma/ma mice, the staining of 
several lamellar granule secreted proteins including KLK5 and LEKTI was significantly reduced. 
Furthermore, tape stripping of skin surface revealed that the cornified layers were more easily 
removed en bloc rather than by layer as seen in wild type mice. These findings indicate that 
deficiency of mattrin, a novel skin barrier-related protein, is responsible for spontaneous dermatitis in 
Matt ma/ma mice, and will provide an important clue for clarification of pathophysiological 
mechanisms for SC barrier dysfunction and AD and AD-like dermatitis. 
 
11:48-12:00         PL2-05 (Poster 025) 
Florian Wölbing:  Anaphylaxis triggered by innate immune signals as co-factors is mediated by 
basophils independent of IgE 
ABSTRACT # 025: Anaphylaxis is classically induced by cross linking of IgE bound to FcεRI on 
mast cell (MC) or basophil surfaces. Alternatively, IgG antibodies can also initiate anaphylaxis. 
Certain co- or augmentation factors, as best documented for wheat dependent exercise induced 
anaphylaxis, alcohol consumption or infections, can augment anaphylaxis. To understand how 
infections trigger anaphylaxis we sensitized mice with Ovalbumine (OVA) and mimicked infection 
by pretreatment with different pathogen associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) prior to challenge. 
Pretreatment triggers full-blown anaphylaxis as measured by significantly decreased core body 
temperature, significant reduction in systolic blood pressure and an increase in serum histamine 
levels. Experiments using basophil depleted or basophil deficient and mast-cell-deficient Kitw-sh/w-
sh mice showed that PAMP triggered anaphylaxis is MC independent but basophil dependent. Most 
interestingly, IgE-knock-in mice, in which the exon for IgG1 is substituted by an exon coding for IgE 
leading to IgG1 deficiency and IgE overproduction, do not develop PAMP dependent anapyhlaxis. 
Finally, to understand how PAMPs act on basophils triggering IgG1 dependent activation, we 
generated knock-out mice deficient in the pathogen recognition receptors (PRR) TLR2 and NOD2, 
allowing the analysis of the PAMP PGN. In those mice PAMP dependent anaphylaxis was 
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completely absent. In summary, we prove that PAMPs act as co-factors modulating the onset of IgG1 
and basophil dependent anaphylaxis via binding to PRR. These data show for the first time a clinical 
relevance of IgE independent basophil-mediated anaphylaxis. This is of major clinical importance for 
the diagnosis and management of patients with anaphylaxis and may help to develop to new 
therapeutic strategies 
 
3:15p-3:45p  René Touraine Guest Lecture 
              The inflammasome, autoinflammation and the skin 
    Speaker: Lars French (Switzerland) 
 
Concurrent Sessions 
Concurrent 1, Pentland Room, 4:15p-6:00p 
Autoimmunity 1 
 
4:55-5:05 CM1-05 (Poster 227) 
Ali Jabbari: Reversal of long-standing alopecia areata in C3H/HeJ mice using topical JAK 
inhibitor 
ABSTRACT #227:  Alopecia areata (AA) is one of the most prevalent autoimmune diseases for 
which no targeted therapy exists. T cells have been previously implicated in the disease process, but 
the immune activation pathways and specific T cell types involved have not been identified. Guided 
by our GWAS studies implicating NKG2D ligands (NKG2DL) in human AA, here we identify 
NKG2D-expressing CD8+ cytolytic T cells (CTLs) as the dominant immune effectors in the 
C3H/HeJ mouse model, which were both necessary and sufficient for disease induction. Moreover, 
we show that the NKG2DLs Rae-1 and H60 are both upregulated in the AA mouse hair follicle (HF). 
We interrogated the cytokine pathways involved in the AA inflammatory response, identifying a 
dominant IFN-γ signature as well as IL-15. These two cytokines conspire to induce the pathogenic 
AA Type 1 cytotoxic T cell inflammatory response. IL-15 produced by the HF promotes the 
activation of “NK-type” IFN-γ producing CTLs. In turn, IFN-γ produced by alopecic CTLs activates 
the HF, closing a pathogenic circle, by upregulating HF IL-15, MHC molecules and NKG2DLs, all of 
which target the HF for CTL attack. This type 1 cytotoxic pathway can be interrupted with either 
anti-cytokine biologics or small molecule inhibitors of their downstream effector JAK kinases. We 
demonstrate that both IL-15 blocking antibodies and systemic JAK inhibition prevent disease 
induction in grafted AA mice. Importantly, two recently FDA approved JAK inhibitors, tofacitinib 
(JAK3i) and ruxolitinib (JAK1/2i), that inhibit signaling through the IL-15 and IFN-γ receptors 
respectively, have been topically formulated and have demonstrated safety and efficacy in human 
psoriasis. We show that both topical JAK inhibitors eliminate local CTLs and induce hair regrowth, 
durably reversing AA in mice with established disease, thereby providing a strong rationale for their 
clinical evaluation in human AA. 
 
5:35-5:45 CM1-09 (Poster 114) 
Ogawa Youichi: Characterization of inflammation in keratinocyte Dlx3-deficient murine skin  
ABSTRACT #114: The homeobox transcription factor Dlx3 is involved in the terminal 
differentiation of keratinocytes (KCs), and mutations in Dlx3 are associated with tricho-dento-
osseous syndrome characterized by abnormal hair, teeth and bone. We previously reported that 
epidermal depletion of Dlx3 in vivo (K14cre;Dlx3kin/f mice; cKO) led to IL-17-associated skin 
inflammation and that the skin of cKO mice showed a psoriasis-like phenotype and gene expression 
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profile. Our current work addresses the kinetics of inflammation in K14cre;Dlx3kin/f skin. Initially 
(postnatal day 1; P1 to P7), cKO skin exhibited non-T cell-predominant skin inflammation with many 
macrophages, while γδT cells producing IL-17A were prominent at later times. IL-17A-producing 
skin T cells were already more abundant at P7 in cKO relative to WT skin, and at P21 cKO skin 
contained 15x more IL-17A-producing cells than WT skin, with 80% of IL-17A-producing cells 
being γδT cells. Half of these IL-17A-producing γδT cells were Vγ4-bearing γδT cells. Although 
Dlx3 and K14 are also expressed in thymic epithelial cells, depletion of Dlx3 from thymic epithelial 
cells did not appear to influence the generation and development of Vγ4+ cells, because the number 
of thymic Vγ4+ cells and IL-17A-producing Vγ4+ cells were comparable in P7 WT and KO thymus. 
RNA-seq data showed that at P1, cKO epidermis contained abundant transcripts corresponding to 
genes that are known to recruit non-T cells (CCL4, NCF1), providing a partial explanation for the 
early recruitment of macrophages. Expression of other inflammation-related genes (including Ccl9, 
Ccl12 and Csf1r) was upregulated in the dermis. We propose that absence of Dlx3 in keratinocytes 
leads to overproduction of chemokines and cytokines that results in enhanced recruitment of 
macrophages into skin, perhaps followed by heightened production of IL-23 and/or IL-1 leading to 
the accumulation of IL-17A-producing Vγ4+ cells in the dermis. Epidermal Dlx3 may be an 
important regulator of skin inflammation in health and disease. 
 
Concurrent 3, Fintry Room, 4:15p-6:00p 
Epidermal Structure & Barrier Function 
 
4:15-4:25 CM3-01 (Poster 609) 
Ellen van den Bogaard:  Coal tar induces AhR-dependent skin barrier repair in atopic 
dermatitis: The search for the active ingredient(s) 
ABSTRACT #609: Topical application of coal tar is one of the oldest therapies for atopic dermatitis 
(AD), a T helper 2 (Th2)-lymphocyte mediated skin disease associated with loss-of-function 
mutations in the skin barrier gene, filaggrin (FLG). Despite its longstanding clinical use and efficacy, 
the molecular mechanism of coal tar therapy was unknown until recently. We have reported that coal 
tar activates the arylhydrocarbon receptor (AhR) resulting in induction of epidermal differentiation, 
and found coal tar to restore filaggrin expression in FLG-haploinsufficient keratinocytes to wild type 
levels. Coal tar interfered with Th2-cytokine signaling via dephosphorylation of STAT6 leading to 
diminished spongiosis, apoptosis and CCL26 expression, all hallmarks of AD (van den Bogaard et al, 
J. Clin. Invest. 2013, in press). This discovery urged us to seek for the active fractions or ingredients 
in coal tar, which would possibly circumvent some of the cosmetic and putative safety problems 
associated with coal tar. In addition it would facilitate the development of mechanism-based drugs for 
AD patients. Using qPCR and cell-based ELISAs we analyzed known coal tar ingredients and coal tar 
fractions for the ability to promote the expression of differentiation-related genes in primary 
keratinocytes. We identified several polycyclic (hetero)aromatic compounds that induced filaggrin 
and hornerin expression, and a mixture of the top 10 compounds present in coal tar induced barrier 
gene expression at equally high levels as the total coal tar formulation. This induction was 
significantly higher than that by any of the single compounds, indicating additive and/or synergistic 
effects of coal tar components. This study is the first step in seeking alternatives for the classical coal 
tar therapy and may aid in drug discovery and development for skin diseases with disturbed 
epidermal differentiation. 
 
4:25-4:35 CM3-02 (Poster 624) 
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Elisabetta Palazzo:  Dlx3 as a cell cycle modulator during keratinocyte differentiation and 
tumor development 
ABSTRACT #624:  Dlx3 is a homeobox transcription factor expressed in the granular layer of the 
epidermis. Previously, we showed that Dlx3 misexpression in the epidermal basal layer reduced cell 
proliferation and accelerated differentiation prematurely. Moreover, recent studies demonstrated that 
epidermal deletion of Dlx3 in mice (K14Cre;Dlx3Kin/flox) led to disruption of barrier formation and 
is linked to the development of an inflammatory response. Dlx3 overexpression in cultured human 
keratinocytes promotes misregulation of genes involved in cell growth and proliferation, cell death 
and cell cycle. These alterations affect the control of chromosomal replication (CDC6-3.9, CDT1-4.3, 
RPA2-4.1), mismatch repair (MSH2-5.2, MSH6-6.9), G1/S (CyclinE2-8.8, MYC+13.1) and G2/M 
DNA damage (GADD45A+3.0) checkpoint regulation pathways. Through binding of a specific 
sequence in the upstream regulatory region of p21 gene, Dlx3 induces p21Waf1expression, 
potentially modulating its control of keratinocyte proliferation and differentiation. Dlx3 
overexpression also reduces PCNA levels and promotes K10 expression and cell cycle arrest. 
Conversely, blocking cells at different cell cycle checkpoints results in increased Dlx3 expression. In 
K14Cre; Dlx3Kin/flox mice, topical TPA treatment leads to higher skin hyperplasia and 
hyperkeratosis compared to untreated mice, increased alteration of differentiation and proliferation 
marker and major immune cell infiltration. Gene array analysis shows that TPA treated skin develop 
a carcinoma-related profile (IL1β+17.2, CXCL1+26.2, CXCR2+5,6, MMP13+13,7, stratifin+2,3). 
Moreover, comparison of gene expression in low and high risk papilloma, squamous cell carcinoma 
and normal skin shows decreased Dlx3 expression. Thus, our results reveal a critical role for Dlx3 in 
the homeostatic balance between proliferation and differentiation of keratinocytes, making Dlx3 a 
new player during carcinogenesis. 
 
5:35-5:45 CM3-09 (Poster 726) 
Dun Jack Fu:  Keratin 9 is required for the structural integrity and differentiation of 
palmoplantar epidermis 
ABSTRACT #726: Knockout mice have proven effective in defining the functional importance of 
cutaneous proteins. Keratin 9 (K9) is a type I intermediate filament protein whose expression is 
confined to the suprabasal layers of palmoplantar epidermis. Though dominant-negative mutations in 
K9 are known to cause epidermolytic palmoplantar keratoderma (EPPK), the functional significance 
of this site-specific keratin is poorly understood. To gain insight into the function of this protein, we 
generated K9-deficient (Krt9-/-) mice by gene targeting. Adult Krt9-/- mice developed hyperkeratotic, 
hyperpigmented calluses exclusively localized to the weight-bearing footpads, highly reminiscent of 
palmoplantar keratoderma in humans. Ultrastructural analysis of lesional epidermis revealed a lack of 
suprabasal tonofilament bundles with cytolysis of spinous layer keratinocytes. Histological, 
immunohistochemical and immunoblot analyses of lesions revealed hyperproliferation, impaired 
terminal differentiation and abnormal expression of keratins K5, K14 and K2. Furthermore, the 
absence of K9 induced the stress-activated keratins K6 and K16. Importantly, heterozygous mice 
(Krt9+/-) showed neither an overt nor histological phenotype, demonstrating that one Krt9 allele is 
sufficient for maintaining normal palmoplantar physiology and validating the concept of using 
mutation-specific siRNAs to treat EPPK. Overall, our data demonstrates that the complete ablation of 
K9 is not tolerable in vivo and predicts that homozygous or compound heterozygous loss-of-function 
mutations in the human K9 gene may cause a recessive form of keratoderma. In conclusion, this 
keratin is required for the correct differentiation and mechanical integrity of palmoplantar epidermis. 
 
Concurrent 5, Kilsyth Room, 4:15-6:00p 
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Epidemiology and Health Services Research 
 
4:15-4:25 CM5-01 (Poster 598) 
Khaled Ezzedine: Latent Class analysis of 697 patients with non-segmental viiligo identify of 
two clinical subtypes 
ABSTRACT #598: Non-segmental vitiligo (NSV) is a disease with variable clinical course. Our 
objective was to identify underlying subtypes of NSV that best explain the diversity NSV. We 
prospectively collected data of 697 consecutive new cases of NSV between 2007 and 2012. Latent 
class (LC) analysis was used to identify homogeneous groups of patients with similar clinical 
patterns. Demographic characteristics, localisation of lesions, disease activity and triggering factors 
were compared across LC. Median patient age was 33 years ; median age at onset was 19 years 
(range, 0.25-74). A two-class model showed the best fit (minimization of Bayesian Information 
Criteria). The LC1 patients (63% of the sample) had a high probability of late onset of the disease 
(0.93), and a lower probability of associated halo nevi (0.16), Koebner phenomenon (0.40), family 
history of vitiligo (0.25) and canitia (0.24). The LC2 patients (37%) had high probabilities of very 
early onset of the disease before the age of 12 (0.92), associated halo nevi (0.40), Koebner 
phenomenon (0.47), lower surface involvement (< 3% of the body surface, 0.66); and family history 
of vitiligo (0.40). Logistic regression comparing LC1 and LC2 patients showed that involvement of 
the head was linked to LC1 (85.5% vs 75.4% for LC2) (p<0.001) whereas trunk and limbs 
localizations were more often seen in LC2 (respectively 69.8%; 81.9%) than in LC1 (respectively 
59.0%; 65.3%). In addition, combination wih atopic dermatitis or with another autoimmune disease 
was linked to LC2 as it was the case for familial background of autoimmune thyroiditis and other 
auoimmune disease. LC analysis allows identifying 2 distinct subtypes of NSV. This classification is 
in agreement with the current knowledge of vitiligo and may help to improve our understanding of 
autoimmunity/inflammation with respect to predisposing genetic factors already identified. 
 
4:25-4:35  CM5-02 (Poster 519) 
Hansjoerg Baurecht: Dense genotyping of six atopic dermatitis and 180 autoimmune risk loci in 
2,425 atopic dermatitis patients  
ABSTRACT #519: Atopic dermatitis (AD) is one of the most common chronic inflammatory skin 
diseases, with a polygenic, multifactorial nature. To date, genome-wide association studies have 
established six susceptibility loci. However, the causal variation at these loci remains unknown. To 
better define risk variants and identify additional susceptibility loci previously implicated in other 
autoimmune (AI) diseases, we performed a fine-mapping and association study using 2,425 German 
AD cases and 5,449 German population controls. All samples were genotyped on the ImmunoChip, a 
custom high-density array containing 195,806 SNPs and 718 small insertions/deletions across 
186 distinct AI risk loci, including the six known AD susceptibility loci and the HLA region. At these 
loci, the array contains all known SNPs in the dbSNP database, from the 1000 Genomes Project 
(release of Feb. 2012), and from other AI disease resequencing efforts, therefore providing a powerful 
means of fine-mapping known AI loci. Following quality control, 128,830 polymorphic markers were 
available for association analysis. Principal component analysis revealed no marked differences in 
ancestry between cases and controls. We observed that 132 SNPs within non-HLA risk loci reached 
genome-wide significance (P<5x10-8) in the screening phase. For each locus, we investigated the 
existence of multiple independent association signals. Replication of the most strongly associated 
SNPs (n=39) with P<10-4 in 7,196 cases and 15,480 controls from 4 independent case-control sets 
revealed 6 novel AD risk loci. 
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4:35-4:45 CM5-03 (Poster 579) 
David Margolis: Thymic stromal lymphopoietin (TSLP) and atopic dermatitis (AD) in a 
longitudinal cohort 
ABSTRACT #579: TSLP is a master initiator of allergic inflammation. In 2010, a study showed a 
decreased risk of AD among children with TSLP rs1898671 variant. The goal of our study was to 
determine if TSLP genetic variation was associated with AD persistence and whether it modified the 
effect of FLG loss of function mutations in a white cohort. We assessed associations assuming an 
additive genetic model and a mixed effects logistic regression. Genotyping for 14 tag SNPs in TSLP 
and for the four most common European FLG mutations was performed using a custom Ilumina 
Goldengate SNP chip (Illumina, San Diego, CA) and TaqMan® assays, respectively. Clinically, 429 
white children from the Pediatric Eczema Elective Registry (PEER) were evaluated every 6-months 
for an average of 5.7 (±1.4) years. Only rs1898671, with a minor allele frequency of 0.225 was 
associated with an increased likelihood of a child reporting no symptoms of AD (Odds ratio (OR): 
1.72, 95% CI: (1.11, 2.65)) during follow up. This association was minimally changed when the 
model was adjusted for gender, presence of FLG mutation, and age of onset of AD (1.68 (1.09, 
2.59)). Previously, FLG mutations were associated with an increased persistence of AD among this 
white subcohort of PEER. However, in this study, among those with FLG mutations, rs1898671 
appeared to reverse this effect. Those with FLG mutations and the rs1898671 variant had less 
persistent AD as compared to those with FLG mutations only (5.68(2.18, 14.82)). While FLG 
mutations result in a more porous skin barrier, TSLP likely promotes the immune response to 
antigens that breach the defective barrier. These findings provoke the hypothesis that rs1898671 or a 
variant in linkage disequilibrium may diminish TSLP activity thereby decreasing cutaneous 
inflammation and allergy. Further investigations, including fine-mapping and functional 
investigations, need to be conducted in order to determine the causal variant. 
 
4:45-4:55 CM5-04 (Poster 564) 
Jonathan Silverberg: Common warts in childhood are associated with increased atopy and 
infections: A US population-based study 
ABSTRACT #564:  Little is known about the epidemiology of common warts in the US. We sought 
to study the US prevalence of warts in childhood and its determinants. We analyzed the 2007 
National Health Interview Survey, a cross-sectional study of 9,417 children ages 0-17 years 
sponsored by the National Center for Health Statistics. Prevalence of warts, demographics, atopic and 
other infectious diseases were determined. Overall, the US prevalence of childhood warts was 3.3% 
[95% confidence interval (CI95): 2.8–3.8%]. The prevalence of warts steadily increased between 1-2 
and 7-8 years of age, peaked at 9-10 years (8.6% [6.2–11.1%] and then plateaud at 11-17 years (Rao-
Scott Chi-square, P<0.0001). Warts were most common in Whites (P<0.0001), non-Hispanics 
(P<0.0001) and in households with greater income (P=0.002), higher level of education (P=0.0009) 
and both parents present (P=0.02). Warts were associated with eczema (logistic regression; P=0.03), 
hay fever (P<0.0001) and respiratory allergy (P<0.0001), but not asthma or food allergy (Pε0.36). 
Warts were associated with recent history of Strep throat (P<0.0001), other sore throat (P<0.0001), 
influenza (P=0.004) and sinus infections (P<0.0001) but not recurrent ear infections (P=0.28). These 
associations remained significant in multivariate models that controlled for age, Race, ethnicity, 
household income and highest level of education. In summary, there is a significant association 
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between the US prevalence of warts, atopic and other infectious diseases in children. This suggests 
that barrier and/or immune disruption contributes toward the pathogenesis of warts. 
 
4:55-5:05 CM5-05 (Poster 542) 
Teresa Fu: Lower serum vitamin D levels are associated with increased risk of eczema in US 
adults 
ABSTRACT #542:  Vitamin D's immunoregulatory properties may play a role in development and 
severity of allergic conditions. Research indicates an inverse relationship between vitamin D levels 
and severity of eczema in children, and some studies show improved eczema symptoms following 
vitamin D supplementation and phototherapy. We sought to determine the association between serum 
vitamin D levels and eczema in U.S. adults. The 2005-2006 National Health and Nutrition 
Examination Survey included measurement of serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D (25(OH)D) levels and 
questions about eczema. We used logistic regression to evaluate the relationship between vitamin D 
levels and eczema status in subjects aged 19-49 years (N=2,839). We categorized subjects as never, 
ever, and recently having eczema. Serum 25(OH)D levels of <20 ng/mL, 20.1-29.9 ng/mL, and >= 30 
ng/mL were categorized as deficient, insufficient, and sufficient, respectively. We adjusted for age, 
race, gender, BMI, season of blood draw, poverty index ratio, milk intake, multivitamin use, 
television and computer use, physical activity, and sun exposure, and stratified subjects by age group. 
Overall, vitamin D deficiency was significantly associated with ever having eczema (OR 2.66, 
95% CI: 1.47-4.81), and vitamin D insufficiency was associated with recent eczema (OR 2.39, 
95% CI: 1.00-5.58) and ever eczema (OR 1.87, 95% CI: 1.10-3.17). Among 19-29 year-olds, vitamin 
D deficiency was significantly associated with recent eczema (OR 9.57, 95% CI: 1.91-76.95) and 
ever eczema (OR 6.93, 95% CI: 2.52-19.03), while vitamin D insufficiency correlated with ever 
eczema (OR 2.77, 95% CI: 0.86-8.86). Trends toward similar associations were also seen in older age 
groups. Limitations of these results include the survey's cross-sectional nature and self-reporting of 
eczema diagnosis. In conclusion, vitamin D insufficiency and deficiency is associated with increased 
eczema risk, especially in young adults. Further investigation on the effects of vitamin D 
supplementation on eczema in this group is warranted. 
 
Friday, May 10  
 
Plenary session 
Plenary 3, Pentland Room, 9:45a-10:45a 
 
10:09-10:21  PL3-03 (Poster 1049) 
Lisa Beck: Systemic treatment of patients with severe atopic dermatitis (AD) with an anti IL-
4Rα mAb (REGN668/SAR231893) results in rapid and sustained improvements in disease signs 
and symptoms 
ABSTRACT #1049:  REGN668/SAR231893, a fully human monoclonal antibody (mAb) against IL-
4Rα chain, potently blocks IL-4 and IL-13 signaling. The mAb was evaluated in 3 randomized, 
double-blind, placebo (PBO)-controlled Phase 1 trials: one in healthy volunteers (HV, N=48, single 
escalating IV or SC doses), and 2 in adults with AD (combined N=67, 4 weekly SC doses of 75, 150, 
300mg or PBO on days 1, 7, 14 & 21, with 85 day follow-up). REGN668/SAR231893 was well-
tolerated with an adverse event (AE) rate similar to PBO and no identified doselimiting toxicities or 
serious AEs. The most common treatment emergent AE was nasopharyngitis. In the HV study, 
REGN668/SAR231893 significantly reduced serum Thymus and Activation Regulated Chemokine 
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(TARC/CCL17) and IgE, confirming mechanism of action, and reduction was even more pronounced 
in patients with AD (p<0.0001 vs PBO). Patients enrolled had severe AD, with mean affected BSA of 
48.8%, EASI score of 28.3, SCORAD of 63.3 and NRS pruritus score (0-10) of 6.0.  REGN668/ 
SAR231893 reduced pruritus and improved skin disease in a dosedependent fashion within 7 days 
after initial dose. Proportion of patients who achieved an EASI50 response at day 29 was 71.4% in 
the 300mg arm vs 18.8% for PBO (p=0.0025), and NRS pruritus score decreased by 45.4% vs 18.6% 
for PBO (p=0.0016). The effect was sustained through day 85 for EASI50 and day 75 for NRS 
pruritus. The mAb significantly improved other clinical outcomes vs PBO at day 29: mean % change 
IGA (p=0.0002), EASI (p<0.0001), BSA (p=0.0037), and 5D pruritus (p<0.0001). Improvements 
were generally observed by Day 8 and persisted after end of treatment. The favorable safety profile, 
reduction in TARC/CCL17 biomarkers and rapid, marked, and sustained clinical improvements in 
adult patients with severe AD strongly support further evaluation of  REGN668/SAR231893 for the 
treatment of AD. 
 
10:21-10:33 PL3-04 (Poster 100) 
Shuhei Nishimoto: Autoimmunity against epidermal antigen by Th17 cells induces psoriasis-
like skin inflammation 
ABSTRACT #100: Psoriasis is a chronic inflammatory skin disease, in which IL-23/IL-17 axis is 
critical in the immunopathogenesis. Although psoriasis has been considered as an autoimmune 
disease, the direct evidence for its autoimmunity is missing. Moreover, it is unknown what kind of 
skin pathology can be induced by autoreactive T cells with Th17 phenotype when they attack the 
skin. Here we show that Th17-type autoimmune response against physiological epidermal antigen 
induces psoriasis-like skin inflammation. To obtain autoreactive CD4+T cells against epidermal 
antigen, we utilized desmoglein 3-specific T cell receptor transgenic (Dsg3H1) mouse, then polarized 
them into Th17 cells with IL-6, IL-23 and TGF-β or Th1 cells with IL-12 in vitro. When they were 
adaptively transferred into Rag2-/- mice, the recipient mice with Th17- Dsg3H1 T cells developed 
dermatitis with scale on their ear and tail. The histological examination of the lesional skin revealed 
that acanthosis, parakeratosis and neutrophilic infiltration in the epidermis and dermis resembling a 
histopathology of psoriasis. These pathologies were not observed when Th1- Dsg3H1 T cells, or wt 
Th17 T cells were transferred. Furthermore, the mRNA of neutrophil-attractive chemokines (CXCL1, 
2, 3, 5), psoriasis related cytokines (IL-1β, TNF-α, IL-23, IL-36) and S100a8, S100a9, which were 
characteristically high in psoriasis skin, were significantly up-regulated in the skin of mice transferred 
with Th17- Dsg3H1 T cells. Because IFN-γ producing T cell populations emerged from the 
transferred Th17- Dsg3H1 T cells at D14, we further explored critical cytokines contributing to the 
psoriasis-like phenotype. IFN-γ-/- Dsg3H1 Th17 cells induced the phenotype, whereas anti-IL-17 or 
IL-12/23 p40 blocking antibody diminished the pathology, indicating that Th17 type cytokines, but 
not IFN-γ, are essential. These results demonstrated that cutaneous psoriasis-like immunopathology 
can be induced by Th17 T cells self-reactive to epidermal antigens. 
 
10:33-10:45  PL3-05 (Poster 679) 
Denis Khnykin:  Disturbed lipid metabolism in fetal skin predisposes for development of 
allergic disorders  
ABSTRACT # 679: Recent data have suggested that reduced epidermal barrier function predispose to 
development of atopic disorders. Here we show that ichthyosis prematurity syndrome (IPS), an 
autosomal recessive congenital ichthyosis caused by mutations in the fatty acid transport protein 4 
(FATP4) gene, is strongly associated with IgEmediated atopic manifestations beyond the skin and a 
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striking persistent peripheral blood eosinophilia. The affected skin revealed a Th2-like inflammatory 
reaction with signs of activation of keratinocytes expressing of the inducible form of TSLP. 
Importantly, the inflammatory skin reaction including the expression of TSLP was already present in 
the fetal stage. Activated TSLP+ keratinocytes were also found in FATP4-/- mouse embryos and skin 
grafted from newborn FATP4-/- mice onto athymic nude mice revealed an atopic dermatitis-like 
inflammation. Our results suggest that altered lipid metabolism in the epidermis triggers a 
deregulated activation of keratinocytes that creates a proallergic microenvironment independent of 
the external microenvironment and the adaptive immune system. This finding strongly suggest that 
disturbed lipid metabolism in the skin is a direct cause of systemic IgE-mediated allergic disorders in 
which TSLP play a central role. 
 
Concurrent Session 
Concurrent 6, Pentland Room, 4:00-5:45 pm 
Auto-Immunity and Inflammation II 
 
4:30-4:40 CM6-04 (Poster 305) 
Ferda Cevikvas: Keratinocyte-derived over-expression of protease-activated receptor-2 (PAR-
2) results in epidermal-neuronal communication with pruritus and atopic dermatitis 
ABSTRACT #305: Neuronal activation of protease-activated receptor-2 (PAR2) has been implicated 
in the pathophysiology of pruritus, atopic dermatitis, Netherton syndrome as well as skin barrier 
regulation. However, high PAR2 expression on keratinocytes (KC) indicates an additional role of 
PAR2 in diseased skin and KC-neuronal communication. Therefore, we developed a mouse 
overexpressing PAR2 in KC (KC-PAR2OE). Those mice developed severe pruritus, dry skin and 
eczematous skin lesions with characteristic atopic-like dermatitis. Topical application of house dust 
mite (HDM) allergens aggravated the pathological phenotype in KC-PAR2OE mice (increased 
pruritus, TEWL and skin lesions). Spontaneous and HDM-treated KC-PAR2OE developed increased 
hyperkeratosis and an atopic-like cell infiltrate (T cells, mast cells, macrophages, eosinophils). Our 
electrophysiological, morphological and molecular studies show that KC-PAR2OE mice have an 
increased density of unmyelinated nerve fibers and NGF expression levels in the skin, which explains 
higher susceptibility of these mice to pruritogens (e.g. histamine, SLIGRL, 5-HT) and the 
development of spontaneously increased pruritus. Naltrexone reduced spontaneous scratching in 
those mice indicating the involvement of mu-opioids in PAR2 mediated itch. In sum, our results 
suggest that proteases and KC-PAR2 are critically involved in the pathophysiology of pruritus and 
atopic dermatitis. The contribution to nerve elongation and neurotrophin release suggest that KC-
PAR2 is an important link in neuro-epidermal communication with the KC protease-PAR2 system as 
a forefront of sensory signalling and neuro-immune communication in skin diseases such as atopic 
dermatitis. 
 
5:20-5:30 CM6-09 (Poster 253) 
Rose Ann Romano: ΔNp63 is a key driver of inflammatory signaling in atopic dermatitis 
ABSTRACT #253:  Atopic Dermatitis (AD) is a chronic relapsing inflammatory skin disease, whose 
underlying pathogenetic basis and molecular attributes remains complex and elusive. Our recent 
genomic profiling experiments on skin lesions of human AD patients revealed a dramatic up-
regulation of the transcription factor p63. p63, specifically the ΔNp63 isoforms, play an indispensable 
role in skin epithelial development, differentiation and homeostasis. However, the role of this 
regulator in the etiology of AD has not been examined. To investigate the contribution of ΔNp63 to 
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the pathogenesis of AD, we have utilized a mouse model with targeted overexpression of ΔNp63 to 
the basal layer of the epidermis. Overexpression of ΔNp63 in adult mice results in a skin phenotype 
that shares many of the key histological, pathological and molecular features associated with human 
AD skin lesions. More specifically, these animals develop pruritic skin lesions accompanied by 
epidermal hyperplasia and aberrant cellular differentiation. Furthermore, ΔNp63 transgenic skin 
exhibit a chronic and reactive inflammatory microenvironment marked by macrophage and mast cell 
infiltrations and the polarization of T-helper subset 2 (Th2) cells. Consistent with these changes, 
global transcriptome profiling shows a marked increase in many pro-inflammatory 
cytokines/chemokines in the ΔNp63 mouse skin. This includes expression of high levels of Th2 
cytokines including IL4, IL5 and IL10, as well as predominant activation of the IL-33 signaling 
pathway- all factors known to contribute to AD. Interestingly, ChIP experiments show that a large 
number of these pro-inflammatory cytokines/chemokines to be under the direct transcriptional control 
of ΔNp63. Together, our data suggests that elevated levels of ΔNp63 unleashes a distinct pro-
inflammatory trigger which influences the broader skin microenvironment. The discovery of ΔNp63 
as an important contributor to AD pathophysiology can be harnessed for a better understanding and 
effective treatment of this disease 
 
Concurrent 7, Sidlaw Room, 4:00p-5:45p  
Genetic Diseases/Gene Regulation/Gene Therapy 
 
4:00-4:10  CM7-01 (Poster 779) 
Antoni Gostynski:  Successful therapeutic transplantation of revertant skin in a patient with 
epidermolysis bullosa  
ABSTRACT #779: Epidermolysis bullosa (EB) is a group of genetic blistering diseases caused by 
mutations in more than 17 different genes, including LAMB3. Despite many efforts, treatment for EB 
remains symptomatic. Revertant mosaicism, i.e. co-existence of mutant cells carrying germline 
mutations and revertant cells that have spontaneously corrected a germline mutation by a somatic 
reverse mutation, is common in patients with non-Herlitz junctional EB (JEB). The naturally 
corrected revertant keratinocytes provide a unique opportunity for autologous cell therapy. Here we 
present the first case of successful therapeutic expansion of revertant skin in EB. Patient 029-01 with 
non-Herlitz JEB due to a homozygous splice-site mutation in the LAMB3 gene (c.628G>A) had 
multiple revertant patches. In the revertant area on his right shoulder two different reversion 
mechanisms were identified, c.628+3C>T and c.629-1G>A, both leading to an in-frame LAMB3 
transcript. Seven persistent ulcers with a total area of 7 cm2 were treated by transplantation of 3-mm 
split-thickness biopsies from this revertant patch. All 73 transplanted biopsies were accepted and 
complete re-epithelialisation occurred within 14 days. During one year of follow-up, the patient never 
experienced blisters or wounds in the grafted area, nor in the healed donor site. Immunofluorescence 
of 4-μm sections from both donor and acceptor sites revealed levels of lam-332 comparable with 
normal control skin. Nested PCR and sequence analysis showed the presence of the same reverse 
mutations indicating that the donor site healed with revertant epidermis and that the acceptor sites 
were populated by transplanted revertant keratinocytes. We have demonstrated that phenotypical and 
genotypical correction of skin in patients with revertant mosaicism by expansion of revertant skin is a 
successful and promising therapeutic option for cutaneous manifestations of EB. 
 
4:10-4:20 CM7-02 (Poster 817) 
Sandra Melo: AAV-mediated somatic genetic correction of epidermolysis bullosa 
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Abstract #817: Patients with the inherited basement membrane disorder Epidermolysis bullosa (EB) 
display severe blistering of the skin in response to even minor injuries. The need for effective therapy 
is currently unmet and, despite attempts at protein, bone marrow transplant, and induced pluripotent 
cell (iPSCs)-derived treatments, palliative care remains the only option available. An attractive 
alternative would be direct somatic genetic correction of the disease-causing mutations, but the low 
efficiency of homologous recombination in human cells together with the limited life span of 
keratinocytes has hampered this approach. In this study, we perform a screen of naturally occurring 
and hybrid adeno-associated viral (AAV) vector serotypes and find novel, highly recombinogenic 
hybrid AAV variants that remarkably induce HR in both keratinocytes and iPSCs. HR in unselected 
populations occurs at efficiencies between 1 and 2.5%, several logs higher than traditional HR, and 
appears to be distinct from the serotype's transduction ability. We use one particular variant, AAVDJ, 
to repair dystrophic EB mutations in the collagen VII locus in human iPSCs. Corrected iPSCs can be 
differentiated into human keratinocyte sheets, showing the effectiveness of AAVDJ-mediated 
correction for iPSCs-based therapy. Importantly, we use AAVDJ for somatic correction of EB 
keratinocytes, bypassing the need for iPSCs. We directly and efficiently correct junctional EB cells 
caused by a mutation in the LAMA3 locus using a virus containing 4 kb of the wild type gene and 
selecting based on re-establishment of adhesion in repaired keratinocytes. Analysis of the resultant 
clones shows efficient repair of the LAMA3 locus and a very low rate of non-homologous 
integration. Corrected keratinocytes deposit laminin 332 in vitro and stratify and produce a normal 
appearing basement membrane zone in organotypic cultures. Our studies demonstrate the ease, 
efficiency, and safety of AAV-based direct somatic correction of human keratinocytes for the 
treatment of EB. 
 
4:20-4:30 CM7-03 (Poster 843) 
Alya Abdul-Wahab: Gene therapy for recessive dystrophic epidermolysis bullosa using 
COL7A1 gene corrected autologous fibroblasts 
ABSTRACT #84:  Intradermal injections of allogeneic fibroblasts can improve skin function in 
individuals with the inherited blistering skin disease recessive dystrophic epidermolysis bullosa 
(RDEB) although the cells are rejected over a period of days and the benefits are transient. To 
overcome these limitations, an alternative strategy involves gene correction of autologous COL7A1 
deficient fibroblasts. We have generated a third generation self-inactivating lentiviral vector (pCCL 
SIN cPPTmtWPRE) encoding full length codon optimized human COL7A1 under the control of a 
human PGK promoter. The vector mediated stable COL7A1 expression in both human keratinocytes 
and fibroblasts, with correction of type VII collagen (C7) at the dermo-epidermal junction in 
organotypic cultures. Transduction of human C7-null RDEB fibroblasts reconstituted full length 290-
kDa C7 protein expression on western blot, immunocytofluorescence staining and immunoblotting. 
Importantly, western blot analysis did not reveal any aberrant protein forms that have previously been 
reported following vector rearrangement events. Durability of COL7A1 expression was tracked for 
up to two months in transduced cells and results showed stable expression. Fibroblasts from three 
individuals with RDEB (two lacking C7 and the other showing partial expression) were isolated, 
transduced and expanded. Even with modest levels of gene transfer, we detected C7 protein increased 
from undetectable to over three times the levels found in healthy donor fibroblasts. These studies 
provide support for further development for this gene therapy approach in RDEB, showing that self- 
inactivating lentiviral gene transfer can increase C7 protein levels in human fibroblasts under 
translational conditions. Clinical grade vector production is being initiated, and with further 
optimization we propose a Phase 1 study of gene corrected autologous fibroblasts in RDEB. 
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4:30-4:40  CM7-04 (Poster 828) 
Shin Iinuma: PDGFRα-positive mesenchymal stem/progenitor cells in bone marrow migrate in 
RDEB mouse skin by CXCR4/SDF-1α axis to provide type VII collagen after bone marrow cell 
transplantation 
ABSTRACT #828: Recently, bone marrow cell transplantation (BMT) was shown to ameliorate 
blistering of recessive dystrophic epidermolysis bullosa (RDEB) patient skin, which genetically lacks 
functional type VII collagen (Col7) securing the epidermis to the underlying dermis. However, 
precise mechanism of BMT to improve RDEB phenotype is still unclear. In this study, we 
investigated mechanism of BMT for providing functional Col7 in Col7-null mouse skin engrafted 
onto the back of green fluorescent protein (GFP)-transgenic BMT mouse. At day 14 after the skin 
engraftment, GFP-positive/negative cells with lineage-positive/negative sub-fractioning were isolated 
from the Col7-null mouse skin graft by fluorescent activated cell sorter, and searched for Col7-
expression. Only GFP-positive/lineage-negative cells were shown to express Col7, indicating that 
bone marrow-derived non-hematopoietic cells supplement Col7 in the Col7-null mouse skin. In bone 
marrow, Col7 was dominantly expressed in non-hematopoietic cells expressing PDGFRα, which is an 
established marker of bone marrow mesenchymal stem/progenitor cells. Bone marrow-derived 
PDGFRα-positive cell population was about 1.4% in the skin graft and shown to express CXCR4, a 
receptor for chemokine SDF-1α. Vascular endothelial cells and follicular keratinocytes in the deep 
dermis were shown to express SDF-1α in the graft of SDF-1α promoter-GFP knock-in mouse skin. 
Systemic administration of CXCR4 antagonist AMD3100 resulted in significant decrease of the bone 
marrow-derived PDGFRα-positive cells, missing of Col7 supplementation, and persistence of 
blistering in the Col7-null mouse skin graft. These data suggest that migration of bone marrow-
derived mesenchymal cells via CXCR4/SDF-1α axis is an essential mechanism to provide Col7 in 
Col7-null mouse skin graft, and possibly in RDEB patient skin, after BMT. 
 
4:40-4:50 CM7-05 (Poster 864) 
Saturo Shinkuma: Targeted gene correction of type VII collagen in recessive dystrophic 
epidermolysis bullosa patient-specific induced pluripotent stem cells 
ABSTRACT #:864:  Human induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) represent a unique treatment 
strategy of regenerative medicine because they offer the prospect of generating unlimited quantities 
of cells for autologous transplantation, with potential applications in the treatment of various diseases. 
In this study, we applied this technology to recessive dystrophic epidermolysis bullosa (RDEB) 
caused by mutations in COL7A1 gene encoding type VII collagen. Here, we developed targeted gene 
correction of the prevalent Spanish founder mutation, c.6527insC, in RDEB patient-specific iPSCs 
(PS-iPSCs) using homologous recombination (HR). PS-iPSCs were generated from dermal 
fibroblasts derived from Spanish RDEB patients homozygous for the recurrent mutation by retroviral 
transduction with Oct3/4, SOX-2, MYC and KLF4. We confirmed the authenticity of these PS-iPSCs 
using gene expression analysis by RT-PCR and immunostaining for stem cell markers. The PS-iPSCs 
were corrected by the replacement of the c.6527insC allele with a normal exon 80 using HR. 
Sequence analysis and TA cloning suggested that COL7A1 gene targeting via HR corrected the 
mutant allele. The potential for generating functional keratinocytes and fibroblasts from gene-
corrected PS-iPSCs could provide a significant benefit for patients who carry this mutation. Our data 
establishes the feasibility of performing gene correction using HR in PS-iPSCs from RDEB patients, 
laying the groundwork for future translational studies. 
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4:50-5:00 CM7-06 (Poster 790) 
Emily Warshauer: Regulation and mechanisms of action of RBM28, a protein deficient in ANE 
syndrome 
ABSTRACT #790:  We previously showed that a rare hair disorder termed Alopecia-Neurological 
defects-Endocrinopathy (ANE) syndrome (MIM612079) results from defective function of the RNA 
binding motif protein 28 (RBM28). In the present study, we attempted to delineate the molecular 
pathology of this disorder. To obtain direct evidence for RBM28 involvement in hair growth, we used 
RNAi to down-regulate RBM28 expression in human hair follicle (HF) organ cultures, and observed 
catagen induction and HF growth arrest. Given the fact that an RBM28 homolog was recently found 
to regulate miRNA biogenesis in C. elegans and given the known pivotal importance of miRNA for 
proper hair follicle development, we performed a global correlative analysis of mRNA and miRNA 
expression profiles in primary keratinocytes transfected with either RBM28-specific siRNA or an 
siRNA control in an attempt to identify the targets of the miRNA network differentially perturbed in 
the absence of RBM28. We also used miRNA transfection and luciferase promoter activity assays to 
validate our data. This analysis revealed that RBM28 regulates the expression of miR-203, which in 
turn modulates the expression of SCG5, whose expression was found to depend upon RBM28. Since 
SCG5 encodes a protein with a known role/expressed in neuroendocrine cells and HFs, these data are 
of direct relevance to the phenotypic consequences of RBM28 deficiency in humans. Furthermore, 
bioinformatics analysis predicted the presence along the RBM28 promoter of multiple binding sites 
for SP1 which mir-203 regulates. Deletion analysis of the RBM28 promoter revealed a 230 bp 
fragment containing multiple SP1 sites, critical for RBM28 promoter activity. Addition of an SP1 
specific inhibitor abolished the activity of this promoter sequence. Taken altogether, the present set of 
data sheds light upon the mechanisms of action of RBM28 and upon the pathogenesis of ANE 
syndrome. 
 
5:00-5:10 CM7-07 (Poster 844) 
Vikas Hegde: Topical formulation for delivery of therapeutic RNA into the epidermis 
ABSTRACT #844:  Therapeutics based on short interfering RNA (siRNA) represent a potent, highly 
specific way to treat a subset of human skin diseases where limiting the expression of an aberrant 
transcript is predicted to be therapeutic. However, delivering siRNA into the skin is challenging due 
to its 13 kDa size and negative charge. To help develop and compare delivery of cutaneous nucleic 
acid therapeutics, we have developed a reporter gene mouse model that exhibits consistent, well-
circumscribed firefly luciferase (luc2p) expression in the granular layer of the paw epidermis. This 
animal model well suited to split body comparative studies. Live animal imaging following 
intradermal footpad injection of a wide range gene silencing reagents (including native and self-
delivery modified siRNAs, antisense morpholinos and in vivo transfection reagents) targeting luc2p 
was used to assess in vivo silencing efficacy and longevity. While inhibition of luc2p was achieved 
with all of the reagents tested, only self-delivery Accell-modified siRNA (Dharmacon) produced 
potent and sustained luc2p inhibition. A single injection of Accell siRNA knocked down luc2p 
expression by 80% within 24 hours, which was sustained for 4 days before slowly returning to 
baseline 6 days post-treatment. Next, we developed a clinically applicable topical formulation to non-
invasively deliver Accell siRNA into the skin and assessed its efficacy using the reporter gene mouse. 
Remarkably, daily 1 h application of the siRNA ointment produced a sustained 50% inhibition of 
luc2p after 2 out of 5 treatments. These studies highlight the utility of this unique epidermal reporter 
gene mouse model for assessing novel therapeutics in vivo and demonstrate potent, sustained siRNA-
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mediated epidermal gene inhibition. Finally, our ability to successfully deliver siRNA molecules 
topically brings these novel RNAi-based therapeutics much closer to clinical use. 
 
5:10-5:20 CM7-08 (Poster 854) 
Christabelle Goh: A nonsense mutation in the mattrin gene causes the matted mouse phenotype 
and is a predisposing gene for atopic dermatitis in humans 
ABSTRACT #854:  The maft mouse, commonly used for studies of skin barrier deficiency, is 
homozygous for two closely linked recessive mutations: flaky tail (ft), due to a frameshift mutation in 
the filaggrin gene; and matted (ma), the gene for which has not previously been reported. We 
separated these mutations by backcrossing and mapped the ma gene to a 1 Mb region close to the 
epidermal differentiation complex. Transcriptome sequencing of ma/ma mouse skin revealed a 
homozygous nonsense mutation in a novel gene, Matt, encoding the transmembrane protein mattrin, 
which is expressed in the granular layer in mouse and human epidermis. Bioinformatics analysis 
suggested a role in lipid and/or skin barrier biology. Nile red staining of ma/ma mouse skin revealed 
highly disorganized lipid envelopes within the stratum corneum. Homozygous ma/ma mice 
developed spontaneous dermatitis with elevated IgE levels and like filaggrin-deficient animals, 
exhibited elevated percutaneous allergen transfer. Sequencing of human atopic dermatitis (AD) cases 
identified a common missense variant in the orthologous human gene, MATT. After controlling for 
filaggrin null mutations, an English adult severe AD case-control study gave an odds ratio of 0.71 
(95% confidence interval 0.58 to 0.87, p=0.0008) with this missense variant. The effect was well 
replicated across other European populations: meta-analysis of 4,245 AD cases from England, 
Scotland, Ireland and Germany with 10,558 population-matched controls confirmed a small but 
significant effect on AD risk independent of filaggrin: OR 0.91 (95%CI 0.86–0.96, p=0.001). These 
data implicate a second barrier-related gene located nearby filaggrin in atopic disease. 
 
5:20-5:30 CM7-09 (Poster 803) 
Rajan Nair:  Meta-analysis of psoriasis and psoriatic arthritis identifies three new susceptibility 
loci 
ABSTRACT #803:  Psoriasis vulgaris (PsV) is an autoimmune inflammatory skin disease with 41 
known susceptibility loci (p < 5E-8). About 25% of PsV patients also develop psoriatic arthritis 
(PsA). To better delineate the genetic elements of PsA vs. purely cutaneous psoriasis (PsC), we 
performed a meta-analysis of high-density SNP genotypes from 6 Caucasian case-control samples (4 
GWAS, 1 Immunochip, 1 psoriasis-targeted). Genotypes were imputed for all indels and SNPs in the 
latest 1000G European reference panel. We defined four cohorts: (a) 13,670 controls, (b) 3,061 
rheumatologist-diagnosed PsA cases, (c) 3,110 PsC cases (no PsA for > 10 years after onset of skin 
lesions) and (d) 9,293 dermatologist-diagnosed PsV cases (irrespective of joint disease). We 
compared PsA vs. PsC, as well as PsA, PsC and PsV vs. controls. The sole genome-wide significant 
PsA vs. PsC signal maps near HLA-C (chr6:31239506, P = 7.4E-11, OR = 1.53). While all 10 signals 
emerging from the PsA vs. control analysis are known PsV loci, this is the first report of genome-
wide significant PsA association for five of them (IL28RA, IL23R, IFIH1, NFKBIA, and TYK2). 
Analysis of PsC and PsV vs. controls identified 12 and 26 loci respectively, including a novel PsC 
signal near RGS6 (chr14:72716515, P = 2.0E-8, OR = 1.65), and novel PsV signals near NFKBIZ 
(chr3:101641048, P = 7.2E-9, OR = 1.19) and CAMK2G/PLAU (chr10:75653872, P = 2.4E-8, OR = 
1.13). NFKBIZ is strongly IL-17 inducible and encodes an NF-κB inhibitor, and rapid changes in 
PLAU expression presage the acquisition of suppressor function in regulatory T-cells. Finally, two 
known psoriasis-associated loci, IL23R and TNFAIP3, appear to have distinct risk alleles for PsA vs. 
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PsC. These results expand the roster of psoriasis susceptibility loci, identify allelic heterogeneity for 
PsC vs PsA, and provide additional genetic evidence for the importance of IL-17 and Treg in 
psoriasis pathogenesis. 
 
 
 
5:30-5:40 CM7-10 (Poster 861) 
L. Petukhova: Functional genomics and targeted next generation sequencing points to ULBP6 
as a critical node in the NKG2D axis in alopecia areata 
ABSTRACT #861: Our GWAS study in alopecia areata (AA) first revealed a role for NKG2D 
ligands encoded by the ULBP3/6 genes, which we biologically validated by showing a marked 
upregulation of ULBP3/6 and the presence of CD8+NKG2D+ T cells surrounding lesional hair 
follicles. These findings, together with the previous demonstration of MICA overexpression in AA 
hair follicles, placed the NKG2D axis squarely at the center of AA pathogenesis, and invited a 
functional genomics approach to uncover causal variants predisposing to disease. In order to 
interrogate the distribution of genetic variants that reside within the NKG2D axis in AA, we first 
identified a comprehensive list of NKG2D axis loci by constructing a genetic network of 65 genes 
from a database of known and predicted protein interactions. Next, we performed whole exome 
sequencing for 11 probands with severe AA from multiplex families in our linkage study and 
identified 280 variants within 57 of 65 genes of the NKG2D axis. Of these, 50 variants result in a 
protein sequence change, including 9 rare mutations in 7 genes, 2 of which reside within genomic 
regions with linkage evidence. Unexpectedly, one of these genes is ULBP6, which was previously 
identified in our GWAS (p=5x10−19). Given the convergence of evidence at this locus, we next 
performed targeted sequencing of the ULBP3/6 region in 80 AA patients using the Raindance 
platform and identified additional rare protein coding variants, which were strongly overrepresented 
among AA patients. The preponderance of rare, nonsynonomous variants affecting critical protein 
domains suggests that ULBP6 is an essential node in the genetic architecture of AA, and points to a 
role for variability in NKG2D-mediated cytotoxicity in disease pathogenesis.  
 
Concurrent 8, Fintry Room, 4:00-5:45p 
Human Clinical Research & Therapeutics I 
 
4:00-4:10  CM8-01 (Poster 1089) 
Trilokraj Tejasv: Transcriptome analysis reveals that severity of psoriasis is correlated with 
expression of genes involved in epidermal differentiation and proliferation 
ABSTRACT #1089: All published studies of the psoriasis transcriptome have demonstrated marked 
differences in gene expression between diseased and normal skin. However, no study has yet 
evaluated the correspondence of disease severity and gene expression. To address this, gap, we 
analyzed the correlation between the psoriasis area severity index (PASI) of the biopsied lesion and 
gene expression levels measured by RNAseq. Analysis was restricted to genes whose median 
expression in 92 lesional vs. 82 normal skin biopsies differed significantly by a factor of at least 2, 
and to 66 cases for which complete PASI data were available. Using a false discovery rate threshold 
of 0.1, we identified 34 genes whose expression levels were significantly correlated with PASI. All 
11 up-regulated genes were positively correlated with PASI, and all but one of the 23 down-regulated 
genes were negatively correlated. The strongest negative correlation with PASI was seen for UPK1A 
(Uroplakin 1a), which is expressed in the epidermis in addition to the urinary tract. Other down-
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regulated genes whose expression was negatively correlated with PASI included CTSL2 (cathepsin 
L2), FLG and FLG2 (Filaggrin and Filaggrin 2), all of which are involved in epidermal 
differentiation, and STXBP6 (amisyn), which has been shown to be associated with good response of 
rheumatoid arthritis to TNF blockade. An up-regulated gene whose expression was positively 
correlated with PASI was WNT5A (wingless-type MMTV integration site family, member 5A), 
which is involved in keratinocyte differentiation. Among the individual components of the PASI 
score (erythema, desquamation, and induration), significant correlations with gene expression were 
seen only for desquamation. These observations could help us understand the pathogenesis of these 
individual phenotypes, and also to develop a b 
 
4:10-4:20  CM8-02 (Poster 935) 
Eric Jaobseon: 12 weeks of treatment with an oral SIRT1 activator, SRT2104, leads to clinical 
improvement and skin microarray modification in patients with psoriasis 
ABSTRACT #935: Activation of the NAD+-dependent deacetylase, SIRT1, is an unexplored 
therapeutic approach for treatment of inflammatory diseases.Forty patients were randomized 4:1 to 
three escalating doses of SRT2104 (250, 500, 1000 mg PO qd) or placebo.Across all SRT2104 
groups, 34.6% of patients (9 out of 26; 90% CI 18.0%-54.2%, p <0.0001) with pre- and post-
treatment biopsies achieved good to excellent histological improvement.We conducted microarray 
analysis in skin biopsies from a subset of subjects which included subjects with good to excellent 
histological improvement (responders) and those which did not achieve histological improvement 
(non responders).We observed that SRT2104 treatment modulated gene expression of psoriatic gene 
phenotype believed to be central to the psoriasis pathogenesis including IFNγ, TNFα, IL-17 signaling 
and keratinocyte differentiation.A total of 27 subjects (69%) across all treatment groups, including 
placebo, experienced at least one treatment emergent adverse event.The majority of AEs were either 
mild or moderate.The most common AEs were headache (8%), dizziness (8%), upper respiratory tract 
infection (8%), and psoriatic arthropathy (8%). Average drug exposure increased in a dose-dependent 
manner for escalating doses of SRT2104. Between-patient variability in exposure was high (AUC 
CV: 51–89%). In summary, SRT2104 demonstrated signs of clinical activity, suggesting that 
modulation of psoriasis through SIRT1-mediated pathways may represent a novel approach to the 
management of this disease. Further study is warranted. 
 
4:20-4:30  CM8-03 (Poster 993) 
Takuya Furuhashi:  Anti-TNF-alpha treatment reduces circulating Th22 cells and regulatory T 
cells, but does not reduce circulating Th17 cells in psoriasis patients 
ABSTRACT 993: Biologics made an impact on the treatment of psoriasis in recent days, the efficacy 
had been known by many reports. Recently, the pathogenesis of psoriasis is known for an imbalance 
of Th17, Th22 cells and regulatory T cells (Treg). Psoriasis lesions are produced with IL-17, IL-22 
produced by Th17, Th22 or any other cells, psoriasis severity is related with Treg suppressive 
function. In this study, we evaluated the effects of Anti-TNF-alpha treatment on the Th17 and 
Th22/Treg balance in peripheral blood obtained from psoriasis patients treated with infliximab (n=53) 
or adalimumab (n=26) at five points (infliximab: baseline, 6w, 14w, 22w, 30w, adalimumab: 
baseline, 8w, 16w, 24w, 30w). Th17 (CD4+IL-17A+), Th22 (CD4+IL-22+IL-17A-) and Treg 
(CD4+CD25+Foxp3+) cells were analyzed by FACS. Serum IL-6 and TNF- alpha were significantly 
decreased to almost normal levels in infliximab (8.2±9.9 to 6.2±19.0, 18.9±27.1 to 8.9±9.9) and in 
adulimumab (20.8±63.5 to 2.4±5.0, 4.9±8.9 to 1.6±1.3), concomitantly with decreasing PASI score 
(22.9±12.5 to 7.3±9.1, 18.1±12.1 to 1.6±2.9). In infliximab patients, Th22 was significantly 
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decreased at 14w (0.49±0.51%) than baseline (0.57±0.44%), in contrast, Th17 was significantly 
increased at 6w (1.26±1.41%), 30w (1.31±1.04%) than baseline (0.84±1.02%). In adalimumab 
patients, Th22 was significantly decreased at 32w (0.53±0.44%) than 16w (0.67±0.50%), Th17 was 
gradually increased. Treg in the infliximab patients was significantly decreased at 22w (3.8±1.7%) 
than 14w (4.5±1.7%), than in the adalimumab patients was significantly increased at 6w (4.8±1.9%) 
than baseline (3.8±1.4%), but decreased at 32w (3.2±2.1%). Moreover Th22 levels in the adalimumab 
patients were significantly inversely correlated with Treg levels (r= −0.619 p<0.01). These findings 
suggested that anti-TNF-alpha antibody treatment might be therapeutic effect by reduction of TNF-
alpha and Th22 cells, but those might keep Th17 levels and reduce Treg levels. 
 
4:30-4:40 CM9-04 (Poster 1048) 
Emma Guttman-Yassky: Blocking IL-4Rα signaling with REGN668/SAR231893 rapidly 
suppresses major pathogenic pathways in severe atopic dermatitis 
ABSTRACT #1048: Atopic dermatitis (AD) is the most common inflammatory skin disease. Existing 
therapies are limited, creating a large unmet medical need. Since the Th2 cytokines IL-4/IL-13 play a 
key role in AD, inhibition of these cytokines may provide an effective treatment. 
REGN668/SAR231893, a fully human monoclonal antibody against IL-4Rα chain, potently blocks 
IL-4/IL-13 signaling. We evaluated the effects of IL-4Rα blockade on the molecular skin pathology 
in patients with severe AD treated with REGN668/SAR231893 or placebo (PBO). Pre- and post-
treatment lesional skin biopsies were obtained from 18 consenting patients who participated in 
randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trials of 4 subcutaneous weekly injections of 75, 150, 
300 mg REGN668/SAR231893 or PBO. Significant dose-dependent changes from baseline gene 
expression were detected by RT-PCR and microarrays at week 4. Improvements of 52% and 25% in 
an established AD transcriptome (defining the gene expression differences between lesional and non-
lesional AD phenotypes) were observed in the 300 mg and 150 mg doses respectively, paralleling 
significant decreases in the respective EASI scores, versus a 25% worsening in the PBO group. 894 
probes were significantly modulated in the higher-dose group (fold change>2, p<0.05). Significant 
decreases in the mRNA expression of genes related to hyperplasia (K16, MKi67), T- and dendritic 
cells (Granzyme B, CD1b, CD1c) and potent inhibition of Th2-associated chemokines (CCL17, 
CCL18, CCL22, and CCL26) were noted without significant modulation of Th1-associated IFNγ, IL-
17 and IL-22. This is the first report of a targeted biologic therapy in AD showing clinical and 
molecular disease suppression, achieved after only 4 weeks of IL-4Rα blockade. These data suggest 
IL-4/IL-13 as the major pathogenic cytokines in AD that drive a complex Th2-centered inflammatory 
axis in this disease. 
 
4:40-4:50  CM8-05 (Poster 990) 
Claire Leitch: Filaggrin-null individuals with and without eczema have a higher proportion of 
CD11c positive antigen presenting cells than wild type individuals 
ABSTRACT #990: Filaggrin (FLG) mutations are known to confer an epidermal barrier defect and 
are associated with atopic eczema (AE), yet the majority of individuals with FLG mutations have 
apparently normal skin. To investigate whether differences in immune function could be responsible 
for determining an inflammatory or non-inflammatory phenotype, we analysed antigen presenting 
cells by flow cytometry in skin blister roofs from FLG null individuals with and without AE and 
compared these with wild-type (WT) individuals. Cells which were viable, HLA-DR positive and 
CD1a positive were assessed for CD11c positivity. FLG null individuals without AE had the highest 
proportion of CD11c positive cells (60%) followed by FLG null individuals with AE (41%), WT 
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individuals with AE (30%) and WT individuals without AE (20%) (p=0.05, Kruskall-Wallis). FLG 
null individuals without AE also had the highest proportion of CD11c hi cells (44%) followed by 
FLG null individuals with AE (34%) WT individuals without AE (17%) and WT individuals with AE 
(16%) (p=0.01, Kruskall-Wallis). While Langerhans cells are CD11c positive at low levels, HLA-
DR+CD1a+ CD11c hi cells may represent inflammatory dendritic epidermal cells previously 
identified in atopic eczema. These cells have not previously been identified in FLG null individuals 
without AE. Differing populations of HLA-DR+CD1a+CD11chi cells in individuals with FLG null 
mutations are an entirely novel finding and may provide an exciting link between abnormal skin 
barrier function and the development of an inflammatory phenotype. 
 
4:50-5:00 CM8-06 (Poster 1025) 
Mayte Suárez-Fariñas:  Intrinsic atopic dermatitis (AD) shows similar Th2 and higher Th17 
immune activation compared to extrinsic AD 
ABSTRACT #1025: AD is classified as extrinsic and intrinsic, representing approximately 80% and 
20%of adult patients, respectively. While sharing a similar clinical phenotype, only extrinsic AD is 
characterized by high serum IgE levels. Since most AD patients exhibit high IgE, an “allergic”/IgE-
mediated disease pathogenesis was hypothesized. However, current models associate AD with T-cell 
activation, particularly Th2/Th22 polarization. To define if AD shares a common pathogenesis across 
its variants, we obtained lesional and non-lesional biopsies of 51 severe AD patients (42 extrinsic and 
9 intrinsic AD, with similar mean disease activity/SCORAD among the groups), and analyzed the 
molecular and cellular skin pathology of intrinsic and extrinsic AD using gene-expression (RT-PCR) 
and immunohistochemistry. A significant correlation between IgE levels and the SCORAD (r=0.76, 
p<10–5) was found only in extrinsic AD. Marked infiltrates of T-cells and dendritic cells and 
corresponding epidermal alterations (K16, Mki67, S100A7/A8/A9) defined lesional skin of both 
variants. However, a higher activation of all inflammatory axes (including Th2) was detected in 
intrinsic AD, particularly significant for Th17 and Th22-cytokines. Positive correlations between 
Th17-related molecules and SCORAD were found only in the intrinsic phenotype, while only 
extrinsic AD showed positive correlations between SCORAD and Th2-cytokines (IL-4, IL-5), and 
negative correlations with differentiation products (loricrin, periplakin). Although a difference in 
Th17 activation exists between intrinsic and extrinsic AD, we identified common disease-defining 
features of T-cell activation, production of polarized cytokines and keratinocyte responses to immune 
products. Our data indicate that a Th2 bias is not the sole cause of high IgEs in extrinsic AD and 
suggest common T-cell mediated-disease mechanisms, with important implications for T-cell targeted 
therapies. 
 
5:00-5:10  CM8-07 (Poster 1024) 
Hiraku Suga: Human keratinocyte proline-rich protein (hKPRP) is a novel keratinization-
related protein whose deficiency may contribute to development of atopic dermatitis 
ABSTRACT #1024: Atopic dermatitis (AD) is a common inflammatory skin disease caused by 
interaction of genetic and environmental factors. To discover uncharacterized genetic factors, we 
performed allelic copy number analysis at missense single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) on 26 
genes with copy number variation, which are involved in inflammation and skin barrier. By analyzing 
DNA from 110 subjects with AD and 84 controls in the Japanese population, we discovered a 
significant association between AD and human keratinocyte proline-rich protein (hKPRP), an 
epidermal marker isolated from calcium-induced differentiating keratinocytes. The T/A (rs4329520) 
in exon 2 of hKPRP is non-synonymous SNP in a conserved region in the mammals, which causes an 
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amino acid change from cysteine to serine. The analysis of alleic copy number indicated 
that hKPRP locus was diploid in most of the Japanese subjects, but the frequency of allele A in severe 
cases of AD were significantly low (p = 0.021) as compared with controls. We next examined gene 
expression of hKPRP by RT-PCR analysis in skin biopsies from the subjects with AD (N=5) and 
normal skin (N=8). The expression of hKPRP in AD skin was significantly decreased as compared 
with normal skin (p = 0.0028). Immunohistochemistry revealed that hKPRP protein expression was 
localized in the uppermost part of granular layer, which was significantly attenuated in epidermis of 
AD lesional skin. These data suggest that hKPRP is a novel keratinization-related protein whose 
deficiency may contribute to development of AD. 
 
5:10-5:20 CM8-08 (Poster 1105) 
Alexandru Papoiu: Differential effect of butorphanol on histamine itch, cowhage itch and heat 
pain sensitivity. A combined psychophysical and neuroimaging study 
ABSTRACT #1105: Histamine and cowhage itches are transmitted via two distinct peripheral and 
spinothalamic neuronal pathways and project to the thalamus in subtly distinct nuclei. Furthermore, 
significant differences in the cortical processing of these two itch modalities have also been reported. 
Recent studies have implicated the PAR2-mediated cowhage itch pathway in pathological forms of 
chronic itch, and stressed the lack of therapeutic efficacy of antihistamines. From a molecular point of 
view, opioid receptors in the central nervous system are currently considered important relays for itch 
transmission. Butorphanol is a unique, mixed effect (μ-antagonist/κ-agonist) opioid that has analgesic 
and antipruritic actions. The aims of this study were first: to study comparatively the antipruritic 
efficacy of butorphanol on these two distinct pathways, when itch was induced experimentally using 
histamine or cowhage, as well as to assess the analgesic action of this opioid on heat pain (initially 
devised as a control for drug action). Secondly, we aimed to investigate drug's effect on cerebral 
perfusion and to dissect the basis of the antipruritic actions of butorphanol by functional MRI - 
Arterial Spin Labeling technique. Butorphanol completely suppressed the itch induced experimentally 
with histamine (p<0.001), while only reducing the intensity of cowhage itch by approximately 
35% (p<0.001). More interestingly, butorphanol did not alter heat pain sensitivity, but only slightly 
affected the heat-pain associated unpleasantness (albeit non-significantly; p=0.1). Our neuroimaging 
data analyzed in 18 healthy and 11 atopic dermatitis subjects provides new insight into the underlying 
cerebral mechanisms, suggesting significant differences in the involvement of opioid receptors in the 
central processing of histamine vs. cowhage itch on one hand, and itch vs. heat pain, on the other. 
 
5:20-5:30  CM8-09 (Poster 1039) 
Yumi Aoyama: Steroid treatment during the acute stage of severe drug eruptions is associated 
with improved long-term outcomes in the generation of autoantibodies: Longitudinal analysis 
up to 12 years of autoantibodies against epidermal proteins 
ABSTRACT #1039: An understanding of the mechanisms by which autoimmune responses are 
generated and of how they might or might not lead to autoimmune diseases is of importance. Patients 
with severe drug eruptions, such as Stevens-Johnson syndrome (SJS)/toxic epidermal 
necrolysis(TEN) and drug-induced hypersensitivity syndrome (DiHS) are at greater risk of 
subsequently developing autoimmune diseases, because they are characterized by defective 
regulatory T cells. We therefore investigated how and when autoantibodies (Ab) could be generated 
in these patients. Sera obtained at various time points from these patients (28 DiHS, 30 SJS and 8 
TEN) and 7 healthy controls were studied by indirect immunofluorescence (IIF) against rat bladder 
and immunoblotting against HaCat cell and recombinant periplakin. 54%, 32.6% and 53.6% of DiHS 
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sera reacted with polypeptides of 250, 210 and 190 kDa, respectively, which co-migrated with 
desmoplakin I, II and periplakin. 71% of DiHS sera reacted with any of them (plakins). SJS/TEN sera 
showed similar positive rates. The IIF staining pattern of the IgG deposits was cytoplasmic or 
nuclear. Immunoblotting with periplakin(1–324) demonstrated that DiHS sera, which contained 
autoAb to a 190 kDa protein, reacted with this domain. These autoAb were detected throughout the 
observation period for maximum of 12 years regardless of prior epidermal damage, while in some 
patients the levels gradually increased with time. Surprisingly, all patients with DiHS not treated with 
steroids (n=16) developed autoAb to plakins, while only 33.3% of those treated with steroids (n=12) 
did so, indicating that immune responses preventable with steroids could trigger the generation of 
autoAb. Our results indicate that early resolution by steroids may lead to better long-term outcomes 
for patients at risk of subsequently developing autoimmune diseases. 
 
Concurrent 9, Tinto Room, 4:00p-5:45p 
Innate Immunity and Microbiology 
 
4:00-4:10 CM9-01 (Poster 1126) 
Thomas Volz: Attenuation of cutaneous inflammation in a model of atopic dermatitis by innate 
immune signals of nonpathogenic bacteria 
ABSTRACT #1126: Innate immunity responds to pathogenic bacteria by mounting inflammation, 
however, the skin harbors a large quantity of non-pathogenic bacteria in the absence of inflammation. 
Moreover, in contrast to pathogens, skin microbiota may favor anti-inflammatory or even tolerogenic 
immune responses. We therefore hypothesized that innate immune signals from non-pathogenic 
bacteria attenuate ongoing skin inflammation. Atopic dermatitis (AD) prone Nc/NgA mice were 
sensitized with FITC known to induce Th2 dominated dermatitis. Following FITC challenge 
dermatitis was measured by an increase of ear thickness. Topical treatment with a lysate of non-
pathogenic bacteria Vitreoscilla filiformis (Vf) during the challenge phase significantly reduced T-
cell mediated dermatitis by about 25%. Strikingly, cutaneous exposure of FITC sensitized mice to Vf 
and FITC previous to FITC challenge reduced FITCspecific dermatitis by 50% during the  
consecutive challenge with FITC only one week later. This demonstrates that innate immune sensing 
of non-pathogenic bacteria induces immune modulation able to attenuate even already established 
adaptive immunity. Indeed, analysing whole lymph node (LN) cells from skin draining LN ex vivo 
we found that only T cells from mice previously exposed to non-pathogenic bacteria displayed 
antigen-specific production of IL-10 while controls failed to do so. Consistently, exposure to Vf 
signals reduced T cell proliferation and proinflammatory cytokine production. Further analyses 
demonstrated that innate sensing of Vf by DC induced IL-10++ DC and consecutively regulatory IL-
10++ IFN-γ+ T cells, known as Tr1 cells, that effectively suppressed the effector T cells. These data 
demonstrate that signals from non-pathogenic bacteria induce Tr1 cells attenuating even ongoing 
adaptive immune responses. These data indicate that cutaneous non-pathogenic bacteria are important 
regulators of skin immune homeostasis and this may pave the way for new immunomodulatory 
therapies for skin inflammation such as in AD. 
 
4:30-4:40 CM9-10 (Poster 1176) 
Teruaki Nakatsuji: The innate immune defect in atopic dermatitis includes a deficiency in 
antimicrobial activity produced by the skin microbiome 
ABSTRACT #176: Innate immune defense is mediated in part by antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) 
such as cathelicidins and beta-defensins produced by the host, and by AMPs produced by commensal 
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bacteria. Skin from patients with Atopic Dermatitis (AD) produce less cathelicidin and beta-defensins 
upon injury, a defect that leads to enhanced susceptibility to infection. In this study we hypothesized 
that the abnormal microbiome present on AD skin may exacerbate the disorder. To test this we 
conducted a high-throughput screen of antimicrobial activity produced by commensal skin bacteria, 
measuring activity from individual isolates of coagulase-negative Staphylococcus species present on 
lesional and non-lesional skin of AD patients and normal subjects. 31.0±3.6% of isolates from 
healthy skin inhibited growth of Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) by >99%. In AD skin, 
significantly fewer bacteria obtained by skin swabbing were antimicrobial, only 6.25±7.6%(p<0.05) 
or 8.5± 5.5% (p<0.05) were active from lesional or non-lesional sites, respectively. When bacteria 
from normal skin with antimicrobial activity were applied to mouse skin, these mice could eliminate 
a subsequent surface application of pathogens S. aureus or Group A Streptococcus within 3 hours. 
Full-length, Sanger sequencing of 16S rRNA identified 81.8% of the antimicrobial active clones 
as Staphylococcus hominis (S. hominis). The antimicrobial activity produced by S. hominis was heat 
stable and protease-sensitive, and purification by strong cationic exchange, reverse-phase HPLC and 
mass spectrometry identified two AMPs (3152.2 Da and 3550.7 Da) with cyclic structures. These 
peptides were potently active against S. aureus and killed synergistically. Thus, our data have 
identified new AMPs on human skin, show for the first time that S. hominis contributes to innate 
immune defense, and suggest a lack of such mutualistic interactions with our microbiome may 
contribute to susceptibility of AD skin to infection. 
  
Saturday, May 11  
 
Plenary session 
Plenary 5, Pentland Room, 8:45a-10:00a 
 
8:45-8:57 PL5-01 (Poster 1177) 
Ben Roediger: Regulation of cutaneous inflammation by skin-resident type 2 innate lymphoid 
cells 
ABSTRACT #1177:  Type 2 immunity is critical for the defense against cutaneous infections, but 
also underlies the development of allergic skin diseases, such as eczema. Here we report the 
identification, phenotype and function of a unique type 2 innate lymphoid cell (ILC2) subset resident 
in normal murine dermis, which depends on IL-7 and constitutively produces IL-13 in an age-
dependent manner. Using intravital multiphoton microscopy, we reveal that dermal ILC2 specifically 
contact skin-resident mast cells using a unique migratory pathway confined to the dermis. Moreover, 
we describe a novel model of dermatitis, in which increased numbers of activated dermal ILC2 
promote type 2 inflammation characterized by epidermal hyperplasia and dermal leukocyte infiltrate. 
The skin lesions in this model are further characterized by high levels of IL-5 and IL-13, eosinophilic 
influx and reactive mast cells. Our data uncover a novel interactive pathway between two innate 
immune cell populations implicated in the regulation of type 2 immunity, and demonstrate that ILC2 
can promote inflammation of the skin. 
 
9:33-9:45 PL5-04 (Poster 519) 
Hansjoerg Baurecht: Dense genotyping of six atopic dermatitis and 180 autoimmune risk loci in 
2,425 atopic dermatitis patients  
ABSTRACT #519: Atopic dermatitis (AD) is one of the most common chronic inflammatory skin 
diseases, with a polygenic, multifactorial nature. To date, genome-wide association studies have 
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established six susceptibility loci. However, the causal variation at these loci remains unknown. To 
better define risk variants and identify additional susceptibility loci previously implicated in other 
autoimmune (AI) diseases, we performed a fine-mapping and association study using 2,425 German 
AD cases and 5,449 German population controls. All samples were genotyped on the ImmunoChip, a 
custom high-density array containing 195,806 SNPs and 718 small insertions/deletions across 
186 distinct AI risk loci, including the six known AD susceptibility loci and the HLA region. At these 
loci, the array contains all known SNPs in the dbSNP database, from the 1000 Genomes Project 
(release of Feb. 2012), and from other AI disease resequencing efforts, therefore providing a powerful 
means of fine-mapping known AI loci. Following quality control, 128,830 polymorphic markers were 
available for association analysis. Principal component analysis revealed no marked differences in 
ancestry between cases and controls. We observed that 132 SNPs within non-HLA risk loci reached 
genome-wide significance (P<5x10-8) in the screening phase. For each locus, we investigated the 
existence of multiple independent association signals. Replication of the most strongly associated 
SNPs (n=39) with P<10-4 in 7,196 cases and 15,480 controls from 4 independent case-control sets 
revealed 6 novel AD risk loci. 
 
10:00a-10:30a  
   Albert M. Kligman / Phillip Frost Leadership Lecture 
    Skin stem cells in silence, action and cancer 
    Speaker: Elaine Fuchs  (USA) 
 
Plenary session 
Plenary 6, Pentland Room, 11:00a-12:30p 
  
11:00-11:12  PL6-01 (Poster 234) 
Zhi Liu: Development of a mouse model for linear IgA bullous dermatosis  
ABSTRACT #234: Linear IgA bullous dermatosis (LABD) is an autoimmune inflammatory 
blistering disease characterized by the linear IgA deposition of IgA at the basement membrane zone 
(BMZ) and subepidermal bulla with a predominant neutrophilic infiltrate in the dermis. The IgA 
autoantibodies in LABD recognize BP180/collagen XVII, a hemidesmosomal protein also identified 
as the autoantigen in the autoimmune subepidermal blistering disease, bullous pemphigoid (BP). IgG 
autoantibodies in BP and IgA autoantibodies in LABD specifically target the immunodominant 
region termed NC16A of BP180. We recently generated a humanized mouse strain, in which the 
NC16A domain replaces the counterpart, NC14A domain, of mouse BP180. NC16A humanized mice 
(NC16A), when injected with anti-NC16A IgG autoantibodies from BP, develop BP-like skin lesions. 
Here, we test if LABD IgA autoantibodies are pathogenic in the humanized BP180 mouse. It is 
known that mouse neutrophils lack IgA receptors for human IgA; therefore, NC16A mice were 
reconstituted with purified human neutrophils locally or systemically. NC16A mice without human 
neutrophil reconstitution injected with BP180-specific IgA from LABD alone did not show 
any skin abnormalities. In contrast, NC16A mice reconstituted with human neutrophils injected (i.d. 
or i.p.) with BP180-specific IgA developed subepidermal blisters 24 h post IgA injection. Neutrophil-
reconstituted NC16A mice injected with control IgA did not develop blisters. The skin of diseased 
mice exhibited human IgA deposition at the BMZ and neutrophil infiltration at the lesional/ 
perilesional site. In vitro, LABD IgA in the presence of recombinant NC16A, activates human 
neutrophils resulting in the release of proteolytic enzymes and inflammatory mediators. We conclude 
that both BP180-specific IgA and neutrophils are required in experimental LABD. 
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11:12-11:24  PL6-02 (Poster 819) 
Diana Blaydon: Aquaporin 5 (AQP5), a water channel protein, is mutated in autosomal 
dominant diffuse non-epidermolytic palmoplantar keratoderma.  
ABSTRACT #819: Autosomal dominant diffuse non-epidermolytic palmoplantar keratoderma 
(NEPPK, MIM 600231) presents in early childhood as an even hyperkeratosis extending over the 
whole of the palm and sole. Characteristic to this form of NEPPK, is the adoption of a white, spongy 
appearance to affected areas upon exposure to water. Following exome sequencing, we identified 
missense mutations in aquaporin 5 (AQP5), a member of a family of membrane water channel 
proteins that allow passive movement of water across the lipid bilayer. This is the first aquaporin to 
be associated with a skin disease. AQP5 is well known for its expression in the sweat gland, salivary 
gland, lacrimal gland of the eye and in epithelial cells of the lung and cornea. We now show that 
AQP5 is also expressed in epidermal keratinocytes of the palm. Immunohistochemical staining of 
normal palm showed expression of AQP5 in the stratum granulosum with a predominantly plasma 
membrane localisation. In diffuse NEPPK patients, mutant AQP5 is similarly localised to the plasma 
membrane, indicating that these AQP5 variants appear to be trafficked normally. Furthermore, 
protein structure analysis suggests the mutated AQP5 variants found in diffuse NEPPK patients have 
the potential to result in widened, “leaky” channels and, therefore, likely represent gain-offunction 
alleles. In addition, consistent with a role for aquaporins in cell migration through cytoskeletal 
rearrangements, we see an increase in migration of immortalized patient cells compared to control 
cells and an increase in expression of α-tubulin in patient sections compared to normal palm. 
Together our data indicates that in addition to a dysregulation in water uptake, these AQP5 mutations 
also affect cell migration and the cell cytoskeleton. 
 
11:36-11:48 PL6-04 (Poster 869) 
Cristina de Guzman Strong:  Modulation of a locus control region in the EDC chromatin 
architecture is required for epidermal differentiation 
ABSTRACT #869: The Epidermal Differentiation Complex locus comprises a syntenic cluster of 
genes that are concomitantly expressed during epidermal maturation and skin barrier formation. 
Genetic association to the EDC has been independently identified for both psoriasis and atopic 
dermatitis. The mechanism underlying coordinate transcriptional activation of the EDC is unknown. 
Here we report innovative, multi-disciplinary approaches in mice to elucidate the molecular 
mechanism governing EDC gene activation. Using reporter mice, we identify an epidermalspecific 
regulatory enhancer, 923, within the human EDC that is conserved and exhibited spatio-temporal 
sensitivity at the onset of embryonic epidermal differentiation. Biochemical chromosomal 
conformation capture (3C) assays measured as a function of keratinocyte differentiation establish 923 
as a locus control region (LCR). Specifically, 923 forms multiple chromatin looping interactions with 
EDC gene promoters as far as 2Mb away. Moreover, these physical interactions were dynamic as 
923-associated looping events shifted to a more open chromatin structure as keratinocytes 
differentiate, thus demonstrating a remodeling of the higher order EDC chromatin architecture. 
Genetic studies revealed a requirement for the most 5’ PhastCons (PC) block (sequence highly 
conserved across 28 vertebrate species) within 923 for enhancer activity. Site-directed mutagenesis 
studies specifically attributed 923 enhancer activity to an AP-1 binding site within the PC block. We 
further demonstrate a mechanistic link between AP-1 and 923 whereby AP-1 pharmacological 
inhibition led to aberrant 923-mediated EDC chromatin remodeling and subsequent repression of 
EDC gene activation. Thus, our genomic studies elucidate a functional mechanism linking 
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the chromatin architecture and dynamic regulation of synchronous EDC gene activation relevant to 
skin barrier biology. 
 
Concurrent sessions 
Concurrent 12, Pentland Room, 4:15p-6:00p 
Adaptive Immunity 
 
4:15-4:25 CM12-01 (Poster 035) 
Tetsuro Kobayash: TACE/ADAM17 deficiency in epidermis leads to IL-17A-associated 
inflammation with atopic dermatitis-like phenotype 
ABSTRACT #035: TACE (tumor necrosis factor-α converting enzyme), or ADAM17 (a disintegrin 
and metalloproteinase) is a membrane-bound proteolytic enzyme that regulates cell proliferation and 
differentiation. We recently developed Taceflox/flox/Sox9-Cremice, in which TACE/ADAM17 is absent 
in epidermis (TACE cKO), to study them in the context of hair follicle biology. Unexpectedly, TACE 
cKO manifested phenotypes that closely resembled atopic dermatitis (AD). They exhibited intense 
scratch behavior and chronic skin inflammation with mast cell and T cell infiltration. Skin barriers 
were disrupted as determined by Raman spectrometer, and serum IgE was increased. Major proteins 
in the epidermal differentiation complex including filaggrin were not remarkably changed, however. 
We identified via gene array that Il-17a expression was dramatically increased, and FACS analysis 
revealed prominent infiltration of Th17 cells as well as IL-17A producing-γδ T cells in epidermis, and 
increased numbers of Th1, Th2, and Th17 cells in skin-draining lymph nodes. IL-17A-producing 
cells in epidermis also expressed IL-22. Consistently, increased mRNA expression of the Th17-
driven cytokines IL-1β and IL-23a were detected in TACE cKO epidermis. Crossing TACE cKO to 
Rag2 KO or c-Kit KO mice demonstrated that lymphocytes modestly, but significantly contributed to 
AD-like phenotype, whereas mast cells did not. Transplantation of WT bone marrow into TACE cKO 
mice failed to rescue phenotype, indicating that TACE-deficient epidermis, rather than hematopoietic 
cells, was responsible for the phenotype in TACE cKO mice. In conclusion, TACE-deficiency in 
epidermis led to AD-like chronic skin inflammation associated with IL-17A. TACE cKO mice 
provide a novel model to explore the mechanisms of aberrant inflammation accompanied by 
dysfunction of skin barrier, an aspect shared by human AD. 
 
5:35-5:45 CM12-09 (Poster 044) 
Saeko Nakajima: New role of IL-17A as an inducer for Th2 in murine atopic dermatitis 
ABSTRACT #044: Atopic dermatitis (AD) is generally regarded as a T helper 2 (Th2)-mediated 
inflammatory skin disease. However, the number of IL-17 positive cells is increased in the peripheral 
blood and the acute skin lesion of AD patients. Therefore, it is important to evaluate the role of IL-
17A in the development of AD. To this end, we used IL-17A deficient (IL-17-/-) mice in a hapten-
induced AD-like mouse model. We found that IL-17A induced TSLP and TARC/CCL17 mRNA 
expressions in the lesional skin and promoted Th2 differentiation in the draining lymph nodes. 
Consistently, the serum IgE level in IL-17-/- mice was significantly lower than that in wild-type mice 
after repeated hapten application. We also found that the main producer of IL-17A in the lesional skin 
was dermal γ4+ CCR6+γδT cells, which migrated to the epidermis. To further give in-depth 
consideration to the above findings, we used flaky tail (Flgft) mice that exhibit AD-like skin lesions 
with elevated IgE. We crossed Flgft mice with IL-17A-/- mice and generated Flgft mice deficient in 
IL-17A (IL-17A-/- Flgft mice). IL-17A-/- Flgft mice showed impaired serum IgE level compare to 
Flgft mice in the steady state. In addition, the number of IL-4 producing cells in the skin draining 
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lymph nodes was significantly decreased in IL-17A-/- Flgft mice compare to that in Flgft mice. 
Moreover, epidermal thickness tended to be decreased in IL-17A-/- Flgft mice compared to Flgft 
mice. In line with the result of the hapten-induced AD model, the main producer of IL-17A in the 
skin of Flgft mice was γ4+ γδT cells. Taken together, our results suggest that dermal γ4+ γδ T cells 
migrating into the epidermis are the essential sources of IL-17A in the AD-like skin lesions, and that 
IL-17A promotes Th2 induction and antigen-specific IgE production in line with TSLP and CCL17 
induction in keratinocytes. Therefore, IL-17A seems to play an important role in the development of 
AD. 
 
 
Concurrent 14, Fintry Room, 4:15p-6:00p 
Human Clinical Research & Therapeutics II 
 
4:45-4:55  CM14-04 (Poster 937) 
Veronica Kinsler: Multiple congenital melanocytic naevi and neurocutaneous melanosis are 
caused by post-zygotic activating mutations in codon 61 of NRAS, increasing the risk of 
melanoma in affected tissues 
ABSTRACT #937: Multiple congenital melanocytic naevi (CMN) can be associated with a range of 
neurological abnormalities, and an increased risk of melanoma in both skin and CNS. Mutations in 
NRAS, BRAF and Tp53 have been described in individual CMN samples, however, their role in the 
aetiology of multiple CMN in a single individual has not been studied. We hypothesised that a single 
post-zygotic mutation in NRAS could be responsible for multiple CMN in the same individual, as 
well as for melanocytic and non-melanocytic central nervous system (CNS) lesions. Fifty-five 
samples from 15 patients with multiple CMN were sequenced after site-directed mutagenesis and 
enzymatic digestion of the wild-type allele. Oncogenic missense mutations in codon 61 of NRAS 
were found in affected neurological and cutaneous tissues of 12/15 patients, but absent from 
unaffected tissues and blood, consistent with NRAS mutation mosaicism. In ten patients the mutation 
was consistently c.181C>A, p.Q61K, and in two c.182A>G, p.Q61R. All 11 non-melanocytic and 
melanocytic CNS samples from five patients were mutation positive, despite NRAS rarely reported as 
mutated in CNS tumours. Transition from heterozygosity to homozygosity was associated with the 
onset of melanoma, implying a multi-step progression to malignancy. These results suggest that 
single post-zygotic NRAS mutations are responsible for multiple CMN and the associated 
neurological lesions. 
 
5:35-5:45 CM14-09 (Poster 1007) 
Shin Morizane: Toll-like receptor signaling induces serum amyloid A and IL-6 expression in 
patients with recessive dystrophic epidermolysis bullosa 
ABSTRACT #1007: Secondary amyloidosis (SA), a critical complication caused by chronic 
inflammatory diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis (RA), is sometimes seen in patients with recessive 
dystrophic epidermolysis bullosa (RDEB). Serum amyloid A (SAA) is an essential factor in the 
pathogenesis of SA, and IL-6 is also considered an important cytokine because anti-IL-6 therapy is 
effective for SA. We observed that RDEB patients (n=11) have significantly higher level of SAA and 
IL-6 compared with healthy volunteers (n=10) or patients with atopic dermatitis (n=10) or psoriasis 
(n=10). In addition, a long-term (more than 5 years) follow-up of three RDEB patients revealed the 
persistence of the high level of serum SAA and IL-6. Next we hypothesized the skin could be a 
source of SAA and IL-6 in RDEB because the sources of them in RA have been considered not only 
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the liver but also the joints. RDEB patients usually have widespread skin ulcers, and keratinocytes 
and fibroblasts surrounding ulcer lesions are persistently exposed to microbes due to lack of 
epidermal barrier. Therefore, we examined if these cells produce SAA and IL-6 through microbe 
sensors, Toll-like receptors (TLRs). The analyses by real-time PCR and ELISA revealed that ligands 
of TLR3 (poly I:C), TLR5 (flaggerin), and TLR2/6 (Malp2) significantly induced SAA expression in 
normal human epidermal keratinocytes (NHEKs). In normal human dermal fibroblasts (NHDFs), 
TLR1/2 (Pam3CSK4) and TLR2/6 ligands significantly induced SAA production. Similarly to SAA 
induction, IL-6 expression was also induced in both NHEKs and NHDFs. Furthermore, SAA itself 
induced SAA and IL-6 expression in NHDFs but not NHEKs. In addition, immunohistochemical 
analysis showed increases in SAA and IL-6 in skin ulcer lesions of RDEB patients. These results 
suggest that chronic skin inflammation through innate immunity might trigger the elevation of SAA 
and IL-6 in the sera of RDEB patients. 
 
5:45-5:55 CM14-10 (Poster 936) 
Gabriela Petrol:  Allogeneic fibroblast cell therapy accelerates wound healing in recessive 
dystrophic epidermolysis bullosa (RDEB) 
ABSTRACT #936: Fibroblast cell therapy can modify disease biology in RDEB although its impact 
on wound healing is not clear. We compared allogeneic fibroblasts (ICX-RHY-013; sterile 
suspension of 20x106 per ml of allogeneic human dermal fibroblasts in Hypothermosol®-FRS 
vehicle) injected intradermally into erosion margins of individuals with RDEB, with injections of 
vehicle only, to assess safety and efficacy. We enrolled adult RDEB subjects with chronic erosions in 
a phase II, double-blind, randomised, vehicle-controlled trial. Erosions were randomised in a 
computer-generated block 1:1 ratio, to either a single treatment of 5x106 fibroblasts per linear cm of 
erosion margin or to a similar volume per linear cm of erosion margin of vehicle. All subjects 
continued standard wound care. The trial sponsor, statistician, participants and the investigator 
conducting the study assessments and follow up visits were masked to treatment allocation. The main 
endpoint was mean area change in treated erosions at the end of 6 months. Analyses were by 
intention to treat. 26 erosions in 11 RDEB subjects were injected; 14 erosions received ICX-RHY-
013 and 12 vehicle alone. All follow-up visits were completed for each case. Percentage erosion area 
decreased rapidly after active treatment. Treatment difference between ICX-RHY-013 and vehicle 
was -23.5% (CI -3.5 to-43.5, p=0.025) at day 7, -19.15% (CI 3.36 to -41.66, p=0.089) at day 14 and -
28.83% (CI 7.97 to -65.63, p=0.11) at day 28. Beyond day 28, however, changes in mean erosion area 
did not differ significantly between the two groups, although blinded independent assessment of 
photographs showed that 78.6% and 92.8% of the erosions treated with ICXRHY-013 were clinically 
better from baseline at 28 days and 6 months, respectively. Intradermal injections of allogeneic 
fibroblasts increase the rate of erosion healing in subjects with RDEB within the first 28 days 
although further studies will be needed to address optimal cell dosage and frequency of re-treatment. 
 
Concurrent 15, Tinto Room, 4:15p-6:00p 
Photobiology 
 
4:55-5:05 CM15-05 (Poster 1231) 
Hirotaka Takeuchi: UVA induces the aging-associated progerin through formation of oxidative 
damage and subsequent alternative splicing of LMNA 
ABSTRACT #1231: Premature aging in Hutchinson Gilford progeria syndrome is caused by a 
mutation of the LMNA gene that activates a cryptic splice site. This results in expression of a 
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truncated form of Lamin A, called progerin, and a subsequent impairment of many nuclear functions. 
We recently reported that in cultured fibroblasts progerin is also induced by UVA and suggested a 
role of a progerin-mediated decline of nuclear functions in photoaging. Our goal in this study was to 
elucidate the mechanism by which UVA induces progerin. We hypothesized that the induction of 
progerin by UVA is mediated by activation of the LMNA cryptic splice site. This was confirmed by 
parallel quantitation of the lamin A mRNA and the progerin mRNA following several doses of UVA, 
which revealed only an induction of progerin mRNA, but no induction of lamin A mRNA. So far, 
alternative splicing of other genes has been reported after exposure to UVC, but not after exposure to 
UVA. As we found the induction of progerin only after exposure to UVA, but not after exposure to 
UVB, we hypothesized that UVA-induced oxidative damage may mediate the alternative splicing of 
LMNA pre-mRNA. This was confirmed by a complete inhibition of UVA-induced progerin mRNA 
by incubation with the singlet oxygen-quencher sodium azide (5 mM, not toxic, no effect on baseline 
progerin mRNA). The 7-base cryptic splice donor site in exon 11 of the LMNA gene contains 5 
guanines. This is an attractive site for oxidative base modification, as singlet oxygen oxidizes almost 
exclusively guanines. We suggest that guanine oxidation on the LMNA pre-mRNA may promote 
splicing, e.g. by affecting binding of spliceosome proteins to the cryptic splice donor site. This is in 
line with the reactive oxygen species (ROS) hypothesis of aging, in which ROS mediate age-
associated declines of cellular functions, and may represent a novel mechanism by which UVA in 
particular mediates photoaging of the skin. 
 
Concurrent 16, Kilrith Room, 4:15p-6:00p 
Growth Factors 
 
5:15-5:25 CM16-07 (Poster 734) 
Cristina Has: Role of kindlin-2 in epidermal homeostasis 
ABSTRACT #734:  Kindlin-2 (K2) is an focal adhesion adaptor involved in integrin activation. 
Animal models demonstrated its role in development, and recent studies support its implication in 
malignancies. Because of the embryonic lethality of knock-out mice and lack of human disorders, its 
contribution to epidermal physiology has remained elusive. To address this we established skin 
equivalents using keratinocytes treated with K2-specific, or non-targeting shRNA and normal 
fibroblasts in collagen gels. K2-deficient epidermis was significantly thinner than control epidermis, 
with reduced dermal-epidermal and cell-cell adhesion. The mechanical stability of the epidermis was 
compromised, as demonstrated by numerous intraepidemal clefts, and the expression / distribution of 
proteins of the dermal-epidermal, and cell-cell junctions was reduced. In contrast, differentiation 
markers were strongly expressed in the outermost layer. Co-immunoprecipitation demonstrated K2 in 
complexes with plakoglobin and β-catenin. Immunofluorescence staining of calcium-treated K2-
deficient keratinocytes showed predominantly cytoplasmic distribution of β-catenin, plakoglobin and 
desmoplakin, in contrast to plasma membrane localization in control cells, suggesting that loss of K2 
prevents the incorporation of these molecules in stable complexes at cell-cell junctions. In agreement, 
transient and stable knockdown of K2 in keratinocytes led to reduced mechanical stability of cell-cell 
adhesion in dispase assays. Pulldowns demonstrated reduced RhoA activation in K2 keratinocytes. 
Treatment with the cytotoxic necrotizing factor Y (CNFY) rescued RhoA activation, the distribution 
of β-catenin and desmoplakin to the cell membrane, and the formation of adhesion junction zippers. 
Topical application of CNFY to K2 deficient skin equivalents significantly restored epidermal 
integrity. These results suggest that K2 is a critical component of actin anchoring complexes 
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contributing to epidermal homeostasis. Anomalies associated with K2 depletion were counteracted by 
activation of RhoA, a regulator of the actin stress fibres. 
 
5:25-5:35 CM16-08 (Poster 926) 
Edel O'Toole: Loss of type VII collagen in cutaneous SCC increases angiogenesis 
ABSTRACT #926: We have previously shown that loss of ColVII in SCC, modelling recessive 
dystrophic epidermolysis bullosa (RDEB), increases iinvasion with increased TGF-beta signalling. In 
this study, we explored the role of angiogenesis, a TGF-beta driven process, in tumourigenesis of 
SCC cells with absent ColVII. Stable knock-down of ColVII (shCOL7) was established in SCC cell 
lines using lentiviral shRNA. Collagen:matrigel gels were generated using shCOL7 and control (shC) 
cells and normal fibroblasts and grafted onto immunodeficient nude mice for 6 weeks. Histological 
analysis revealed that shCOL7 cells are more invasive than control cells in vivo, accompanied by an 
increase in blood vessel formation and diameter quantified using Meca-32 labelling. Data from an 
angiogenesis proteome array showed a significant increase in several angiogenesis markers, including 
VEGF-A and thrombospondin-1 in shCOL7 cells. Conditioned media from shCOL7 cells increased in 
vitro tube formation and branching in a HUVEC angiogenesis assay. Conditioned media from RDEB 
SCC cells with knockdown of TGFBR2, but not TGFBR1, reduced in vitro tube formation. Twist and 
VEGF expression was increased in shCol7 xenografts compared to shC and in RDEB SCC tumours 
compared to sporadic SCC sections. Interestingly, CD31 labelling also revealed an increase in the 
number and diameter of blood vessels in RDEB SCC tumours. Using a zebrafish xenograft model, we 
demonstrate that recombinant collagen VII protein significantly reverses intratumoural 
vascularisation of RDEB SCC cell lines. Our data provide evidence for the first time that loss of 
epithelial ColVII in SCC specifically increases angiogenesis driven by TGF-beta signalling, Twist 
and VEGF and may contribute to a better understanding of the accelerated metastasis in RDEB SCC. 
 
5:35-5:45  CM16-09 (Poster 909) 
Amy Paller: Keratinocyte motility is regulated by ganglioside GM3-induced suppression of 
insulin-like growth factor-1 signaling 
ABSTRACT #909: We have previously shown increased ganglioside GM3 in diabetic mouse skin 
and that depletion of GM3 synthase, which catalyzes GM3 synthesis, dramatically improves diabetic 
wound healing in diet-induced obese knockout mice. We hypothesized that GM3 similarly 
accumulates in human diabetic skin and that insulin-like growth factor-1 receptor (IGF-1R) activation 
is key to the increased keratinocyte motility with GM3 depletion. Indeed, GM3S expression, as 
shown by qRT-PCR, was increased by 4-5-fold in human diabetic vs. control foot skin (p<.001). 
GM3 biochemical supplementation or GM3 accumulation by treatment with spherical nucleic acids 
(SNAs) to block GM3 downstream metabolism: i) suppressed normal human keratinocyte (NHEK) 
migration in scratch assays (p<.01); ii) reduced cell polarization (p<.001); iii) virtually eliminated 
IGF-1R phosphorylation (p<.001); iv) increased cofilin phosphorylation with and without growth 
factor stimulation ((p<.001); and v) suppressed Rac1 activity by more than 75%. In contrast, SNA-
induced suppression of GM3S expression or biochemical depletion of GM3: i) accelerated NHEK 
migration in scratch assays (p<.01); ii) increased the percentage of NHEKs with a single 
lamellipodium in standard (p<.05) and hyperglycemic (increased from 2.9% to 71% of cells, p<.001) 
medium; iii) increased IGF-1R phosphorylation up to 9-fold; iv) reduced cofilin phosphorylation by 
2.3-fold; and v) increased Rac1 activity both without (p<.001) and with (p<.05) insulin or IGF-1 
stimulation. Specific biochemical inhibition of IGF-1R or addition of GM3 reversed the stimulatory 
effect of GM3S SNAs on NHEK migration (p<.001). These data provide strong evidence that GM3 
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regulates keratinocyte polarization and migration by IGF-1R signaling and suppression of Rac1. 
These studies further implicate GM3 depletion as a new strategy for accelerating human wound 
healing. 
 
5:45-5:55  CM16-10 (Poster 697) 
Robert B. Hamanaka: Mitochondrial generation of reactive oxygen species promotes epidermal 
differentiation and hair follicle development  
Although the genetic and morphological changes associated with epidermal differentiation are well 
studied, the signaling events that regulate this process remain poorly understood. Here we tested the 
hypothesis that mitochondrial generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) is an important regulator 
of epidermal differentiation by creating a mouse with a keratinocyte-specific deficiency in the 
mitochondrial transcription factor A (TFAM). The epidermis of these TFAM conditional knockout 
(cKO) mice was characterized by reduced expression of differentiation markers and by increased 
proliferation within the basal layer. These mice had impaired epidermal barrier function and died 
within 15 days of birth. Primary keratinocytes isolated from TFAM cKO mice demonstrated impaired 
differentiation in vitro, a result of impaired Notch-dependent transcription. Differentiation marker 
expression in TFAM cKO keratinocytes could be partly rescued by treatment with exogenous 
hydrogen peroxide or by overexpression of the Notch intracellular domain. The hair follicles of 
TFAM cKO mice were characterized by reduced levels of β-catenin and underwent premature 
catagen. TFAM cKO keratinocytes could not induce β-catenin-dependent transcription after treatment 
with Wnt ligands, a defect recapitulated by treatment of control keratinocytes with antioxidants. This 
defect was rescued by treatment with lithium chloride, suggesting an ROS-sensitive signaling event 
required for inhibition of glycogen synthase kinase 3β after Wnt ligand stimulation. Administration of 
lithium chloride to TFAM cKO mice partially rescued the hair follicle defect observed in these mice. 
Taken together, our results demonstrate that generation of mitochondrial ROS is a key upstream 
signaling event required for differentiation and homeostasis of the epidermis and hair follicle. 
 
 
POSTERS TO CHECK OUT  

ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 005  
TITLE: Anti-inflammatory effect of a traditional Chinese medicine Qingpeng ointment on induced 
atopic dermatitis in mice  
AUTHORS:  Y. Li, X. Lu, L. Li  
ABSTRACT BODY:  Background. Atopic dermatitis (AD) is a recurrent pruritic and chronic 
inflammatory disease. Qingpeng ointment (QP) is a traditional Chinese medicine which has been 
used in the treatment of AD in China, but the mechanism is unknown. Aim. To analyze the anti-
inflammatory effects of QP on induced AD in mice. Methods. AD lesions were induced in 108 eight-
week-old BALB/c mice by repeated application of 2, 4-dinitrofluorobenzene on shaved backs and the 
mice were then equally divided into 6 groups to untreated group (model control), different 
concentration of QP (100%, 75% and 50%) treated group, vehicle of QP treated group and 
Mometasone Furoate cream (MF) (positive control) treated group respectively, and treated for two 
weeks. Eighteen mice receiving no sensitization or treatment served as blank normal control. 
Macroscopic and microscopic changes of the skin lesions were observed after the treatment. The 
levels of serum immunoglobulin (Ig) E, tissue interferon (IFN)-γ, interleukin (IL)-4 and IL-17A 
protein were measured with Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbnent Assay (ELISA) and tissue mRNA 
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expression of IL-4, IFN-γ and IL-17A was measured with quantitative real-time polymerase chain 
reaction (PCR). Results. Similar to MF, QP could significantly inhibit the induced AD lesions in a 
dose-related pattern. Levels of serum IgE, tissue IL-4 and the mRNA expression of IL-17A was 
suppressed by QP treatment while the tissue IFN-γ was increased. Conclusions. QP could inhibit 
hapten induced AD lesions in mice by at least inhibition of IL-4, IgE and IL17A production and by 
increasing the tissue level of IFN-γ.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 007  
TITLE: Low numbers of memory T cells correlate with minor CCL27 expression in prenatal human 
skin 
AUTHORS:  M. Mildner, M. Prior, M. Gschwandtner, C. Schuster, E. Tschachler, A. Elbe-Bürger 

ABSTRACT BODY: CCL27, a chemokine constitutively expressed in the epidermis of adults, is a 
key chemo-attractant for CLA+ memory T cells. Recently, it has been reported that, in contrast to 
adult skin, prenatal skin harbors only few memory T cells. In this study we investigated whether this 
scarcity correlates with CCL27 levels during gestation in vivo and analyzed its expression in fetal and 
adult human primary keratinocyte (KC) as well as organotypic skin cultures in vitro.  
Immunofluorescence revealed no/low CCL27 expression in embryonic (9-14 weeks estimated 
gestational age (EGA)) and fetal (18-24 weeks EGA) human skin, respectively, as compared to the 
strong staining pattern observed in adult skin. In line with this in situ expression pattern, secreted 
CCL27 was present in supernatants of ex-vivo skin cultures derived from adult skin samples but was 
absent in supernatants of prenatal skin. Similarly, CCL27 was produced and secreted in vitro by adult 
primary human KC but not in fetal primary human KC. Stimulation with the TLR3 ligand poly (I:C) - 
a potent inducer of a variety of chemokines in KC - led to a strong induction of CCL27 secretion 
merely in adult but not in fetal KC. Given that a major difference between pre- and post-natal 
epidermis is the differentiation status of KC, we investigated the effect of KC-differentiation on 
CCL27 production and secretion in monolayer and organotypic skin cultures using adult KC. In both 
experimental settings, cell-differentiation strongly up-regulated CCL27 expression and secretion in 
KC. Together our findings suggest that CCL27 plays a major role for the influx of memory T cells 
during skin development. In addition, we demonstrated that epidermal CCL27 secretion is strongly 
dependent on KC differentiation. SESSION TYPE: Poster KEYWORDS: T cell, Chemokine, 
Keratinocyte.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 011 
TITLE: TNF inhibitors directly target Th17 cells in psoriasis  
AUTHORS: T. Shiga, K. Sato, M. Tarutani, S. Kataoka, S. Sano 
ABSTRACT BODY: TNF represents a key proinflammatory cytokine and plays a critical role in 
pathogenesis of psoriasis. Therefore, TNF inhibitors, such as infliximab, adalimumab and etenercept, 
show a great therapeutic efficacy on psoriatic lesions as well as patient's quality of life. It has been 
thought that TNF inhibitors attenuate psoriasis through inactivation of myeloid dendritic cells and 
subsequently the IL-23/Th17 pathway or direct inhibiting effect on keratinocyte activation. However, 
the detailed mechanism of TNF inhibitors still remains obscure. We experienced a patient with 
psoriatic erythroderma, who showed demarcated attenuation of lesions at the sites of adalimumab 
(ADA) injection. Immunohistochemical study using the lesional skin where ADA was 
subcutaneously administrated revealed that ADA predominantly bound to infiltrating T cells rather 
than epidermal keratinocytes, dendritic cells or macrophages. This finding prompted us to investigate 
any direct effect of TNF inhibitors on T cells. Peripheral blood T cells from normal healthy donor 
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stimulated in vitro with immobilized anti-CD3/CD28 in the presence of IL-1beta and IL23 resulted in 
production of IL-17A and TNF, indicating the Th17-skewing. In this experimental setting, inclusion 
of etanercept significantly inhibited gene expression of IL-17A and production of IL-17A. Inhibition 
of IL-17A production by etanercept was also observed in the peripheral blood T cells from psoriasis 
patients. Taken together, the present study suggests that TNF produced by Th17 cells is required, in 
an autocrine fashion, for full maturation of Th17 cells. Therefore, TNF inhibitors directly target Th17 
cells, which play a crucial role in psoriasis pathophysiology. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID:  016 
TITLE:  A new model for evaluating topical treatments for Th17 mediated diseases using ex vivo 
human skin 
AUTHORS:  H. Aloor, C. Peredo, H. Hofland, S. H. Smith, J. Therrien, J. Cote-Sierra 
ABSTRACT BODY: The activation of skin resident T cells and subsequent production of pro-
inflammatory cytokines IL-17and IL-22 are pivotal steps in the development and progression of 
autoimmune skin disease, such as psoriasis. Although several rodent models exist, none completely 
recapitulates human disease. Animal models also present a challenge for target validation when 
investigating effects of topical treatment because the properties of rodent and human skin differ. A 
novel tissue-based assay that focuses on T cell-mediated immune responses within the skin was 
developed. Resident T cells are activated in situ in freshly excised healthy human skin, resulting in 
Th17differentiation, and significant cytokine production, including IL-17 and IL-22. Importantly, we 
show that T lymphocytes remain inside the dermal tissue throughout culture as stimulation-dependent 
cytokine expression is observed by PCR for up to 6 days post stimulation. After 4 days of stimulation 
under Th17-polarizing conditions, epidermal ballooning degeneration was observed. The data suggest 
that expression of IL-17 and IL-22 in the tissue caused the tissue damage. Indeed, similar 
degeneration of the epidermis was observed when recombinant IL-17A and IL-22 protein was added 
to the culture medium, in the absence of overt T cell stimulation. IL-17 production is highly 
dependent on the transcription factor RORgt. Therefore, the model was further validated using 
specific small molecule inhibitors ofRORg. Pretreatment of human skin explant cultures with RORg 
inhibitors abrogated activation-induced il-17a and il-17f message expression, but not il-22. Our data 
show that T cells can be activated in situ in healthy skin explants cultures, which provide an ideal 
model system for assessing target engagement of immunomodulatory therapeutic compounds 
intended for topical use. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID:  017 
TITLE:  Expression of  IL-23/Th17 pathway in early inflamed acne lesions 
AUTHORS:  H. Kelhälä, R. Palatsi, S. Lehtimäki, N. Fyhrquist, M. Kallioinen, M. Kubin, K. 
Tasanen, H. Alenius, A. Lauerma 

ABSTRACT BODY:  Acne vulgaris is a common disease characterized by androgen dependence, 
follicular hyperkeratosis, increased sebum excretion, colonization with P. acnes and inflammatory 
events. The formation of microcomedone is preceded by mononuclear, mainly CD4 positive T-cell 
infiltrates and macrophages. We examined the biopsies obtained from early inflamed lesions and non-
lesional skin of acne patients (n=20) and, as control, lesional and nonlesional skin of psoriasis 
patients (n=9) by RT-PCR and immunohistochemistry. RT- PCR showed significant similarities 
between cytokine profiles in lesions of acne and psoriasis. We found increased expression of 
Th17cytokines: IL-17A increase was 22.7-fold (p< 0.001) in lesions of acne compared to the non-
lesional skin and 20.1-fold (p<0.001) in psoriasis in lesional compared to non-lesional skin. IL-23p19 
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increased 3.1-fold in acne and 9.2-fold in psoriasis, p<0.001 in both diseases. Also Th1 markers 
CXCR3, T-bet and INF-gamma were significantly increased in acne and psoriasis compared to non-
lesional skin. Foxp3 elevation was 2.5 fold in acne and 4.1 fold in psoriasis (p<0.001 in both) and 
also TGF-beta and IL-10 increased very significantly. IL-17 is known to be a potent inducer of 
antimicrobial peptides and chemotaxis of neutrophils. Pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-8, IL-1beta and 
TNF-alpha were significantly increased as well as the antimicrobial peptides S100A7, S100A9, 
LCN2, hBD2, hBD3 and hCAP18. Immunohistochemistry revealed IL-17A and Foxp3 positive cells. 
Naturally the localization of the positive cells was different in acne compared to psoriasis. This is the 
first study linking Th17 and Treg cells to early inflammatory events in acne lesions and shows 
similarities in cytokine profiles in acne and psoriasis. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 056  
TITLE: Effect of topical application of Quercetin on atopic dermatitis in NC/Nga mice 
AUTHORS: S. Choi, M. Jeong, J. Kim, K. Park, M. Lee, S. Joo, S. Seo 
ABSTRACT BODY: Atopic Dermatitis (AD) is a chronic inflammatory skin disease that commonly 
begins in childhood. Quercetin-3-O-α-L-rhamnopyranosyl-2”-gallate (QRG), which was isolated 
from the bark of Acer ginnala Maxim grown natively in Korea, has been known to have several 
biological effects, including anti-oxidative, anti-inflammatory and anti-cancer activities. In this study, 
we examined the effect of topical application of QRG on skin inflammation and AD-like skin lesions 
in mouse models. Over a period of eight weeks, mice applied daily to QRG for 4 weeks after received 
twice a week application of 100 mg Dermatophagoides farinae (Df) ointment on back for 4 weeks. 
Topical application of QRG were down-regulated the development of AD-like skin lesions in 
NC/Nga mice. Interestingly, QRG markedly decreased inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) and 
cyclooxygenase (COX)-2 mRNA expression in skin. QRG also significantly suppressed the level of 
total plasma Immunoglobulin (Ig) E induced by topical Df-stimulation. We also showed that topical 
application down-regulated the expression of representative cytokines, Interleukin (IL)-4, -5 and ¬13, 
induced by Df stimulation. In the present study, we demonstrated that topical application of QRG was 
able to improve Df-induced AD-like inflammatory responses. These results demonstrate that QRG 
might be beneficial in the treatment of AD.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 110  
TITLE: TLR2-ligands promote Th2-mediated dermatitis through IL-4 mediated suppression of IL-10 
AUTHORS:  S. Kaesler, T. Volz, Y. Skabytska, K. Chen, U. Hein, E. Guenova, M. Röcken, T. 
Biedermann 
ABSTRACT BODY: Innate immunity is the first line of defense at surface organs like the skin and 
plays a crucial role in the subsequent shaping of adaptive immunity. However, the contribution of 
innate immune signals in the modulation of already ongoing adaptive immune responses remained 
largely uncharacterized. An ideal disease to investigate how innate immune signals interact with the 
adaptive immune system is atopic dermatitis (AD), because AD is Th-cell mediated with IL-4 
dominating acute lesions and covered with Staphylococcus aureus providing potent innate signals 
activating Toll-like-receptor (TLR) 2. We investigated Th2-cell mediated dermatitis with or without 
TLR2 activation in a mouse model of AD using adoptive transfer of Th2 cells. We show here that this 
Th2-cell mediated dermatitis is self limiting, depends on IL-4, is mediated by cutaneous MHC II+ 
cells and is strongly enhanced and sustained by TLR2 activation. Further analyses revealed that 
combinative sensing of innate TLR2 ligands and adaptive IL 4 leads to dermatitis exacerbation and 
persistence through suppression of IL-10. This demonstrates how innate signals transform transient 
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Th2-cell mediated inflammation into persistent dermatitis as seen in chronic human AD. Moreover, 
these data provide another rationale for targeting IL-4 in AD patients, a therapeutic approach 
currently under development.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 111  
TITLE: Inhibitors TrkA, TrkB and TrkC are effective in models of atopic dermatitis and allergic skin  
AUTHORS:  S. W. Andrews, D. Wright, K. Bouhana, P. A. Lee, L. E. Burgess 
ABSTRACT BODY: To elucidate the role of the neurotrophin / Trk pathway on signs and symptoms 
associated with allergic skin disease, an orally available Trk inhibitor was evaluated in the NC/NGA 
mouse model of Atopic Dermatitis (AD). As follow-up, a topical compound screen using the 
fluorescein isothyocyanate (FITC)-induced contact hypersensitivity model was used to further 
understand the effects of Trk inhibition on cytokine expression typically associated with allergic skin 
disease. Atopic Dermatitis Model: NG/Nga mice exhibiting signs and symptoms of AD were treated 
with ARRY-470, a potent, selective, orally bioavailable inhibitor of the Trk pathway at doses of 30 
mg/kg BID for 4 weeks and evaluated for measures of disease severity and histologic changes in 
disease progression relative to topical Protopic as a control. Contact Sensitivity Model: BALB/c mice 
sensitized and challenged with FITC, were treated topically with a panel of Trk inhibitors and 
evaluated for changes in ear thickness and up-regulation of inflammatory cytokines relative to a 
topical steroid control. In the NC/Nga model, oral ARRY-470 caused a 41% (p < 0.01) decrease in 
itch bouts, a 61% (p < 0.01) reduction in total itch scores and trends toward improvements in 
symptoms (oozing, hemorrhage, edema, erythema) and skin histopathology (inflammation, epithelial 
necrosis, epidermal hyperplasia, orthokeratotic hyperkeratosis, parakeratotic hyperkeratosis) relative 
to vehicle control. In the FITC contact hypersensitivity model, topical Trk inhibitors reduce ear 
swelling 37 - 44% (p < 0.01), IL-4 production 46 – 68% (P = 0.001) and resulted in a 60 - 91% (p < 
0.01) reduction of other key cytokines associated with atopic dermatitis (IFN-γ, TNF-α, IL-1, IL-4, 
IL-12, KC). These results demonstrate the effectiveness of Trk inhibition in reducing the signs, 
symptoms, histologic presentation and cytokine up-regulation associated with atopic dermatitis. Both 
oral and topical Trk inhibitors have been identified and warrant further investigation as potential new 
treatment options for allergic skin disease.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 112  
TITLE: Oral Streptococcus is one of immunopathological trigerring factors in aphthous ulceration 
including Behcet's  
AUTHORS:  F. Kaneko, A. Togashi, E. Nomura, K. Nakamura 
ABSTRACT BODY: There may be some difficulties to differentiate Behcet disease (BD) and 
recurrent aphthous stomatitis (RAS) from other aphthous lesions including herpes simplex virus 
(HSV) infection. “Pathergy test” has been thought as one of auxiliary diagnostic benefits for BD for 
long time, albeit less sensitivity. The prick reaction by streptococcal antigens is highly diagnostic for 
BD patients though the standard antigens are unable to be routinely provided, because the patients 
have hyper-reactivity against streptococci. More simply specific diagnostic ways should be 
considered. The prick with neat and filter-sterilized saliva (S- and FS-prick) was performed on the 
skin of the patients, because oral streptococci are contained in saliva. The skin reactions were 
measured in diameter 48 hours after prick and the biopsy was performed from the skin reaction to 
analyze immunohistologically. In 9 out of 10 BD patients (90%), the S-prick reaction was intensely 
observed and 3 out of 5 RAS patients (60%) showed relatively weak reaction. None of other patients 
and healthy controls responded to the prick. As no reaction appeared by the FS-prick, the response by 
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S-prick might be due to oral streptococci in the patients. Salivary culture revealed streptococcal 
colonies in MS agar. Histology of the pricked skin-site displayed predominant infiltration of CD4+T 
cells and monocyte/macrophage lineage resembling to the vascular reaction of erythema nodosum-
like eruption in BD patients. The S-prick is helpful in diagnosis for BD and RAS. The results suggest 
that the positive pathergy reaction of BD patients might be due to cutaneous microorganisms having 
cross-immunity to oral streptococci and that may provide a direct evidence for triggering action in the 
underlying immunopathology of the two oral disease conditions.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 117 
TITLE: Impaired Notch-MKP-1 signalling in hidradenitis suppurativa: An approach to pathogenesis 
by evidence from translational biology  
AUTHOR:  B. C. Melnik 
ABSTRACT BODY: Abstract Body: Recent findings in familial hidradenitis suppurativa (HS) 
demonstrated loss-of-function mutations of components of the γ-secretase (GS) complex leading to 
decreased protease cleaving activity, which may compromise canonical Notch signalling. Appropriate 
Notch signalling is of pivotal importance for maintaining the inner and outer root sheath of the hair 
follicle and skin appendages. This approach to the pathogenesis of HS is primarily supported by 
circumstantial evidence derived from translational biology. Impaired Notch signalling is proposed to 
be the major pathogenic mechanism of HS. Deficient Notch signalling switches the fate of outer root 
sheath cells resulting in conversion of hair follicles to epidermal cysts. Epidermal cyst rupture with 
release of keratin fibres may activate the innate immune system. Impaired Notch signalling may 
compromise apocrine gland homeostasis. Damage-associated molecular pattern molecules released 
either by ruptured epidermal cysts and less maintained apocrine glands may stimulate TLR-mediated 
innate immunity. All aggravating factors of HS, smoking, obesity, skin occlusion and androgens, 
further promote inflammation by release of proinflammatory cytokines derived from activated 
monocyte/macrophages. Inappropriate Notch signalling may not only initiate inflammation in HS but 
may leads to insufficient feedback inhibition of overstimulated innate immunity. Regular Notch 
signalling via induction of MAPK phosphatase-1 (MKP-1) terminates TLR-MAPK-signalling in 
macrophages and IL-23 secreting DCs, the key players for Th17 cell polarization. Thus, impaired 
Notch signalling links HS to other Th17-driven comorbidities. All major therapeutic interventions in 
HS appear to attenuate increased MAPK activation of innate immune cells due to impaired Notch-
mediated feedback regulation of innate immunity.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID:  126 
TITLE:  Th17, Th22 and regulatory T cell responses in early atopic dermatitis lesions and atopic 
patch tests 
AUTHORS:  B. J. Lewis, F. Meredith, L. G. Lawson, R. N. Barker, A. D. Ormerod 
ABSTRACT BODY:  Recent studies suggest that Th17 cells participate in atopic dermatitis to a 
lesser degree than psoriasis and towards Th22 cells contributing more to inflammation in the skin 
lesions. The aim of this study was to investigate the participation of cells of the Th17/Th22 lineage 
and regulatory Tcells in early AD lesions, clinically uninvolved AD skin and examine their dynamics 
in atopic patch tests. Punch biopsies were taken from 12 patient’s involved and uninvolved skin and 
from 3 patients APTs each at 3 timepoints. Skin was disaggregated with viable cells and peripheral 
blood mononuclear cells stained for enumeration by FACS. From APT (n=3) lymphocyte cultures 
were stimulated and measured for cytokine responses by multiplex bead array. IL-17, IL-22, IL-23R 
and FOXP3 were all significantly increased in involved and uninvolved AD skin compared to 
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peripheral blood. Within the Th17 lineage (IL-23 receptor positive cells) IL-17 was reduced in 
involved skin compared to IL-22 and there were significantly more IL-22+, IL-17- cells in lesional 
skin consistent with a population of Th22 cells. In atopic patch tests (APT) there was an influx of IL-
17 cells at 24 hours and at 72 hours Th17 cells fell while FOXP3 and Th2 cells increased. 
Cytokineresponses in cells derived from APT, showed brisk responses with IL-13, IL-6, IL-1β and 
interferonγ, TNFα and a weaker IL-17 response to Der P1 stimulation. The Th17 lineage participate 
in early AD lesions and APT. These cells are preferentially recruited to uninvolved and involved skin. 
Involved skin is characterised by predominantly IL-22 secreting (Th22) cells. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 150 
TITLE: Dermal CARD14 expression in psoriasis 
AUTHORS: J. L. Harden, K. Pierson, M. Suárez-Fariñas, A. Chiricozzi, R. Goldbach-Mansky, A. 
Bowcock, M. A. Lowes 
ABSTRACT BODY: Mutations in the caspase recruitment domain, family member 14 (CARD14) 
gene have recently been described in some psoriasis patients, and explain psoriasis susceptibility 
locus 2 (PSORS2). CARD14 is a multidomain scaffold protein that regulates NF-κB activation. 
Psoriasis-associated CARD14 alterations lead to enhanced NF B signaling and up-regulation of 
many NF-B responsive genes, including cytokines such as IL8 and CCL20. Previously published 
immunohistochemistry data from our group demonstrated that CARD14 is expressed mainly in 
epidermal keratinocytes, but is also in scattered dermal cells. In order to identify which dermal cells 
express CARD14 we utilized double and triple immunofluoroscence staining of frozen sections of 
psoriasis lesions. Dermal CARD14 expression was not found to co-localize with CD3+ (T-cells), 
CD11c+ (Dendritic cells), or CD163+ (Macrophages). However, CARD14 did co-localize with 
vimentin+ cells, and also with most CD31+ endothelial cells. Triple immunofluroscence staining 
confirmed that CARD14 was expressed in vimentin+CD31+ endothelial cells. This finding is 
particularly interesting, as overactive NFkB signaling in endothelial cells may result in upregulation 
of cell adhesion molecules and chemokines, contributing to the recruitment and infiltration of 
pathogenic immune cells. Future studies will elucidate how CARD14 contributes to psoriasis 
pathogenesis, as well as the contribution of dermal endothelial cells in this disease. 
 
ASTRACT FINAL ID: 143 
TITLE: The role of PPARγ in the control of sebogenesis in vitro. Prospective for novel treatment of 
acne 
AUTHORS:  A. Mastrofrancesco, M. Ottaviani, D. Kovacs, M. Ludovici, C. Zouboulis, E. Camera, 
M. Picardo 
ABSTRACT BODY: Acne has a multifactorial pathogenic mechanism wherein increased sebum and 
inflammation play a central role. Evidence suggests that dietary glycemic load and insulin signaling 
play an important role in the sebaceous gland activity and skin inflammation influencing sebum 
composition and low glycemic diet seems to ameliorate clinical manifestations. A growing body of 
findings indicates that peroxisome proliferators-activated receptor gamma (PPARγ), which regulates 
lipid and glucose metabolism, controls lipogenesis even in sebaceous gland cells. We demonstrated 
that a newly designed PPARγ modulator (GMG-43AC) exerts anti-inflammatory activity in 
stimulated sebocyte cell line (SZ95) and normal human keratinocytes. In this study we investigated 
the role of GMG-43AC on the regulation of the sebaceous lipid synthesis induced by insulin on SZ95 
focusing on intracellular pathway. GMG-43AC significantly reduced the sebaceous lipid synthesis 
evaluated by the Nile Red and GC-MS assay. On insulin-stimulated SZ95 the reduction of SREBP 
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nuclear transcription factor and target genes such as Fatty Acid Synthase, Stearoyl-CoA Desaturase 1 
and HMG-CoA reductase at mRNA level was detect. The specific PPARγ inhibitor GW9662 
abolished the effect of GMG-43AC on the lipogenic genes. The insulin activated  APK/ extracellular 
regulated kinase (ERK1/2) and phosphatidylinositide 3-kinase-Akt pathways were down-modulated 
by GMG-43AC. These results highlighted the ability of GMG-43AC to counteract sebogenesis 
induced by hyperinsulinemic stimulus offering the possibility for a new promising drug for the 
treatment of acne. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 145 
TITLE: Keratinocytes from patients with atopic dermatitis express high levels of histamine 4 receptor 
which mediate histamine induced proliferation 
AUTHORS: F. Glatzer, M. Gschwandtner, S. Mommert, T. Werfel, R. Gutzmer 
ABSTRACT BODY: Atopic dermatitis (AD) is a common disease which affects up to 20 % of the 
population and clearly lowers the quality of life. The involved pathophysiologic mechanisms of this 
disease are not fully understood until now. Hyperproliferation of keratinocytes, resulting in 
acanthosis is one important observation in AD. Also elevated levels of histamine are observed in 
lesional skin. The focus of our study was the analysis of histamine effect on the proliferation 
of human keratinocytes, especially with regard on histamine 4 receptor (H4R). We isolated outer root 
sheath keratinocytes from healthy donors and from patients with AD and determined H4R expression 
with real-time PCR was used. Proliferation was evaluated by in vitro cell proliferation assay and by 
scratch assays. We observed higher H4R mRNA expression on keratinocytes from patients with AD 
compared with non-atopic donors. These keratinocytes responded to stimulation with histamine or 
with an H4R agonist with a significant higher proliferation compared with non-stimulated control 
cells. The observed upregulation of proliferation was blocked by pre-incubation with the specific 
H4R-antagonist JNJ7777120. Furthermore the incubation of AD keratinocytes with histamine or a 
specific H4R agonist led to a faster closure of scratching wounds. The H4R antagonist JNJ7777120 
reversed this histamine and agonist effect. In summary we describe a high H4R expression on 
keratinocytes from AD patients and define a functional role on these cells. The stimulation of 
keratinocyte proliferation through histamine via H4R may represent a mechanism that contributes to 
the observed epidermal hyperplasia in patients with AD. These findings contribute to the thesis that 
H4R antagonists may represent a novel approach for the treatment of AD. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 158  
TITLE: Genetic modification of HLA-DR linked with the PSMB8 mutation in Nakajo-Nishimura 
syndrome  
AUTHORS:  K. Kunimoto, F. Furukawa, H. Ida, N. Kanazawa 
ABSTRACT BODY: Nakajo-Nishimura syndrome (NNS; OMIM#256040, ORPHA2615) is a 
recently-defined hereditary autoinflammatory disorder characterized by recurrent inflammatory 
attacks with fever and/or skin eruptions and progressive lipomuscular atrophy. This disease is caused 
by a unique mutation of the PSMB8 gene, which not only impairs an enzymatic activity of the 
encoding β5i subunit, but also disturbs formation of the immunoproteasome complex. Although 
immunoproteasome is involved in formation of antigenic peptides presented on MHC class I, no 
obvious symptoms with immunodeficiency have been reported in NNS patients. Rather, some 
patients show detectable autoantibodies while growing-up. By flow cytometry, unexpectedly, 
expression of HLA-DR was exclusively undetectable on the NNS patients-derived immortalized B 
cells, whereas expression of HLA-ABC was intact. HLA-DR expression was also undetectable on the 
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patients’ peripheral blood B cells and monocytes. By further analyses of the patients-derived 
immortalized B cells, HLA-DR expression was detected in close contact with the plasma membrane 
by intracellular staining with another antibody recognizing its intracellular portion, whereas its 
expression was still undetectable by intracellular staining with the former antibody. Thus, HLA-DR 
was undetectable with a specific monoclonal antibody in NNS. As the clone can be used for blocking 
the mixed leukocyte reaction, a predictable modification of HLA-DR might affect its interaction with 
T cell receptor. By sequence analyses of the HLA-DR gene, the homozygous c.46G>C transition 
causing the Val16Leu substitution was observed commonly and specifically in all examined NNS 
patients. As the PSMB8 gene is located in the MHC class II region and the strong founder effect was 
reportedly observed in the patients’ genome, it is possible that the HLA-DR mutation is linked with 
the PSMB8 mutation and contribute to the complex phenotype of NNS.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 191 
TITLE: Effects of topical rapamycin versus tacrolimus in atopic dermatitis-like mouse model  
AUTHORS:  M. I. Abd el-latif, M. Tanaka, M. Wataya-Kaneda, H. Murota, I. Katayama 
ABSTRACT BODY: Background: Sirolimus (Rapamycin), is an immunosuppressant drug belongs to 
macrolides, used to prevent rejection in organ transplantation. It was discovered that rapamycin had 
potent immunosuppressive and antiproliferative properties.Unlike tacrolimus; the potent topical 
treatment for atopic dermatitis (AD); rapamycin is not a calcineurin inhibitor. However, it has a 
similar suppressive effect on the immune system. Rapamycin inhibits the response to IL-2 and 
thereby blocks activation of T- and B-cells. In contrast, tacrolimus inhibits the production of IL-2. 
Thereby, it might be assumed that rapamycin has therapeutic potential in AD through inhibition of 
IL-2 response. Methodology: NC/Nga mice, which are commonly used as an AD model, were treated 
topically with 4% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)/ dermatophagoides farinae (DF) extract ointment to 
induce AD like lesions, twice weekly for 4 weeks. The mice were treated topically twice a week with 
rapamycin (0.03%, 0.1%, and 0.2%), rapamycin vehicle or tacrolimus (TR) in the last 2 weeks. 
Results: as expected the local rapamycin concentration was coinciding with concentration used with 
significant difference between both 0.1%, and 0.2% and 0.03% rapamycin. The difference in the 
dermatitis score before and after treatment was however significant in 0.03% rapamycin treated group 
compared to vehicle treated group. This was associated with significant decrease in the mean 
epidermal thickness in the same group. Also there was a significant decrease in the dermal 
lymphocyic infiltrate. However the differences in the serum IgE level, as well as the mast cell 
infiltration were not significant. The effects of 0.03% rapamycin treated group on the dermatitis 
score, and lymphocytic infiltrate were comparable to tacrolimus treated group and were significant 
with regard to the epidermal thickness. Conclusion: 0.03% topical rapamycin is effective in treatment 
of NC/NGA mice induced dermatitis. Topical rapamycin might be an effective therapeutic target for 
topical AD treatment.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID:  333 
TITLE:  TLR4 is a negative regulator of keratinocyte proliferation 
AUTHORS:  G. Iotzova-Weiss, S. N. Freiberger, I. Kleiber Schaaf, P. J. Dziunycz, L. E. French, H. 
F. Günther 
ABSTRACT BODY: Our current study investigates the role of TLR4 in the proliferation capacity of 
normal keratinocytes. Our preliminary results using a blocking monoclonal antibody (HTA125) 
against TLR4 showed an unexpected, pronounced proliferation of keratinocytes, assessed by BrDU 
proliferation assay. In addition, we abrogated the interaction between TLR4 and its accessory protein 
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MDII using a specific blocking peptide for MDII and we detected an induction of proliferation. We 
observed that with the subsequent growing of normal primary keratinocytes and keratinocytes derived 
from patients with SCC up to full confluence and differentiation, the expression of TLR4 increased 
significantly. This correlates with the differential TLR4 expression within the layers in normal skin 
and skin from patients with SCC In addition, we detected that the blocking HTA125 antibody induces 
the phosphorylation of SAPK/JNK and ERK1/2 in primary keratinocytes. Furthermore, we found that 
the tumor SCC13 cell line, stably expressing TLR4 showed lower proliferation capacity and higher 
motility. Our results show that TLR4 is a negative regulator of keratinocyte proliferation and may be 
associated with the progression of SCC of the skin. Better understanding of the regulatory role for 
TLR4 is the basis for a later use in a therapeutic setting to stop keratinocyte proliferation such as in 
squamous cell carcinoma of the skin and to induce keratinocyte proliferation such as in wound 
healing. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID:  409 
TITLE:  TMC8 mutation in 3 families with epidermodysplasia verruciformis 
AUTHORS: B. Burger, Z. Yüksel, I. Spoerri, J. DeMesmaeker, W. Kempf 
ABSTRACT BODY: Epidermodysplasia verruciformis (EV) is a rare inherited skin disease. Patients 
with EV develop cutaneous squamous skin cancer (SCC) under the influences of HPV infection and 
UV irradiation. Majority of patients are carrier of homozygous or compound heterozygous mutations 
in the TMC6 or TMC8 gene. In consequence of these mutations patients with EV are susceptible to 
skin infections by particular types of human papilloma viruses (HPV) that are considered to be 
innocuous for the general population. To date mutations of only 14 families with EV are described in 
the literature. We investigated a large family with at least three clinically affected children and 
identified a novel splice site mutation in TMC8, which was homozygously present in all affected 
children but heterozygously in both parents. Analysis of cDNA revealed an aberrant spliced product 
in all affected children and both parents;the parents showed the wildtype spliced product additionally. 
In this report we describe the first splice site mutation within TMC8 leading to EV in all homozygous 
carrier. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 450 
TITLE: Screening for autoantigen epitopes involved in the development of alopecia areata 
AUTHORS: E. H. Wang, J. P. Dutz, J. Shapiro, K. J. McElwee 

ABSTRACT BODY: The development of alopecia areata (AA) is believed to involve an autoimmune 
mechanism. In both humans and rodent models, AA is a non-scarring, inflammatory hair loss disease 
where CD4 and CD8 (CTL) T cells are required for the onset and progression of AA. Hair follicle 
(HF) antigens derived from keratinocytes and/or melanocytes have been suggested to be able to 
trigger auto-reactive CTL response in AA subjects, but the exact epitope targets are not yet identified. 
We investigated the potential of a panel of epitopes expressed by human HF keratinocytes and 
melanocytes to induce activation of CTLs. Peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) populations 
were isolated from AA and healthy subjects with HLA-A2 serotypes. Synthesized HLA-A2 restricted 
peptides with sequences specific for trichohyalin, melanin, MART1, tyrosinase, tyrosinase related 
protein-2 (TRP2) and GP-100 were cultured with PBMCs. The frequency of CTL activation in 
PBMC was measured by using enzyme-linked immunosorbent spot (ELISpot) assays where activated 
IFNgamma secreting cells are visible as spots. Epitope peptide cocktails derived from trichohyalin, 
TRP2 and MART1 induced significantly higher CTL responses in AA subjects. Investigation into 
CTL activation via single trichohyalin epitopes showed highly variable results, suggesting patients 
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with different stages of AA may have different primary epitope targets. AA affected C3H/HeJ mouse 
lymph node cells (LNCs) showed significantly higher responses to mouse antigen epitopes like 
keratin-16 (K16) and MART1 but less so to trichohyalin; unlike in human PBMCs. The data indicate 
that AA affected subjects and C3H/HeJ mice have PBMC populations with an increased frequency of 
CTLs responsive to antigen epitopes originating from keratinocytes and melanocytes compared to 
their respective healthy controls. Potentially, trichohyalin, MART1 and K16 could be specific targets 
for CTLs that cause AA.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 451 
TITLE: Validation of a high throughput human primary sebocyte discovery platform 
AUTHORS: B. Buehrer, M. Boukhelifa, J. Nicoll 
ABSTRACT BODY: The discovery of new treatments for acne is impeded by the limitations of 
current sebaceous gland and sebocyte model systems. For the rapid assessment of novel compounds, 
natural products or new formulations, researchers rely on the use rodent cells or immortalized cell 
lines. While being extremely useful, these cells have limitations with regard to human primary cells 
and clinical outcomes. Historically, the isolation, proliferation and maintenance of human primary 
sebocytes in culture have proven to be extremely difficult. Their limited availability and requirement 
for larger format assays has slowed the pace of Human Primary Sebocyte (HPS) research and drug 
discovery. We sought to determine if we could miniaturize an HPS platform for high throughput 
parallel analysis of lipid accumulation, lipid synthesis and viability in a 96-well format. HPS isolated 
from different donors, using facial sebaceous glands derived from surgical waste are expanded in the 
absence of a feeder-layer and cryopreserved. HPS are seeded in 96-well plates and induced to 
differentiate. As expected, after differentiation, HPS treated with insulin, IGF-1 or T0901317 (LXR 
agonist) for 24-72 hours exhibit a significant increase in lipid accumulation and synthesis as 
determined by Nile Red staining and 14C acetate labeling. In addition, inhibitors, such as 13-cis 
retinoic acid potently inhibit this response. We have incorporated an automatable lipid extraction 
procedure which allows higher throughput processing to assess lipid synthesis activities. To obtain a 
detailed lipid composition, we have performed TLC separation and a quantification of label 
incorporated into each species (triglyceride, squalene, cholesterol esters). Our results show that this 
platform can be a useful tool for screening compound libraries or detailed dose response studies of 
lead compounds or natural products. To this end we screened a library containing 580 botanical 
extracts to identify modulators of lipid synthesis. These results are compared to a previous screen for 
effects in human adipocytes using the same library. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 503  
TITLE: Continuous systemic low-dose steroids as a therapy option for alopecia areata of childhood  
AUTHORS:  K. Jahn, G. Stingl, F. Karlhofer 
ABSTRACT BODY: Alopecia areata (AA) is the most common cause of inflammation-induced hair 
loss and is associated with an increased overall incidence of autoimmune disorders. AA is 
hypothesized to be an organ-specific disease mediated by T-lymphocytes directed to hair follicles and 
is possibly triggered by environmental factors on the basis of a genetic predisposition. We report on 5 
year-old Caucasian female twins who presented with a 12-month history of AA universalis and a 
positive family history for atopic dermatitis and AA. Previous treatment with topical 
methylprednisolonaceponate was unsuccessful. The laboratory examination revealed anti-thyroid 
peroxidase and antithyreoglobulin antibodies. In response to the enormous social pressure we began a 
systemic therapy with glucocorticosteroids (GCS), starting with a dose of 2 mg prednisolon per 
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kilogram body weight. Dosage was tapered over 8 weeks until reaching the body weight-depended 
Cushing level (2.5 mg/die). Hair started to re-grow in week 4 and dosage was further reduced to 1 mg 
a.d. The children achieved complete remission and GCS therapy was discontinued after a total of 12 
months. In the process of teething, 4 months after treatment end, the girls simultaneously developed 
small bald patches. Systemic GCS therapy was restarted at the individual Cushing level and tapered 
to 1 mg a.d. This led again to a disease-free state in both patients. In response to the parents’ request, 
GCS treatment was discontinued after a total of 12 months, which caused a relapse after 4 months. 
GCS therapy was restarted once more according to the previous protocol. Our results demonstrate 
that continuous low dose GCS therapy of AA patients can induce a complete suppression of disease 
activity without causing any neuroendocrinological side effects. Further, the observation that every 
intended treatment interruption was followed by a disease recurrence makes us believe that hair 
growth in our AA twins was a consequence of steroid administration and not due to a placebo effect. 
Clearly, well designed and controlled studies are needed to validate this assumption.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 515 
TITLE:  Designing the ‘molluscum contagiosum diagnostic tool for parents’ (MCDTP) 
AUTHORS:  J. R. Olsen, N. A. Francis, J. Gallacher, V. Piguet 
ABSTRACT BODY:  Molluscum Contagiosum (MC), a member of the poxvirus family, is a viral 
disorder of the skin and mucous membranes characterised by discrete, single or multiple flesh 
coloured papules. The virus can lead to discomfort and pain, in children there can also be symptoms 
of pruritus, erythema, inflammation and super infections in some cases. Lesions are diagnosed upon 
sight due to their distinct appearance, in unusual and rare cases they may be referred for biopsy. This 
study aims to design a self diagnostic tool for parents. A two phased approach was conducted, firstly 
nine dermatologists were interviewed to establish the key diagnostic features of MC. Interviews were 
tabulated and grouped by key themes. Medical Illustrations were selected, and dermatologists were 
asked to choose those which were most representative of typical lesions. The tabulated findings from 
interviews were then discussed with a patient representative, dermatology specialist and school nurse 
to produce clear wording in a lay language, also maintaining the key diagnostic elements. The second 
phase of the study piloted a draft version of the MCDTP at a local parent group (n=10) to determine 
whether it was clear and understandable. The following themes were identified for the diagnosis of 
MC; appearance, geographical site, symptoms, and natural history. A colour booklet was produced 
which used four images, accompanied with key text highlighting the features of MC. The MCDTP is 
a well designed and piloted tool to allow those without a clinical background to diagnose MC in 
children. The authors specifically designed this tool as a recruitment aid for a cohort of children over 
a large geographical area. Before the MCDTP can be used, the diagnostic accuracy of parental use 
needs to be determined in a validation study against a gold standard assessment. Once validated the 
MCDTP will also have uses for parents to allow self-diagnosis, and when accompanied with 
information about MC, may reduce primary care consultations for MC. 
 
ABSTRATC FINAL ID: 518 
TITLE: Excellent reliability and validity of a novel Epidermolysis Bullosa Disease Activity and 
Scarring Index (EBDASI) compared to two other outcome measures  
AUTHORS: J. Kim, J.C. Su, B.S. Daniel, S.S. Venugopal, L.M. Rhodes, L. Intong, M. Law and D.F. 
Murrell 
ABSTRACT BODY: Current outcome measures for epidermolysis bullosa (EB) do not distinguish 
disease activity from damage, hence they cannot measure changes from interventions well in clinical 
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trials. We aimed to devise an Epidermolysis Bullosa Disease Activity and Scarring Index (EBDASI), 
which could score activity separately from scarring and to compare its reliability and validity against 
the Birmingham EB Score (BEBS), using the Physician’s Global Assessment Scale (PGA) as a 
reference measurement. Content validity was established by including all possible physical 
complications of EB, and the methodology from the previously validated Pemphigus Disease Area 
Index was adapted to create the EBDASI and piloted on several EB patients. For validation, 16 EB 
patients (7 EBS, 2 JEB, 5 DDEB, 2 RDEB) were scored separately on the same occasion by five EB 
experts using the EBDASI, BEBS and PGA scales, each rescoring two patients to assess intra-rater 
reliability. For inter-rater assessment, the intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) for overall total 
scores were: EBDASI 0.964, BEBS 0.852, and PGA 0.873. For intrarater reliability, the ICCs and 
95% confidence intervals were: EBDASI 0.994(0.976-0.998), BEBS 0.926(0.748–0.981), and PGA 
0.932(0.764–0.982). Scatter-plots showed that EBDASI distinguished scores better at lower severities 
than BEBS and PGA. Bland Altman plots showed that EBDASI had far less intra-rater variability 
than BEBS and PGA. The EBDASI demonstrated excellent reliability and validity, and was found to 
be superior to BEBS. As EBDASI measures activity separately from scarring, it should be a very 
useful outcome measure for trials of novel therapies in EB. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 522 
TITLE: Environmental and behavioral risk factors for melanoma among young women in the United 
States 
AUTHORS: J. F. Moreau, L. K. Ferris, D. G. Winger 
ABSTRACT BODY: The incidence of cutaneous melanoma in young women is rising at an alarming 
rate. To better understand this increase, we sought to identify associations between socioeconomic 
variables and health behaviors and melanoma severity at diagnosis among women ages 21-39. 
Cutaneous melanoma data reported by 18 Surveillance Epidemiology and End Results cancer 
registries (2000-2009) was merged with county-level socioeceonomic status (poverty level, 
household income, high school non-completion) and health behavior (Pap smear use) estimates 
obtained from the US Census bureau and national health behavior surveys. We used multivariable 
logistic regression to generate odds ratios (OR) of invasive, non-localized, and >1 mm thick 
melanoma using county-level estimates, demographic traits, and tumor characteristics as predictors. 
High school non-completion rate above the US mean was consistently associated with melanoma 
severity at diagnosis (OR [95% CI] of invasive melanoma: 1.29 [1.18-1.41], non-localized disease: 
1.29 [1.07-1.56], and depth >1mm: 1.24 [1.10-1.42]). The same was true for non-white race (OR 
[95% CI] of invasive melanoma: 1.45 [1.09-1.93], non-localized disease: 1.91 [1.57-2.91], and depth 
>1mm: 2.09 [1.51-2.92]). Scalp/neck, truncal, and site NOS melanomas were associated with higher 
odds of invasive melanoma (p<.001), and site NOS melanomas were associated with higher odds of 
non-localized disease (p<.001). Median income above the US mean was associated with lower odds 
of invasive melanoma (OR [95% CI]: 0.78 [0.71-0.85]). Pap smear testing rate above the US mean 
was associated with a lower odds of melanoma >1mm deep (OR [95% CI]: 0.87 [0.78-0.98]). Our 
results suggest that high school completion is the socioeconomic factor most associated with 
melanoma severity at diagnosis among women ages 21-39. This information can be used to help 
improve the design of melanoma prevention efforts targeting this population. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 525  
TITLE: Milk: An endocrine mTORC1-driving anabolic signal transduction system of mammalian 
evolution promotes diseases of Western civilization like acne  
AUTHOR:  B. C. Melnik 
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ABSTRACT BODY:  Recent epidemiological evidence points to an association between increased 
body mass index (BMI) and risk of acne, eczema, psoriasis as well as melanoma and nonmelanoma 
skin cancer. Increased BMI is the clinical correlate of enhanced activity of the nutrient-sensitive 
kinase mTORC1 (mammalian target of rapamycin complex 1). Western diet, typically composed of 
high glycaemic load and high milk and dairy product consumption, is closely linked to high BMI and 
metabolic aberrations, especially insulin resistance. Milk, the growth-promoting feeding system of 
mammals, produced by the well-conserved mammalian lactation genome, functions as a signal 
transduction system driving anabolic mTORC1 signalling. Milk fulfills its biological function by 
providing highly insulinotropic branched-chain amino acids and its intrinsic ability to raise insulin 
and IGF-1 plasma levels, which are important activators of mTORC1, the central cellular promoter of 
cell growth and proliferation and suppressor of autophagy. Age-related diseases of Western 
civilization have recently been recognized as mTORC1-driven diseases, especially obesity, type 2 
diabetes mellitus and cancer. Thus, milk/mTORC1-driven metabolic aberrations may not only play a 
pivotal role in the pathogenesis of acne but most likely in the development of other common 
dermatological diseases, especially eczema, psoriasis, and melanoma and nonmelanoma skin cancer.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 558 
TITLE: Development and validation of teenagers’ Quality of Life (T-QoL©) index: A dermatology-
specific measure for adolescents  
AUTHORS:  M. K. Basra, A. Y. Finlay, S. Salek 

ABSTRACT BODY: The aim of this study was to develop and validate a dermatology-specific 
quality of life instrument for adolescents with skin diseases. The Classical Test Theory (CTT) and 
Item Response Theory (IRT) models were employed to develop this new tool and to conduct its 
psychometric testing. 33 aspects of QoL were identified from semi-structured qualitative interviews 
with 50 adolescents with skin disease, leading to a 32-item first version of T-QoL. Based on the 
feedback from 20 adolescents, 2 items were removed resulting in 30-item T-QoL which was then 
completed by 153 adolescents. Rasch analysis using RUMM 2030 software did not support the 
validity of the T-QoL as a unidimensional measure; factor analysis identified 3 domains. Further 12 
items were removed based on Rasch analysis and on CTT, creating the final 18-item questionnaire. 
Psychometric evaluation was carried out on a new cohort of 203 adolescents (M=115; F=88, mean 
age=16.2 years). The construct validity of the tool was demonstrated by correlation with Skindex-
Teen (r=0.83, p<0.0001), the CDLQI (r=0.75, p<0.001), and the DLQI (r=0.74; p<0.0001). T-QoL 
showed excellent internal consistency with Cronbach’s alpha α=0.89 for the total scale score and 
0.85, 0.60, and 0.74 for the 3 domains. Similarly, the test re-test reliability was high in stable subjects 
(n=61) after a mean interval of 7.2 days: Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC)=0.91 for the total 
scale and 0.9, 0.76 and 0.74 for the 3 domains. There was a significant change in the total scale score 
in 41 subjects (mean change=2.46; p=0.02, normal T-QoL score range=0-36) whose skin disease had 
changed after a mean of 122.5 days (SD=81.2). Built on rich qualitative data from patients, the T-
QoL is a simple and valid tool to quantify the impact of skin disease on adolescents’ QoL; it could be 
used as an outcome measure in both clinical practice and in clinical research.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 559  
TITLE: Severe teenage acne and breast cancer risk  
AUTHORS:  M. Zhang, A. A. Qureshi , R. T. Fortner , S. E. Hankinson  , Q. Wei, L. Wang, H. 
Eliassen, W. C. Willett, D. J. Hunter, J. Han 
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ABSTRACT BODY:  Background: Acne has been suspected as a result of high levels of circulating 
androgens, which may increase the risk of breast cancer. We aimed to investigate whether a history of 
severe teenage acne may predict subsequent risk for breast cancer in our prospective cohort. Methods: 
We followed 99,128 female nurses for 20 years (1989-2009) in the large well-characterized Nurses’ 
Health Study II cohort. We used Cox proportional hazards models to estimate the relative risks of 
breast cancer for women with severe teenage acne. We additionally compared the mid-life plasma 
androgen levels between women with and without a history of teenage acne (n=2,269). Results: 
During follow-up, 3,303 breast cancer cases were diagnosed. Among women with a history of severe 
teenage acne, the relative risk was significantly increased for breast cancer (multivariable-adjusted 
relative risk, 1.17; 95%CI, 1.031.32). We confirmed that women with a history of severe teenage 
acne had higher mid-life free testosterone levels compared to those without (0.17 vs. 0.15 ng/dL, 
P=0.02). Conclusion: Our results suggest a history of severe teenage acne is a novel risk factor for 
breast cancer independent from previously identified risk factors. Elevated androgens may contribute 
etiologically to the observed associations.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 563 
TITLE: Association between severe acne in adolescence and sinopulmonary and gastrointestinal 
comorbidity: A US population-based study  
AUTHORS:  J. I. Silverberg, N. B. Silverberg 

ABSTRACT BODY: Little is known about the epidemiology of severe acne in the US. We sought to 
study the US prevalence, determinants and comorbidities of severe acne in childhood. We analyzed 
the 2007 National Health Interview Survey from 9,417 children ages 0-17 years. The US prevalence 
of severe acne was virtually nil in the first decade of life, but increased in a linear fashion from 11 
years (1.7% [CI95]: 0.4–3.0%]) to 17 years of age (12.1% [7.8–12.5%]) (Rao-Scott Chi-square, 
P<0.0001). Severe acne was more common in Whites compared with other racial groups at age 14-15 
years (P=0.0004) and girls at age 11-13 (P=0.02). Severe acne was associated with increased 
problems being overweight (multivariate logistic regression, P<0.0001) and comorbid disease. 
Sinopulmonary disease included sinus infection (P=0.0003), sore throat not due to Strep infection 
(P=0.0003), asthma (P=0.03), other non-asthmatic lung disease (P=0.03), but not Strep throat/ 
tonsillitis (P=0.07), hay fever (P=0.04) or respiratory allergy (P=0.06). Upper gastrointestinal 
comorbidities included reflux/heartburn (P=0.0003), abdominal pain (P=0.03), nausea/vomiting 
(P=0.0001) and food/digestive allergy (P=0.01), but not frequent diarrhea/colitis (P=0.56) or 
recurring constipation (P=0.09). Psychological comorbidities included depression (P=0.02), anxiety 
(P<0.0001), attention deficit disorder/attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (P=0.01) and insomnia 
(P=0.02), but not phobias (P=0.77). In conclusion, there is a significant association between the US 
prevalence of severe acne, overweight, sinopulmonary, upper gastrointestinal and psychological 
diseases in children. This suggests that acne may share a common pathogenesis with these disorders.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 570 
TITLE:  Diet and stress perceived to make acne worse in UK teenagers 
AUTHORS:  K. Bhate, H. C. Williams, M. Ozolins 
ABSTRACT BODY: Although acne is almost universal amongst adolescents, little is known about 
their beliefs about which factors that may cause the disease to worsen. We sought to describe the 
perceptions of a cohort of adolescents with acne about which factors made their acne worse. 
Adolescents with mild to moderate facial acne taking part in a large clinical trial of commonly used 
acne treatments in the community were asked the question ‘is there anything that makes your acne 
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worse?’. Those responding positively were then asked to elaborate on their perceptions of what 
worsened their acne using unlimited free text in a study questionnaire. Of the 649 adolescents who 
took part in the trial, 367 (57%) replied to the question on factors worsening acne, which in turn 
resulted in 489 itemised responses listing various perceived exacerbating factors including: stress 
(18.6%), diet (15.1%), facial washes and gels, over the counter (OTC) products (8.8%), menstruation 
(6.3%) and sweating (6.3%). The most frequent dietary factors perceived to worsen acne were 
chocolate (3.3%), alcohol (2.7%) and greasy foods (2.7%). This secondary data analysis illustrates 
the range of factors that adolescents believe can worsen their acne. Stress and dietary components 
were the factors perceived to worsen acne most commonly in this study. The use of face washes and 
winter time or cold weather are not commonly cited reasons found in other studies and are worth 
further investigation. Knowledge of such beliefs helps to identify items that need to be covered in a 
consultation with a young person with acne so that genuine factors can be explored and myths 
dispelled. The findings also underline the need to research some of the factors such as diet, stress, 
sweating, cold weather and wash products more rigorously through epidemiological studies and well 
designed randomised provocation or prevention studies. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 574  
TITLE: High incidence of striae distensae in pediatric adolescent patients on high dose 
corticosteroids for treatment of rheumatic disease and effect on adherence to prescribed regimen  
AUTHORS: N. T. Washington, A. S. Chang 
ABSTRACT BODY: The appearance of striae distensae (SD) in adolescent patients within the first 
three months of high dose corticosteroid treatment for rheumatic illness has not been reported. 
Furthermore, the effect of these scarring lesions on medication adherence is unclear and could have 
significant consequences if non-adherence resulted in life-threatening organ damage. The purpose of 
this prospective observational study is to assess whether the development of SD during high dose 
steroid therapy affects drug adherence in pediatric rheumatic diseases. After institutional review 
board approval, we enrolled participants aged 10-21 years at onset or flare of a systemic autoimmune 
disease. Subjects underwent treatment with high dose corticosteroids (1-2mg/kg/day) and were 
assessed monthly for the development of SD in the axilla, breast, arm, abdomen, back, hip/buttocks, 
thigh, knee, and calf. SD were scored by the treating physician for severity and participants 
completed the Medication Adherence Self Report Inventory (MASRI), a validated patient adherence 
tool. A high rate of SD developed within the first 3 months of high dose steroid treatment (8 out of 11 
participants, 72%). Most frequent sites of SD development were: abdomen (55%), back (55%), and 
thighs (55%). 80% of participants reported embarrassment, self-consciousness or sadness due to SD; 
40% reported pain, soreness or pruritus with SD. One of 11 participants who developed SD reported 
less than complete adherence. Additional studies with larger sample sizes will shed light on the effect 
of SD development and adherence to high dose corticosteroid regimen during the initial, and most 
crucial time of patients’ diagnoses. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 590 
TITLE: Comparison between treatments for adult and adolescent acne: Response to treatments and 
challenges to study  
AUTHORS:  M. Diakow, S. Rivas, T. Mammone, W. Lee, A. R. Shalita 
ABSTRACT BODY: Acne vulgaris is a chronic inflammatory disease known to be a common 
condition in adolescents. However, an increasing number of patients over the age of 25 are being 
identified and referred for acne treatment. There has been limited data in the literature on acne in this 
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adult cohort. We conducted a retrospective review of 5 clinical acne studies with a total of 94 
patients. We found the prevalence of adult acne to be 26-45%. Acne in this cohort of adult patients 
differs from the acne seen in younger patients. Adult acne tends to be more common in women. 
Female adult acne patients comprised 68% of patients. In terms of lesion type, our adult acne patients 
had similar numbers of inflammatory and non-inflammatory lesions, 47% vs. 53%, respectively, 
whereas the adolescent acne patients had the values of 40% vs. 60%. Adult acne lesions are seen 
distributed predominately on the chin and jaw-line. Furthermore, the psychosocial impact of acne for 
adolescents is well documented. In adult patients the negative effects on quality of life need to be 
addressed through effective treatment options. Therefore, assessing the distinguishing features of 
acne in this adult cohort and assessing responsiveness to treatments remains a critical step towards 
developing treatments for adult patients. Across the five treatment modalities response to treatment 
was assessed objectively by calculating the percent change in inflammatory and non-inflammatory 
lesion counts from baseline. Across the five studies, adult acne patients showed substantial 
improvement. Topical retinoid use among adult acne patients showed significant reduction (p<0.05) 
in lesion counts – 59% and 73%, respectively in inflammatory and non-inflammatory lesions. Blue-
light therapy was also found to be effective for adult acne treatment, 43% and 50%, respectively in 
inflammatory and non-inflammatory lesions. Several factors including problems with sensitive and 
dry skin in this group might pose potential problems for study and treatment options. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 600 
TITLE: Reliability study of four objective outcome measures for atopic dermatitis 
AUTHORS:  A. Q. Tran, J. P. Lazo-Dizon, J. Kim, B. S. Daniel, S. S. Venugopal, L. M. Rhodes, M. 
G. Laws, D. F. Murrell 
ABSTRACT BODY:  It is not known which objective disease extent measure for atopic dermatitis is 
the most reliable. This study compared the inter-rater and intra-rater reliability of the four most 
commonly used outcome measures for atopic dermatitis: the objective SCORing Atopic Dermatitis 
(SCORAD), Eczema Area and Severity Index (EASI), Six Area, Six Sign Atopic Dermatitis 
(SASSAD) and Three Item Severity index (TIS), as well as analysing their correlation to three QOL 
instruments: the Patient-Orientated Eczema Measurement, Child/Dermatology Life Quality Index and 
SkinDex-29. After power calculations to determine the minimum number required, 12 atopic 
dermatitis patients having different degrees of severity were assessed on the same day by 5 
independent trained dermatology assessors. Reliability was measured using the intra-class correlation 
coefficient calculated through one-way random effect ANOVA and Bland-Altman plots. Correlation 
between subjective and objective outcome measures was computed using the two-tailed Spearman’s 
rho correlation with scatterplots. EASI demonstrated a high intra-rater and moderate inter-rater 
reliability, ICC=0.886 (95% CI: 0.744-0.952) and ICC=0.73 (95% CI=0.5 – 0.9), respectively. 
SASSAD showed moderate intra-rater and inter-rater reliabilities, ICC=0.720 (95% CI = 0.424-
0.878) and ICC=0.68 (95% CI=0.44-0.88). TIS showed high intra-rater reliability ICC=0.886 (95% 
CI: 0.744-0.952) but low inter-rater reliability ICC=0.497 (95% CI=0.233–0.785). Objective 
SCORAD showed low intra-rater and inter-rater reliability, with ICC of  0.446 (95%CI=0.037-0.730) 
and 0.498 (95% CI= 0.234–0.785), respectively. Only SASSAD demonstrated moderate correlation 
with SkinDex-29 ρ=0.611 (p=0.035). In conclusion, this study found that the EASI score was the 
most reliable objective outcome measure and supports the use of EASI as a routine extent measure 
for atopic dermatitis studies and possibly for routine clinical use.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 615 
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TITLE: Characterisation of Spink6, a conserved inhibitor of Kallikrein-related peptidases, during 
barrier injury  
AUTHORS:  J. Fischer, Z. Wu, T. Kantyka, S. Maria, O. Dmitrieva, Y. Koblyakova, K. Ahrens, N. 
Graumann, H. Baurecht, K. Reiss, J. Schröder, E. Proksch, U. Meyer-Hoffert 
ABSTRACT BODY: The proteolytic regulation of the desquamation process by kallikrein-related 
peptidases (KLK)s is crucial for epidermal barrier function and elevated KLK levels have been 
reported in atopic dermatitis. KLKs are controlled by specific inhibitors of the serine protease 
inhibitor of Kazal-type (spink) family. Recently, SPINK6 was shown to be present in human stratum 
corneum. In order to investigate its role in epidermal barrier function, we studied mouse Spink6. 
Sequence alignment revealed that the Kazal-domain of Spink6 is highly conserved in animals. 
Recombinant Spink6 efficiently inhibited mouse KLK5 and human KLK2, KLK4, KLK5 KLK6, 
KLK7, KLK12, KLK13 and KLK14, whereas human KLK1 and KLK8 were not inhibited. Spink6 
was expressed in mouse epidermis in the stratum granulosum and stratum corneum, in sebaceous 
glands and the inner root sheath of hair follicles. Stimulation with flagellin, TNFα/IFNγ, epidermal 
growth factor and IL-1β significantly induced Spink6 mRNA expression, whereas stimulation with 
all-trans retinoic acid resulted in a significant downregulation of Spink6 mRNA expression in 
cultured primary mouse keratinocytes. Mechanically and metabolically induced skin barrier 
dysfunction resulted in changes of Spink6 mRNA- and immuno-expression. Our study indicates that 
Spink6 is a potent inhibitor of KLKs and involved in skin barrier function.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 618 
TITLE: Deregulated signalling through the mTOR pathway may contribute to the development of 
psoriatic plaques  
AUTHORS:  A. Eiser, O. Franke, B. Malisiewicz, S. Diehl, V. Lang, K. Steinhorst, W. Boehncke, C. 
Buerger 
ABSTRACT BODY: Psoriasis is a chronic inflammatory skin disease that typically presents with 
sharply demarked, red scaly plaques that may be painful or itchy. Although biologics directed against 
cytokines, show promising results in the therapy of the disease, a comprehensive understanding of 
signaling mechanisms contributing to the pathogenesis is still missing. In a previous study we showed 
that the PI3K/Akt pathway regulates the equilibrium between proliferation and differentiation under 
healthy conditions and is deregulated in psoriasis. Downstream of Akt the mTOR (mechanistic target 
of rapamycin) cascade is a major integrator of signals from growth factors, nutrients, energy and 
stress, thus controlling cellular growth, proliferation and differentiation. As psoriasis also shows 
features of perturbed cell growth and differentiation, we asked whether mTOR signalling also plays a 
role in psoriasis. We could show that mTOR and its downstream mediators, the ribosomal protein S6 
and 4E-BP are hyperactivated in lesional psoriatic skin. We could show in vitro, that this activation is 
induced by psoriatic cytokines such as TNF-α and IL-1β. As a consequence, PI3-K/Akt activity 
mainly drives proliferation, while mTOR only partially mediates proliferative responses. In contrast 
hyperactivation of the pathway through overexpression of Akt blocks differentiation, while blockade 
of the pathway favours differentiation. Our data suggest that cytokine induced activation of the 
Akt/mTOR cascade contributes to the induction and/or maintenance of the psoriatic phenotype 
through the induction of proliferation and blockade of proper differentiation, thus pointing towards 
mTOR as a potential target for therapeutic intervention in psoriasis. Thus, it seems feasible to further 
explore topical formulations of mTOR inhibitors in psoriasis trials, especially as mTOR is efficiently 
inhibited by rapamycin (sirolimus), which is a pharmacologically well established drug.  
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ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 620 
TITLE: The molecular organization of the human skin barrier determined 
AUTHOR:  L. Norlen 
ABSTRACT BODY: The skin barrier is fundamental to terrestrial life and its evolution; it upholds 
homeostasis and protects against the environment. Skin barrier capacity is controlled by lipids that fill 
the extracellular space of the skin’s surface layer - the stratum corneum. Here we report on the 
determination of the molecular organization of the skin’s lipid matrix in-situ, in its near-native state, 
using a novel methodological approach combining very-high magnification 
cryo-electron microscopy of vitreous skin section (CEMOVIS) defocus-series, molecular modelling 
and electron microscopy simulation. The lipids are organized in an arrangement not previously 
described in a biological system – stacked bilayers of fully-extended ceramides with cholesterol 
molecules associated with the ceramide sphingoid moiety. This arrangement rationalizes the skin’s 
low permeability towards both water and towards hydrophilic and 
lipophilic substances, as well as the skin barrier’s robustness towards hydration and dehydration, 
environmental temperature and pressure changes, stretching, compression, bending and shearing 
(Iwai et al, J. Invest. Dermatol. 132:2215–2225). 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID:  621 
TITLE:  Anti-itching and barrier restoring effects of a lipid-replenishing balm on atopic dermatitis 
models 
AUTHORS: S. Brédif, J. Rocheteau, C. Baudouin, F. Joly, P. Msika 

ABSTRACT BODY:  Dry skin and itch are two important symptoms of atopic dermatitis (AD). In 
order to provide a specific answer to atopic skin with severe and frequent flares, a lipid-replenishing 
balm was developed. It contains sunflower oleodistillate (SO), a natural PPAR-alpha agonist with 
anti-inflammatory activities and ability to induce key epidermal 
lipids synthesis. The properties of the balm were evaluated on skin explants using two different 
models: one mimicking the Th2 environment of AD and one mimicking dry skin. To mimic AD 
inflammatory pattern, normal human skin explants were treated with a mix of Th2 cytokines; 
fluorescent immunostaining and real time RT-PCR were performed to evaluate the expression of 
markers of skin barrier, inflammation and itch. Th2 cytokines induced a strong alteration 
of barrier markers and an increase of inflammation and itch markers, validating that thisTh2 treatment 
mimics AD features. The balm, topically applied, was able to restore protein expression of filaggrin 
and claudin-1 and to decrease KLK5, whereas its placebo without SO had no effect. In addition, the 
balm modulated overexpression of KLK5 (-43%, p<0.05), cathepsin S (-32%, p<0.05) and 
neurotrophin 4 (-47%) at the gene level. To mimic dry skin, normal human skin explants were 
subjected to barrier disruption by delipidation with a mix ether/acetone. The expression of barrier and 
inflammation markers were followed by fluorescent immunostaining or ELISA in the supernatants. 
Topical application of the balm allowed to counteract the effect of delipidation on protein and lipid 
barrier as shown by Nile red staining and claudin-4 immunostaining; and on inflammatory process as 
shown by the release of RANTES (-33%, p<0.01) and TARC (-49%, p<0.01). The specific 
composition of the lipid-replenishing balm with SO unables it to counteract defects of AD skin at the 
level of the skin barrier, inflammatory response and itch signaling. Thus this balm could soothe 
dryness and itching sensations in atopic skin. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 622 
TITLE:  Molecular biomarkers’ analysis to characterize epidermis of infants 
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AUTHORS:  C. Baudouin, S. Brédif, N. Pedretti, C. Barrault, F. X. Bernard , P. Msika 
ABSTRACT BODY: The functional skin adaptation is a continuous process that takes place in the 
first year of postnatal life. The mechanisms of skin acidification, water handling properties and 
permeability barrier are intimately related. Stratum corneum (SC) is the active field where postnatal 
adjustment is accomplished. Our recent in vivo datas revealed the composition of the SC in relation to 
the dynamic functional adaptation during the neonatal period and the early childhood. In order to go 
deeper into the epidermis and to investigate biological markers at molecular and cellular levels, we 
have modelled the epidermis of infants and children in vitro. Skin samples from infants aged of 1 
month ; 3 to 6 months ; 1 to 3 years ; 6 to 8 years, 10 to 12 years and from young adults were 
collected and used to isolate keratinocytes. Then cells were cultivated in monolayers or seeded for 
reconstructing aged-specific epidermis. In these models, the differential expression of genes was 
analyzed by « full transcriptome array », and the expression profile of selected genes was confirmed 
by quantitative RT-PCR. The clusterization of genes allowed to demonstrate that: 1) genes of 
epidermal differentiation and development and genes involved in the response to stress or in the 
defense system evolved with age with a lesser expression level in the younger infants; 2) 
inflammation markers expression was high in samples from youngest infants (few months) and then 
stabilized to be comparable to adult profile; 3) stem cells markers expression (proliferation, adhesion, 
niche) was the highest in the samples from younger infants and it quickly decreased with age. This 
approach allowed us modelling epidermis of infants and children and to characterize their genomic 
biomarkers. In addition the comparative analysis of gene expression profiles suggests that skin barrier 
and some defense systems develop and get organized during early childhood and that the stem cells 
ressource is at its maximum just after birth and decreases in the first months of life. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 623 
TITLE: Avocado perseose, a biomimetic active ingredient for the protection and accompaniment of 
infants’ skin 
AUTHORS: S. Leclere-Bienfait, J. Rocheteau, S. Brédif, C. Baudouin, A. Saunois1, P. Msika 
ABSTRACT BODY: In vivo and in vitro investigations of infants’ skin, focused on the stratum 
corneum and epidermis, have provided some evidence concerning its development, organization and 
its biological signature: barrier function in maturation, water handling capacity in fluctuation, 
inflammation signals and cellular ressource to preserve. In order to accompany the development of 
infants’ skin, we have developed an active ingredient from avocado cake, according to optimised, 
secured and eco-designed process, in compliance with our sustainable policy. The patented natural 
ingredient, avocado perseose, is a rare 7-carbon sugars (perseitol and mannoheptulose) concentrate 
whose molecular structure is in total affinity with the skin. Indeed, among other sugars, only the 
avocado perseose presented such range of activity and also a good tolerance. First we have measured 
the avocado perseose (AP) potential on water barrier in normal human keratinocytes (NHK) and skin 
explants and we have demonstrated that AP is able to stimulate ceramides production, involucrine 
and transglutaminase proteins expression and also to induce hyaluronic acid synthesis. Then in 
models of LPS or PMA-stressed NHK, AP downregulated the release of inflammatory mediators as 
IL1, IL8, IL6, TNFalpha and ICAM1. Finally, in keratinocytes isolated from babies and children skin 
samples, we have shown that AP didn’t modulate gene expression profile of stem cells markers 
whatever the marker (K15, K19, alpha6 integrin, beta1 integrin…) in normal condition. However, 
after UV irradiation, the skin treatment with AP avoided the UV-induced downregulation of the two 
main markers of interfollicular stem cells (basal layer) the alpha6 and beta1 integrin proteins. In 
conclusion, avocado perseose acts as a biomimetic ingredient for a perfect tolerance and a targeted 
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efficacy into epidermis: it reinforces the water skin barrier, fights against inflammatory aggressions 
and preserves stem cells ressource. So avocado perseose constitutes a good response to the needs of 
the infants’ skin. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 625 
TITLE:  Divergent abnormalities in lamellar body secretion account for increased infections in 
harlequin ichthyosis and netherton syndrome 
AUTHORS: A. Chan, A. Nuno, E. Godoy-Gijon, D. Crumrine, M. Hupe, P. Fleckman, P. Elias 
ABSTRACT BODY: Secondary infections frequently complicate the inherited ichthyoses, but the 
basis for this propensity is unknown. Since two key antimicrobial peptides, LL-37 and human β-
defensin 2, normally are delivered to the stratum corneum (SC) interstices by lamellar body (LB) 
exocytosis, we hypothesized that known abnormalities in the LB secretory system could account, at 
least in part, for the enhanced risk of infections in two autosomal recessive congenital ichthyoses 
(ARCI); i.e., Harlequin ichthyosis (HI) and Netherton syndrome (NS). In HI, failure of  
glucosylceramides loading into nascent LB results in a highly defective permeability barrier, while in 
NS, accelerated LB secretion appears to compensate in part for an accelerated proteolytic attack on 
the SC. Using ultrastructural cytochemistry for the LB protein content marker, acidic lipase, we show 
that protein loading into LB and delivery to the SC interstices is markedly reduced in HI. In contrast, 
enzyme protein loading is enhanced, but enzyme activity rapidly disappears from the SC in NS. 
These alterations in acidic lipase delivery, secretion, and fate within the SC were paralleled by 
changes in immunostaining for LL-37, which was reduced within the SC interstices in HI. Though the 
initial production and secretion of LL-37 increase, this AMP disappears from the SC in NS. Together, 
these results show that reduced delivery of LL-37 in HI, and accelerated degradation of LL-37 in NS, 
can account for the increased risk of infections in these two ARCI. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 626 
TITLE: Topical apigenin improves epidermal permeabiity barrier homeostasis in normal murine skin 
by divergent mechanisms 
AUTHORS: M. Hou, R. Sun, M. Hupe, P. L. Kim, K. Park, D. Crumrine, T. Lin, J. Santiago, T. M. 
Mauro, P. M. Elias, M. Man 
ABSTRACT BODY: The beneficial effects of certain herbal medicines on cutaneous function are 
being increasingly appreciated. Among these agents, the Chrysanthemum extract, apigenin, has been 
used for skin care, particularly in China, for millennia. However, the underlying mechanisms by 
which apigenin benefits the skin are not known. In the present study, we first determined whether 
topical apigenin positively influences permeability barrier homeostasis, and then the basis thereof. 
Hairless mice were treated topically with either 0.1% apigenin or vehicle alone twice-daily for 9 days. 
At the end of treatments, permeability barrier function was assessed with either an electrolytic water 
analyzer or a Tewameter. Our results show that topical apigenin significantly enhanced permeability 
barrier homeostasis after tape stripping, though basal permeability barrier function remained 
unchanged. Improved barrier function correlated with enhanced filaggrin expression and lamellar 
body production, which was paralleled by elevated mRNA levels for the epidermal ABCA12 
transporter. mRNA levels for several key lipid synthetic enzymes also were up-regulated by apigenin. 
Finally, both CAMP and mBD3 immunostaining increased after topical apigenin applications. We 
conclude that topical apigenin improves epidermal permeability barrier function by stimulating 
epidermal differentiation, and lipid synthesis and secretion, as well as cutaneous antimicrobial 
peptide production. Apigenin could be useful for the prevention and treatment of skin disorders 
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characterized by permeability barrier dysfunction, associated with reduced filaggrin levels, and 
impaired antimicrobial defenses, such as atopic dermatitis. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID:  627 
TITLE:  Did latitude-dependent differences in prevalence of filaggrin mutations evolve to support 
cutaneous vitamin D production 
AUTHORS: J. P. Thyssen, P. M. Elias 
ABSTRACT BODY: The pigmentation of human skin displays a quasi-geographic pattern of 
lightening, theorized to have evolved to promote UV-B-dependent cutaneous vitamin D production. 
Because there are several inherent problems with this hypothesis, we explored an alternate 
possibility; i.e., that filaggrin (FLG) loss-of-function mutations evolved in the far North to support 
intracutaneous vitamin D3 (VD3) production. Proteolysis of FLG normally generates large quantities 
of histidine, which is then enzymatically de-iminated to trans-urocanic acid (t-UCA). This carboxylic 
acid is a major endogenous UV-B photo-absorber, of particular importance for photoprotection in 
lightly-pigmented (LS) humans. It is precisely these Northern-dwelling, LS humans that exhibit the 
highest prevalence of FLG mutations (≈15%), even in the general population. Conversely, the 
frequency of FLG mutations steeply declines in central and southern Europe (≈5%), Asia (≈2%), 
reaching a still lower incidence in Africans (<1%). Pertinently, Northern Europeans with atopic 
dermatitis, with still-higher mutation prevalences (30-40%), display higher-than-normal circulating 
VD3 levels. While it has been proposed that FLG mutations evolved to facilitate transcutaneous 
vaccination against environmental pathogenic microbes, if true, the mutation gradient should be 
reversed, with the greatest prevalence instead near the ‘infectious soup’ of the tropics. A third 
explanation; i.e., metabolic conservation, posits that an evolutionary advantage for diversion of 
cellular energy away from less urgent needs towards more urgent requirements, seems less tenable in 
light of the many other, non-photo-related functions of FLG. Thus, the high prevalence of FLG 
mutations in northern Europeans likely evolved to promote cutaneous vitamin D production. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 628 
TITLE: Filaggrin deficiency and epidermal water permeability barrier: Evidence for a surprisingly 
mild disturbance 
AUTHORS: A. M. Perusquia-Ortiz, V. Oji, M. C. Sauerland, T. Tarinski, I. Zaraeva, N. Seller, D. 
Metze, K. Aufenvenne, I. Hausser, H. Traupe 
ABSTRACT BODY:  Ichthyosis vulgaris is caused by loss of function mutations in the profilaggrin 
(FLG) gene. Filaggrin has a strategic role in structural and chemical barrier function of epidermis and 
in hydration of the skin. We wondered how profound the expected alterations in epidermal water 
permeability barrier function would be. Therefore we analyzed a cohort of 15 patients with proven 
ichthyosis vulgaris (FLG mutation screening, IV severity score, histology, immunofluorescence and 
ultrastructure) and investigated epidermal water barrier function. ten IV patients suffered from 
complete FLG -/- deficiency and five from incomplete FLG +/- deficiency. The clinical score (IVSS) 
gave significantly higher values (7.7) when FLG -/- patients were compared to 5 FLG +/- patients 
(score 5.0, p = 0.004) or when compared to controls (score for controls 0.3, p = 0.0001). In complete 
FLG deficiency (FLG -/- subjects) a moderate increase of TEWL from 5.41 to 7.54 g/m2h (p = 0.03) 
and a moderate decrease of skin hydration from 29.20 to 20.17 (p = 0.05) were observed. Changes in 
skin surface pH were not significant. Likewise the 5 FLG +/- subjects having partial FLG deficiency 
did not suffer from significant changes in these variables. We conclude that complete, but not partial 
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FLG deficiency is associated with only moderate changes in TEWL and skin hydration revealing 
surprisingly only a mild disturbance of the epidermal water permeability barrier function. 
 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 629 
TITLE: p38 signaling and regulation of tight junctions in keratinocytes 
AUTHORS:  L. Raiko, E. Siljamäki, L. Nissinen, J. Peltonen, V. Kähäri, S. Peltonen 
ABSTRACT BODY: Increasing evidence has recognized tight junctions as the lower epidermal 
inside-out diffusion barrier located in granular cell layers of the epidermis. The main components of 
epidermal tight junctions are transmembrane proteins occludin and members of claudin family, as 
well as cytoplasmic plaque protein zonula occludens protein-1 (ZO-1). There is some evidence that 
reduction of ZO-1 is linked to increased invasiveness in certain cancer types. However, little is 
known about the regulation of tight junction components in epidermis and in cancer cells. p38 
pathway is one of the mitogen-activated protein kinase pathways, which controls cell growth, 
differentiation, and apoptosis. We have investigated the role of p38 signaling pathway in the 
regulation of selected desmosomal, adherens and tight junction components in human primary 
keratinocytes and squamous cell carcinoma cells. The results showed that inhibition of p38δ function 
by chemical inhibitor, adenovirally delivered dominant negative mutant or siRNA led to markedly 
decreased expression of ZO-1 in keratinocytes. The expression of other junctional proteins such as 
desmoplakin, beta catenin, occludin, claudins-1 and 4 was not regulated by p38δ. Immunolocalization 
of ZO-1 revealed that in p38 inhibited normal keratinocytes and squamous cell carcinoma cells the 
intercellular junction areas were depleted from ZO-1 indicating that both expression and 
transportation of ZO-1 were affected by p38 inhibition. However, p38 inhibition did not affect the 
relocalization of desmoplakin, occludin or claudins in the junction areas. These results show for the 
first time a role for p38 signaling pathway in regulation of a tight junction component in normal and 
malignant keratinocytes. The results also indicate that tight junction components are differentially 
regulated. Since ZO-1 is an integral component of functional tight junctions, various pathological 
processes affecting signaling via p38 may also interfere with epithelial maturation and the formation 
and function of tight junctions as a secondary epidermal barrier.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 639  
TITLE: Kallikrein 5 up-regulation in epidermal barrier dysfunction and atopic dermatitis 
pathogenesis  
AUTHORS:  Y. Zhu, J. Harper, R. O’Shaughnessy, W. Di 
ABSTRACT BODY: Atopic dermatitis (AD) is a common skin disease caused by both genetic and 
environmental factors. Studies have confirmed that epidermal barrier dysfunction is the primary cause 
of AD. The pathogenesis of impaired skin barrier in AD is complex. Enhanced kallikreins (KLKs), in 
particular KLK5, which can result in the premature degradation of desmoglein 1 (DSG1) and up-
regulation of protease-activated receptor 2 (PAR2), may be one of the most important factors 
involved in AD pathogenesis. To understand the relationship of up-regulated KLK5 and the 
epidermal barrier dysfunction, a keratinocyte cell model over-expressing KLK5 was generated using 
KLK5/eGFP expression vector (KLK5 cells). The expressions of downstream molecules of KLK5 
were examined in the cell model using RT-PCR, immunostaining and immunoblotting. The results 
showed PAR2 mRNA level remain unchanged in KLK5 cells, but the protein expression of PAR2 
was up-regulated. We further examined the influence of up-regulated KLK5 in skin barrier formation 
using in vitro 3D organotypic culture and in vivo human-mouse skin chimeras model. The results 
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showed that in both organotypic culture and skin graft generated from KLK5 cells, there was an 
abnormal morphology including thickened epidermis with enlarged granulosum and widened 
extracellular space between adjacent keratinocytes. This morphology is similar to that seen in AD 
skin. In addition, up-regulated PAR2 and reduced expressions of DSG1 and FLG were found in 
cultures or grafts generated from KLK5 cells. These results suggest that KLK5 up-regulation is 
involved in AD pathogenesis, and contributes to the development of epidermal barrier dysfunction in 
AD.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 659 
TITLE: IL-31 prevents barrier formation but tightens the antimicrobial defense of the skin partially 
by upregulating IL-1α expression in human organotypic skin models 
AUTHORS:  K. Hänel, C. Cornelissen, P. Amann1, Y. Marquardt, K. Czaja, J. Lüscher-Firzlaff, B. 
Lüscher, J. Baron 
ABSTRACT BODY: The IL-6 type cytokine IL-31 is suggested to be an important mediator in 
pruritic skin diseases like atopic dermatitis (AD). IL-31 levels are enhanced in patients with AD and 
correlate with the severity of the disease. Despite these findings, the functional consequences of IL-31 
expression in the pathogenesis of AD are only poorly understood. Recently we demonstrated that IL-
31 has the capacity to disturb the differentiation process of keratinocytes by inhibiting the expression 
of important structural proteins including filaggrin. In this study we demonstrate that IL-31 treatment 
provokes an enhanced transepidermal penetration by allergens and pathogens as well as skin-irritating 
agents. We could determine that IL-31 affects the processing of filaggrin and the formation of 
corneodesmosomes by negatively regulating filaggrin-processing enzymes like CASP14 and KLK7 
and desmosomal adhesion molecules. These defects in keratinocyte differentiation and cornification 
lead to an impairment of the skin barrier. Accordingly IL-31 might be involved directly in the 
pathology of AD leading to increased vulnerability to skin irritants and a higher risk for allergic 
sensitization by environmental allergens. Furthermore, IL-31 was found to enhance the expression of 
components of the IL-1 network (most profoundly IL-1α), and of antimicrobial peptides 
(S100A7, S100A8, S100A9, HBD-2). By using the IL-1 receptor antagonist Anakinra the increased 
expression of antimicrobial peptides could be inhibited. Thus we conclude that IL-31 may strengthen 
the antimicrobial defense of the skin via IL-1α. This is a first hint for the physiological role of IL-31 
in healthy human skin. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 752 
TITLE: Neonatal and infant skin surface area expansion and correlation with the developing skin 
barrier and structure  
AUTHORS:  M. Mack Correa, P. Khanna, R. M. Walters 
ABSTRACT BODY: Infant skin is different structurally from adult skin, and these structural 
differences contribute to observed differences in functional and mechanical properties between infant 
and adult skin. Skin thickness increases with age from infants to adults, and correspondingly, the 
transepidermal water loss (TEWL) of infant skin has been shown to decrease with age over the first 
years of life. The objective of this study was to determine if the rapid body surface area expansion 
that occurs during the same period relates to the concomitant changes in the skin water barrier 
function. Caucasian and African American subjects aged 3 months old to 4 years old were recruited 
to participate in a clinical study involving non-invasive measurements of the skin. A subset of 
mothers was also recruited to participate. The study took place in July-August 2010 in Skillman NJ. 
TEWL and stratum corneum / epidermal thickness (reflectance confocal microscopy) were measured 
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on the upper inner arm and dorsal forearm. Human skin surface area was calculated according to the 
Ahn method using weight to estimate skin surface area. Average weight data nationwide was used to 
estimate average surface area as a function of age. TEWL was elevated in the infant subjects as 
compared to the adult subjects, and tended to decrease with infant age. The calculated rate of skin 
surface area expansion also decreased as a function of age. The decrease in TEWL lags in time 
compared to the decrease in the rate of skin surface area expansion. This time lag would be consistent 
with the need for surface area expansion having an effect on the skin structure, SC thickness, and the 
skin property, TEWL. The need for surface area expansion as the child is growing rapidly may 
represent a necessary trade-off with the barrier properties of infant skin.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 757 
TITLE: Production of gene engineered epithelia sheets for first-in-man use 
AUTHORS: W. Di, S. Ghani, D. Almarza, L. Chen, J. Mellerio, C. Bernadis, J. Harper, A. Thrasher, 
F. Farzaneh, W. Qasim 
ABSTRACT BODY: Autologous keratinocytes can be harvested, genetically modified, cultured as 
epithelia sheets and grafting onto patients for the most serious and debilitating forms of inherited skin 
disorders. Although the techniques of epithelia sheet culture have been established for over 25 years, 
the production of gene modified epithelia sheet for early phase clinical studies has required the 
development of specific additional expertise. We have developed procedures for the production of 
lentiviral vector stocks and epithelia skin sheets under Good Manufacturing Practice conditions. 
Concentrated lentiviral vector encoding SPINK5, the defective gene in the skin disorder Netherton 
Syndrorm, was produced using a third generation packaging system which segregates gag/pol, rev 
and envelope genes from the therapeutic viral genome. Characterisation of vector stocks included 
sterility, endotoxin testing, exclusion of adventitious pathogens and screening for replication 
competent lentivirus. Gene modified epithelia sheets were derived from a 4mm punch skin biopsy 
from subjects with NS. Isolated keratinocytes were transduced with the SPINK5 vector and cultured 
as 10cm diameter epithelia sheets in a licenced clean room laboratory. Compliant media and growth 
factors were used throughout along with irradiated 3T3 feeder cells from a characterised master cell 
bank. The entire process from isolating keratinocytes to harvesting matured epithelia sheets for 
grafting required 5 to 6 weeks of culture with serial microbiological monitoring. Vector copy number 
was tracked and reconstitution of LEKTI expression in modified NS cells was confirmed. The 
procedures developed have been submitted for approval by the UK MHRA ahead of clinical trials 
authorisation for first-in-man use in forthcoming clinical studies for Netherton syndrome and can be 
readily adapted for other inherited skin diseases.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 759  
TITLE: Disease severity among Asians with pseudoxanthoma  
AUTHORS: E. A. Kupetsky, R. Brissette, S. Terry, J. Liang, J. Uitto 
ABSTRACT BODY: Pseudoxanthoma elasticum, PXE, manifests with mineralization of connective 
tissues and is caused by mutations in the ABCC6 gene. There is a paucity of research on PXE patients 
of Asian ethnicity, and PXE International has not yet established a base in China or other Asian 
countries for research. Because this disease has varying degrees of phenotypic expressivity, we 
proposed conducting a cross-sectional study where the disease severity in an Asian PXE population 
represented in PXE International database (PXD) and a cohort of Chinese PXE patients (a 
collaboration with Department of Dermatology Xijing Hospital, Xi'an, China) was analyzed. To 
determine the disease severity in a cohort of Asians patients in the PXD and the Chinese database, we 
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queried both databases based on “Asian ethnicity”, the Phenodex (PXE phenotype index) assessment 
tool, and on the mean age of presentation. In both the PXD (N=7) and Chinese database (N=17), the 
PXE patients were more likely to be young (38.4 years-old vs. 29 years-old), female (85.7% vs. 
73.3%), and develop mild-moderate skin disease (21 years-old, 100% of patients vs. 22.1 years-old, 
100% of patients) and severe PXE eye disease (33.1 years old, 100% of patients vs. 30 years-old, 
6.7% of patients). Rarely, in the PXD, severe cases of intermittent claudication, requiring surgery (V3 
by Phenodex assessment) or cardiac involvement requiring surgery (aortic replacement or bypass, C2 
by Phenodex) are seen in PXE. Although the findings in this study were similar to reports of 
Caucasians with PXE in the literature, in general, further large-scale epidemiological studies are 
needed to compare to larger PXE non-Asian cohorts.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 763 
TITLE: Characterization of 3 novel XPG-defective patients identifies 3 missense mutations that 
impair repair and transcription 
AUTHORS:  A. Schäfer, S. Schubert, A. Gratchev, A. Apel, P. Laspe, L. Hofmann, A. Ohlenbusch, 
T. Mori, N. Kobayashi, A. Schürer, M. P. Schön, S. Emmert 
ABSTRACT BODY: Only 16 XPG-defective patients with 20 different mutations have been 
described. The current hypothesis is that missense mutations impair repair (XP symptoms) whereas 
truncating mutations impair repair and transcription (XP and CS symptoms). We identified three new 
cell lines of XPG-defective patients (XP40GO, XP72MA, XP165MA). Patients’ fibroblasts showed a 
reduced post-UVC cell survival. The reduced repair capability, assessed by host cell reactivation, 
could be complemented by XPG cDNA. XPG mRNA expression of XP165MA, XP72MA, and 
XP40GO was 83%, 97%, and 82.5% compared to normal fibroblasts. XP165MA was homozygous 
for a p.G805R mutation, XP72MA and XP40GO were both compound heterozygous (p.W814S and 
p.E727X, p.L778P and p.Q150X, respectively). Allele-specific complementation analysis of these 5 
novel mutations revealed that p.L778P and p.W814S retained considerable residual repair activity. In 
line with the severe XP/CS phenotypes of XP72MA and XP165MA, even the missense mutations 
failed to interact with the transcription factor IIH subunits XPD and to some extend cdk7 in co-
immunoprecipitation assays. Immunofluorescence techniques revealed that the mutations destabilized 
early recruitment of XP proteins to localized photodamage and delayed their redistribution in vivo. 
Thus, we identified 3 XPG missense mutations in the I-region of XPG that impaired repair and 
transcription and resulted in severe XP/CS.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 764  
TITLE: New homozygous deletion of the entire CDSN gene in a Japanese patient with generalized 
peeling skin syndrome: First case in human 
AUTHORS:  K. Teye, T. Hamada, S. Sakaguchi, S. Numata, N. Ishii, C. Ohata, M. Furumura, T. 
Hashimoto 
ABSTRACT BODY: Peeling skin syndrome (PSS) is a rare autosomal recessive syndromic type of 
ichthyosis characterized by lifelong peeling of the skin. PSS is classified into two major forms of 
acral PSS and generalized PSS; the latter is further divided into non-inflammatory type (PSS type A) 
and inflammatory type (PSS type B). PSS type B has recently been reported to be caused by 4 
different loss-of-function mutations in the corneodesmosin (CDSN) gene, whose product is important 
in epidermal differentiation and barrier integrity. In this study, a comprehensive genetic analysis was 
performed in a 14-year-old Japanese male with PSS type B and his normal parents to find the genetic 
basis of his PSS. Histological examination of his skin biopsy revealed an exfoliation between the 
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stratum corneum and the stratum granulosum, suggesting a defect in CDSN. Immunohistochemical 
analysis revealed lack of CDSN in his skin and standard PCR for genomic DNA failed to amplify 
CDSN product. By MLPA analysis, probes for CDSN produced no signals in the patient and his 
parents were in heterozygote states, suggesting that the entire CDSN gene was deleted in the patient. 
To characterize further this deletion, we performed gene dosage analysis using quantitative real-time 
PCR for a 100-kb genomic DNA segment on 6p21.3, which includes CDSN. We found a large 
homozygous deletion of 59,184-bp extending from 40.6 kb upstream to 13.2 kb downstream of the 
CDSN gene, which includes 6 genes ( TCF19, CCHCR1, PSORS1C2, PSORS1C1, CDSN and 
C6orf15). The parents were carriers and the deletion was absent in 104 normal control alleles. A 
similar inverted sequence present on both sides of the breakpoint might have mediated the deletion. 
Finally, we have developed an easy PCR method to detect this deletion in normal, heterozygote and 
homozygote states. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first reported human case of PSS type B 
with homozygous large genomic deletion of the CDSN gene.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 766  
TITLE: A novel complex insertion-deletion mutation in the FOXC2 gene in a Japanese case with 
lymphedemadistichiasis  
AUTHORS:  M. Itoh, H. Nakagawa 
ABSTRACT BODY: Lymphedema-distichiasis syndrome (LDS, OMIM 153400) is a rare autosomal 
dominant disorder caused by the mutation in the FOXC2 gene, a family member of forkhead 
transcription factors. LDS is characterized by early or late-onset congenital lymphedema and 
distichiasis, i.e. multiple rows of aberrant eyelashes. Since FOXC2 protein is essential for 
development of the lymphatic and vascular systems, and also plays an important role in embryonic 
morphogenesis of several tissues, patients with LDS present not only with lymphedema but also with 
occasional varicose veins, congenital heart defects and other features. Here, we report a Japanese 
patient with LDS resulting from a novel complex insertion-deletion mutation in the FOXC2 gene. He 
had suffered from recurrent cellulitis secondary to lower-limb lymphedema appearing at the age of 
18, and he was also diagnosed with mild ventricular septal defect and blindness due to 
microphthalmia at birth. Distichiasis was clearly observed on the eyelids of his eyes. In addition, His 
father and younger brother also had several phenotypes appeared to be related with LDS. Both the 
clinical findings and the family history were consistent with LDS. Sequencing analysis of coding 
region in the FOXC2 gene demonstrated that the mutation was designated as 
c.809_812delCGCAinsAG. The mutation was predicted to truncate and inactivate one allele of 
FOXC2 (p.Ala270Glufsx34), leading to LDS phenotypes. In conclusion, LDS should be considered if 
the patient presents with congenital lymphedema and related symptoms, especially recurrent 
cellulitis, although LDS is a rare condition. The presence of distichiasis should be carefully examined 
for, and genetic testing considered for diagnostic confirmation to guide appropriate managements of 
affected patients. We are now generating patient-specific induced pluripotent stem cells from 
patient’s monocytes to develop disease model.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 768  
TITLE: Novel deletion mutation of TRPS1 gene in a Chinese case of Trichorhinophalangeal 
syndrome type I  
AUTHORS:  S. Dai, X. Nan, C. Li, X. Chen, H. Zhao, F. Zhang, Q. Song 

ABSTRACT BODY: In order to determine a possible correlation between the mutation at exons of 
TRPS1 gene and the phenotype of trichorhinophalangeal syndromes (TRPS), we described the 
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clinical characteristics of a patient with TRPS I and examined sequences of the exons of TRPS1 gene, 
through which we identified a new deletion mutation. The patient showed typical features of TRPS I 
with distinctive face and skeletal abnormalities.His parents were not consanguineous and his elderly 
sister was also normal. We isolated high-molecular-weight DNA from the patient’s, his sister’s and 
an otherwise healthy individual’s peripheral blood leukocytes according to the standard technique. 
The entire coding sequences of TRPS1 were examined by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and we 
screened for gene mutations by direct sequence analysis. Mutation analysis showed a deletion 
mutation (c.1783-1786delACTT) in exon 4 of the patient’s TRPS1 gene, which results in a premature 
stop codon at amino acid 637 while the results of his sister and the control individual were normal. 
This frameshift mutation occurs prior to the nuclear localization signals (NLS). Therefore, incorrect 
protein localization may be responsible for the loss of its function. This is a novel deletion mutation 
described in TRPS1 gene. The frameshift mutation results in a premature stop codon at amino acid 
637, which causes a nonfunctional, truncated TRPS1 protein, leading to the typical characteristics 
found in TRPS I patients. Data of our study also support and reinforce the finding that TRPS I can 
result from deletion mutations of TRPS1 gene and its genotypic spectrum was also broadened, which 
will provide more clues to discover the mechanism of the disease.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID:  769 
TITLE:  Genetic knockdown of serine protease inhibitor Kazal-type 5 in organotypic human skin 
culture as a model 
AUTHORS:  S. Wang, N. Schoefmann, S. Olt, A. P. Winiski, B. WolffWiniski 
ABSTRACT BODY:  Netherton syndrome (NS) is a severe skin disorder caused by mutations in the 
SPINK5 (serine protease inhibitor Kazal-type 5) gene, resulting in the loss of the protease inhibitor 
lymphoepithelial Kazal-type-related inhibitor (LEKTI). LEKTI is expressed in the outermost layers 
of the skin and plays a critical role in the regulation of the serine proteases kallikrein 5, 7, and 14 
(Klk5, -7, -14) which degrade corneodesmosomes in the skin. In NS patients, increased activities of 
Klk5 (stratum corneum trypsin-like enzyme - SCTE) and Klk7 (chymotrypsin-like enzyme SCCE), as 
well as epidermal elastase 2 (ELA2) have been demonstrated, leading to a loss of stratum corneum 
integrity and cohesion and thus affecting skin barrier function. In this study, we have established a 
SPINK5 knockdown skin model by transfecting SPINK5 small interfering RNA (siRNA) into normal 
human epidermal keratinocytes, which were used together with normal human fibroblasts 
incorporated into a collagen gel to generate organotypic skin cultures. This model recapitulates some 
of the morphology observed in the skin of NS patients: the stratum corneum is thicker, parakeratotic, 
and frequently detached from the underlying epidermis or entirely missing. To investigate the impact 
of Klk5 and Klk7 activities on the SPINK5 knockdown phenotype, we generated double knockdown 
keratinocytes of SPINK5 plus KLK5 and SPINK5 plus KLK7 in the 3D organotypic skin model. 
Inhibition of Klk5 or Klk7 led to a partial correction of the epidermal architecture with an increase of 
epidermal thickness, as well as recovery of the expression of desmocollin1 (DSC1) and filaggrin, 
which are involved in epidermal structure and skin barrier function. KLK7 knockdown was superior 
to KLK5 knockdown in this system. Hence inhibition of serine protease activity, especially Klk7, 
could be a beneficial therapeutic approach to treat NS patients. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID:  770 
TITLE:  The genetic analysis of IL36RN differentiates pustular psoriasis from psoriasis vulgaris 
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AUTHORS:  N. Setta-Kaffetzi, D. Berki, S. Mahil, A. A. Navarini, V. M. Patel, S. Choon, A. 
Burden, C. E. Griffiths, M. M. Seyger, B. Kirby, R. C. Trembath, M. A. Simpson, C. H. Smith, F. 
Capon, J. N. Barker 
ABSTRACT BODY: Our group previously demonstrated that Generalized Pustular Psoriasis (GPP) 
is associated with recessive mutations of IL36RN, a negative regulator of IL-36 signalling. Here, we 
investigated the possibility that IL36RN defects may also contribute to other pustular forms of 
psoriasis and to psoriasis vulgaris (PV). We screened a total of 598 patients affected by GPP (n=84), 
Acrodermatitis Continua of Hallopeau (ACH; n=9), Palmoplantar Pustulosis (PPP; n=139) and PV 
(n=366). We found IL36RN recessive mutations in patients with GPP (7/84), ACH (2/9) and PPP 
(3/139), but not among PV cases. Of note, we also identified several affected individuals who carried 
heterozygous disease alleles. In fact, we uncovered a significant enrichment for heterozygous 
IL36RN variants among patients with GPP/PPP (frequency in 1.4% cases vs. 0.3% in controls, 
P=0.004), but not among subjects with PV (0.4% cases vs. 0.3% controls, P=0.77). Thus, we 
demonstrated a clear overlap in the genetic basis of acute (GPP) and chronic (PPP, ACH) forms of 
pustular psoriasis. Our findings expand the phenotypic spectrum associated with IL36RN deficiency 
and highlight disruption of IL-36 signalling as a distinctive feature of psoriasis associated pustular 
diseases. In the light of recent data suggesting a pathogenic role for IL-36 in a mouse model of PV, 
our results emphasize the importance of genetic studies in dissecting the pathogenesis of 
inflammatory diseases in humans. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 772 
TITLE: Identification of a novel gene, UVSSA/KIAA1530, responsible for UV-sensitive syndrome 
AUTHORS: Y. Takahashi, Y. Nakazawa, A. Utani, K. Yoshiura, T. Ogi 
ABSTRACT BODY: UV-sensitive syndrome (UVSS) is an autosomal recessive disease with very 
mild symptoms characterized by photosensitivity and freckles. It results from a defect in 
transcription-coupled nucleotide excision repair (TC-NER), which removes UV-induced DNA 
damage in actively transcribed genes. Three of the seven known UVSS cases carry mutations in the 
Cockayne syndrome genes CSA or CSB. The remaining four patients form a separate 
complementation group, UVSS-A; however, the responsible gene was unknown. Exome sequencing 
of two unrelated UVSS-A patients revealed that they have common mutation homozygously in 
KIAA1530 encoding a 709 amino acid protein of unknown function. The mutation led to the 
introduction of a premature stop codon, p.Lys123*, in the KIAA1530 protein. In other patients, we 
identified the same homozygous mutation and a homozygous deletion mutation causing a 
p.Ile31Phefs*9 frameshift alteration. KIAA1530 protein was not detected in the cells from these 
patients. We also examined several mild cases of xeroderma pigmentosum, another genetic disease 
characterized by defects in NER, and identified a homozygous mutation with p.Cys32Arg alteration 
in KIAA1530 in the patient who was originally assigned to XP-E (XP70TO). The mutant protein was 
stably expressed in the patient cells, although band intensity was faint. Finally, the ectopic expression 
of wild-type KIAA1530 cDNA restored normal TC-NER activity as indicated by RNA synthesis 
recovery after UV irradiation in the cells from patients including XP70TO. Consequently, we 
concluded that KIAA1530 is the causal gene for UVSS-A and renamed it UVSSA. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID:  773 
TITLE:  Mutation analysis in benign skin tumors of patients with familial adenomatous polyposis coli 
(FAP) 
AUTHORS:  D. A. Stegmann, P. Demougin, K. Heinimann, P. H. Itin, B. Burger 
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ABSTRACT BODY: Benign skin tumors such as fibromas, lipomas, and epidermal cysts are known 
extracolonic manifestations of FAP. This disease is caused by autosomal dominant inherited germline 
mutations on the adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) gene. Considering the development of the FAP 
associated skin lesions little is known up to now. Based on the two hit theory for the initiation of 
colorectal cancer, we hypothesized a similar mechanism for the skin lesion development. In the 
present study, we investigated 15 skin lesions (9 fibromas, 3 lipomas, and 3 epidermal cysts) from 14 
FAP patients for a 2nd hit in APC. Analysis was done by direct sequencing of the APC mutation 
cluster region, by APC transcript analysis, and by microsatellite analysis for D5S346. Further, gene 
expression analysis was done comparing benign tumor samples versus healthy skin from FAP 
patients. Within these 15 benign tumor samples the results suggested 2nd hit mutations in 3 samples. 
Direct sequencing of 1 epidermal cyst sample revealed a 2nd hit in addition to the germline mutation. 
The APC cDNA analysis resulted in only 1 additional transcript for a fibroma sample describing the 
patient’s germline mutation. Microsatellite instability was shown for 1 lipoma and 1 epidermal cyst 
sample indicating relevance for the adjacent APC. Results of gene expression analysis revealed 
candidate genes with differential expression between tumor and healthy skin. These data reveal that a 
2nd hit mutation in APC may be a potential cause for the development of at least some benign skin 
tumors. Gene expression examinations may show a possible correlation to the involved pathways. To 
our knowledge, this study is the first molecular genetic examination on benign skin tumors in patients 
with FAP. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 776 
TITLE: Phenotypic overlap of PXE/GACI and mutations in the ABCC6 and ENPP1 genes 
AUTHORS:  Q. Li1, J. L. Brodsky, M. A. Deardorff, M. A. Levine, J. Uitto  
ABSTRACT BODY: Pseudoxanthoma elasticum (PXE), a genetic disorder of ectopic mineralization 
in the skin, eyes and the cardiovascular system with the age of onset at ~14 years. The classic PXE is 
caused by mutations in the ABCC6 gene. Generalized arterial calcification of infancy (GACI), an 
autosomal recessive disorder, is characterized by congenital calcification of large and medium sized 
arteries, leading to early myocardial infarction and stroke and often to death during the first year of 
life. Previously, patients with GACI were shown to harbor inactivating mutations in the ENPP1 gene. 
Recent observations by us have indicated a phenotypic overlap between PXE and GACI. First, we 
examined a two-year old patient with extensive vascular and cardiac mineralization. Skin 
examination revealed yellowish papules coalescing into cobblestone plaques distributed on the neck, 
inguinal folds and abdomen, characteristic of PXE. Skin biopsy revealed clumped, irregular elastic 
fibers in the reticular dermis depicting mineralization. Based on these observations, the diagnosis of 
PXE was made; however, no pathogenic mutations were found in ABCC6. In contrast, sequencing of 
ENPP1 revealed a homozygous sequence variant, c.1538A→G (p.Y513C), a pathogenic mutation 
that has been previously reported in a patient with GACI, in trans with p.Y659C mutation. Thus, 
mutations in the ENPP1 gene can be associated with cutaneous findings of PXE. In a second set of 
studies, we examined 6 families with GACI, in which the initial screening of ENPP1 did not disclose 
pathogenic mutations. In all these families mutations in the ABCC6 gene were discovered. Thus, 
mutations in the ABCC6 gene can be associated, in addition to PXE, also with GACI. These findings 
support the notion of an intricate mineralization/anti-mineralization network in tissues, and delicate 
balance of factors both promoting and preventing connective tissue mineralization at the local level is 
required for normal homeostasis.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 781 
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TITLE: Pathologic genetic alternations in 4 patients affected by ichthyosis with confetti 
AUTHORS:   I. Spoerri, J. De Mesmaeker, G. Tadini, P. H. Itin, B. Burger 
ABSTRACT BODY: Ichthyosis with confetti (IWC) is a very rare genodermatosis. The skin of 
people affected by IWC shows a generalized scaly erythroderma interspersed with confetti-like 
patches of healthy skin. This pattern is formed by heterozygous mutations in the gene encoding 
keratin 10 (KRT10), which appear to be selectively reverted to the normal sequence in the cells 
building up the patches of healthy skin. The exact mechanism underlying this progressive revertant 
mosaicism is currently unknown. Here we describe the pathologic genetic alternations in 4 patients 
with IWC. The patients included in the study are from 3 unrelated families and have only been 
clinically characterized before. Two of the patients are monozygotic twins. The genetic alternations 
were detected on genomic DNA isolated from whole blood by direct sequencing of the whole 
(KRT10). Non-related patients have different mutations within exon 7 or within the intron 6 splice 
acceptor site of (KRT10). Our results are consistent with previous findings in that the pathologic 
mutations all lead to an identical frame shift towards the end of the gene and to a premature stop of 
transcription. Given the rareness of the disease with only 15 cases genetically described to date 
(including the patients in this study) our results add important information about the genetic basis of 
the disease and possible hot spots of mutation. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 784  
TITLE: Pachyonychia congenita in Japan: A report of familial cases and results of the national 
surveillance 
AUTHORS:  N. Kanazawa1, Y. Inaba, Y. Nakatani1, F. Furukawa, H. Nakano2, D. Sawamura, T. 
Hamada, T. Hashimoto, K. Yoneda 
ABSTRACT BODY: Pachyonychia congenita (PC) is a rare autosomal dominant keratinizing 
disorder characterized by hyperkeratotic nail dystrophy and focal palmoplantar keratoderma. PC can 
be divided into two subtypes, PC-1 (Jadassohn-Lewandowski type, OMIM#167200) and PC-2 
(Jackson-Lawler type, OMIM#167210). Oral leukokeratosis is predominant in PC-1 due to mutations 
in keratin (K)6A or K16, while multiple steatocystomas are characteristic in PC-2 due to mutations in 
K6B or K17. The proband we have experienced is a 32-year-old Japanese woman, who developed 
blisters on her soles after walk since infancy, which subsequently formed callus-like hyperkeratotic 
lesions. Other skin lesions include hyperkeratotic toenails, colored fingernails with keratosis at the 
edges and leukokeratosis on the tongue. Her son, who is just one-year-old, began to develop similar 
changes. By the genetic analyses, the heterozygous N125S mutation of the K16 gene was revealed in 
both proband and her son and their diagnosis as PC-1 has been confirmed. Although the causative 
genetic mutation for PC was first identified in 1995 and so far more than 250 patients have reportedly 
been confirmed genetically in the International PC Research Registry (IPCRR), only 9 cases have 
been genetically confirmed in Japan by the literature review. Regarding the genotype, appearance of a 
mutation in K6A, K16, K6B, and K17 was 45%, 30%, 8%, and 17%, respectively, in the IPCRR. In 
contrast, the number of families with a mutation in K6A, K16, K6B, and K17 was 1, 3, 0, and 5, 
respectively, in Japan. Therefore, to clarify the real occurrence of PC and precise genotype-phenotype 
correlation in Japan, the national surveillance is underway and so far 11 PC-1, 8 PC-2 and 6 
suspected PC cases have been collected, including our cases 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 787 
TITLE: Skin features of Hutchinson-Gilford progeria syndrome during the years 
AUTHORS:  A. D'Erme, N. Milanesi, M. Gola, M. Paradisi, F. Passarelli 
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ABSTRACT BODY: Hutchinson–Gilford progeria syndrome is a very rare, sporadic, autosomal 
dominant genetic disorder with phenotypic features of accelerated aging. This disease, often, leads to 
death at approximately 13 years of age due to myocardial infarction or stroke. The genetic bases of 
most cases of this syndrome concern a mutation of the lamin A (LMNA) gene encoding A-tyoe 
nuclear lamins. This mutation activates a cryptic splice donor site which produces an abnormal lamin 
A, called “progerin”, leading to the disrupts of nuclear membrane and transcription disregulation. In 
order to better highlight the early clinical and histological skin features in this syndrome we report a 
case in a 7-month-old baby.The baby, second child of a Chinese couple, came to our attention for a 
progressive skin hardening and a slow growth. His weight was less than 6 kg. The skin displayed hard 
consistency,hardly raised sores and a cobbled aspect caused by hypo-and hyperchromic area 
alternation.Many sclerodermic area were present spreadly on his body. He presented a cranio-facial 
diameter spropotioncaused by a trasverse diameter increase. The scrotum was edematous. Biopsy 
analysis was carried out on dorsum sclerodermic lesion. It showed the presence of a subcutaneous 
thin and ipodermal fibrous septa sclerosis in the skin. To assess whether the skin lesions were related 
to Hutchinson-Gilford progeria syndrome, DNA analysis was performed and it showed a codon 
608mutation of the LMNA gene (GGC>GGT). As indicated by Meredith,et al.(2008) in a cohort of 
15 patients the skin features are the most frequent manifestations of progeria. This case study reports 
patient’s skin features up to six years describing the skin changes during the growth and the results of 
different treatments.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 789 
TITLE: The role of CARD14 in the pathogenesis of familial and sporadic pityriasis rubra pilaris  
AUTHORS: D. Fuchs-Telem, O. Eytan, M. A. van Steensel, O. Sarig, O. Isakov, S. Israeli, J. 
Nousbeck, K. Richard, R. Bergman, A. Shemer, V. Winnepenninckx, M. Vernooij, N. Shomron, Q. 
Li, J. Uitto, P. Fleckman, G. Richard, E. Sprecher 

ABSTRACT BODY:  Pityriasis rubra pilaris (PRP) is an uncommon cutaneous disorder of unknown 
etiology. Most cases of PRP are acquired, although a familial variant with an autosomal-dominant 
inheritance pattern is recognized. To identify the genetic cause of familial PRP, we ascertained 
several families affected by autosomal-dominant PRP. We initially mapped PRP to 17q25.3, a region 
overlapping with psoriasis susceptibility locus 2 (PSORS2 [MIM 602723]). Using a combination of 
linkage analysis followed by targeted whole-exome sequencing and candidate-gene screening, we 
identified heterozygous mutations in CARD14, which encodes caspase recruitment domain family, 
member 14. CARD14 was found to be specifically expressed in the skin. It is a known activator of 
nuclear factor kappa B (NF-kB) signaling, which has been implicated in inflammatory disorders. 
Accordingly, CARD14 levels were increased, and p65 was found to be activated in the skin of 
familial PRP-affected individuals. Consistent with these results, in-vitro luciferase assays showed that 
PRP-causing mutations in CARD14 lead to enhanced NF-kB activation. To further assess the role of 
CARD14 in PRP, we sequenced CARD14 in patients with sporadic PRP. Direct sequencing of 27 
patients did not reveal any pathogenic mutations in these sporadic cases; however, CARD14 was 
overexpressed and immunohistochemical staining for active p65 was indicative of activation of NF-
kB signaling in the skin of these patients. The present data suggest a role for elevated CARD14 
activity in the pathogenesis of PRP, with obvious implications for the treatment of this disorder.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 796 
TITLE: Molecular identification of collagen 17a1 as a major genetic modifier of epidermolysis 
bullosa in mice 
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AUTHORS: T. J. Sproule, J. A. Bubier, F. C. Grandi, J. P. Sundberg, D. C. Roopenian 
ABSTRACT BODY:  Epidermolysis Bullosa (EB) defines a spectrum of mechanobullous disorders 
caused by rare mutations that result in structural weakening of the skin and mucous membranes. 
Their clinical presentation can vary greatly. This unexplained variance raises the possibility of genetic 
modifier effects. We tested this hypothesis using a mouse model which develops a syndrome that 
recapitulates a non-Herlitz form of junctional EB owing to a hypomorphic allele of Lamc2 
(Lamc2jeb). We describe the unambiguous identification of Collagen 17 (Col17a1) as a major genetic 
modifier of this disease. Ultrafine recombination mapping localized the modifier to a 1,085 base pair 
region including exon 50 of Col17a1. Three neighboring missense SNPs that encode part of the non-
collagenous domain 4 (NC4) are shown to affect the strength of dermal-epidermal adhesion and 
account for a large variation in disease severity and age of onset. Overall the results provide the first 
explanation for how apparently innocuous allelic variants can act epistatically to impact the severity 
of a rare, heritable mechanobullous disorder. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 813 
TITLE:  Identification of a hyperkeratosis “signature” in lamellar ichthyosis: Mdm2 inhibition 
prevents hyperkeratosis in lamellar ichthyosis models 
AUTHORS:  G. Youssef. Ono, S. Brown, W. Heywood, V. Kinsler, N. Sebire, K. Mills, J. Harper, R. 
O'Shaughnessy 
ABSTRACT BODY: Lamellar ichthyosis (LI) is a genetic disorder that is characterised by a scaling 
caused by a thickened cornified layer (hyperkeratosis). To investigate the nature of hyperkeratosis in 
LI, we knocked down the expression of Tgm1 and Alox12b, the two most commonly mutated genes 
in lamellar ichthyosis were knocked down in rat epidermal keratinocyte (REK) cells. Principle 
component analysis indicated that although phenotypically similar, the differentially expressed genes 
were highly divergent, with the Tgm1 knockdown displaying defects in lipid metabolism, and the 
Alox12b knockdown displaying defects in protein structural components. However we revealed a 
group of genes commonly differently expressed between the Tgm1 and Alox12b knockdowns that we 
hypothesised represented a hyperkeratosis signature. Among these up-regulated genes were keratin 1 
and Mdm2 and Interleukin 1 alpha, all of which were also overexpressed in all LI patient scrapings 
(n=4) and LI skin sections (n=7) examined. Mdm2 was of particular interest to us because transgenic 
mice over-expressing Mdm2 in the epidermis display an ichthyosiform phenotype. To further 
investigate the role of Mdm2 in hyperkeratosis, we treated our ichthyosis models with Nutlin-3, a 
well characterised inhibitor of Mdm2. We could show specific, dose-dependent reduction of Keratin 
1 expression after nutlin-3 treatment. Furthermore in organotypic culture, treatment with nutlin-3 
prevented hyperkeratosis in both the Tgm1 and Alox12b knockdown lamellar ichthyosis models. We 
therefore provide evidence that Mdm2 has a key role in hyperkeratosis, and that treatment with the 
Mdm2 antagonist, Nutlin-3 could provide a promising therapeutic avenue in not only lamellar 
ichthyosis, but also in other hyperkeratotic disorders. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 814  
TITLE: Rapid genotyping for the prevalent mutation of XPC gene: A useful tool for genetic 
counseling  
AUTHORS:  C. M. Ged, L. Carrat, E. Lacanal, H. Rezvani, S. Bensenouci, H. de Verneuil, A. Taieb, 
K. Ezzedine 
ABSTRACT BODY: Xeroderma Pigmentosum has a higher prevalence in countries where 
consanguinity is frequentsuch as North Africa, where the disease represents a major health concern, 
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and efforts are necessary to improve the management of this severely cancer prone and mutilating 
photosensitive disease. In these patients, among the 8 defective NER subtypes XP-A to XP-G, type C 
is the most frequent, with acommon frame shift mutation of XPC gene present in more than 90% of 
the patients. We set up a simple assay based on fragment size analysiswhich permitted accurate 
determination of the 3 possible genotypes by using an automatic sequencer. Compared to classical 
gene sequencing, this method allows substantially lower cost, higher throughput, and improved 
resolution together with time saving. These qualities were tested on 50 DNA samples from 20 
unrelated families from Algeria. Only 3 runs on the sequencing analyzer were needed to confirm the 
presence of the common frame shift at the homozygous state in affected children or heterozygous in 
obligate carriers. In this series, 17 unrelated patients (85 %) were accurately diagnosed as XP type C 
due to the prevalent frame shift. Three patients did not harbor the common mutation of XPC gene, 2 
had the common nonsense mutation described in XPA gene, and the last one was investigated for 
XPV gene. Sequencing of XPC gene was currently performed in a single DNA sample: sequencing 
needs were then drastically reduced by using the new assay as a screening test. This work describes 
the design of a genetic test readily available for screening and diagnostic purposes in Xeroderma 
Pigmentosum. This simple testing method may greatly facilitate genetic counseling in exposed 
families and help promoting early management of this severely cancer prone and devastating 
photosensitive disease.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 826 
TITLE:  Revertant mosaicism is common in patients with recessive epidermolysis bullosa simplex 
AUTHORS:  A. M. Pasmooij, M. Holy, M. Nijenhuis, M. F. Jonkman 
ABSTRACT BODY:  Revertant mosaicism occurs when an inherited disease-causing mutation is 
corrected by a second genetic event that restores protein function or expression within a somatic cell. 
The implications for the phenotype depend on the nature, timing and location of the postzygotic 
somatic mutation. In partial revertant mosaicsm correction has taken place, although the phenotype 
has not completely reverted to normal. Such partial revertant mosaicism has been described 
previously by us in one patient with recessive epidermolysis bullosa simplex (EBSAR), who was 
homozygous for a mutation in the 3’ acceptor splice site of KRT14 intron 1, i.e. c.526-2A>C. It was 
hypothesized that a second modulating factor in the genome would be responsible for the re-
expression of keratin 14. By studying all patients in the Netherlands with EBS-AR due to KRT14 
mutations, we here reveal the presence of this additional factor. Seven patients were investigated with 
EBS-AR. All patients were homozygous for the splice-site mutation c.526-2A>C in the KRT14 gene, 
which results in out-of-frame mRNA transcripts, and consequently total absence of keratin 14 protein. 
Biopsies of these patients were analysed for keratin 14 expression. Five out of 7 patients, i.e. 71%, 
had at least one biopsy with revertant keratinocytes that re-expressed keratin 14 protein. In total, 8 
biopsies harboured revertant keratinocytes. DNA-analysis of revertant keratinocytes isolated with 
laser dissection microscopy showed different correcting mutations in the individual biopsies: 
c.573_576dupCAAT in one biopsy, c.525+1G>A in one biopsy, and c.525_525+1GG>AA in six 
biopsies. The correcting KRT14 mutations resulted each in an alternative in-frame mRNA transcript 
leading to keratin 14 expression. The presence of the same second-site mutation 
c.525_525+1GG>AA in the majority of the biopsies suggests preference for this repair mechanism. 
We have demonstrated that restoration of the reading frame of a recessive KRT14 allele by a second-
site mutation is common. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 829  
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TITLE: A TALEN-mediated genome editing strategy for epidermolysis bullosa simplex using 
patient-specific induced pluripotent stem cells  
AUTHOR: G. Bilousova, I. Kogut, S. M. Ortega, D. R. Roop 
ABSTRACT BODY:  Epidermolysis bullosa simplex (EBS) is an autosomal dominant skin blistering 
disease caused by mutations in either keratin 14 (K14) or K5. Advances in the generation of induced 
pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) offer the possibility of developing a novel stem-cell based therapy for 
EBS and other inherited skin diseases by coupling homologous recombination with cell 
reprogramming. Toward this goal, we have developed a genome editing strategy for EBS patient-
specific iPSCs using transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs), which is then followed 
by the differentiation of genetically corrected iPSCs into keratinocytes suitable for autologous 
transplantation. We have established iPSCs from an EBS patient (EBS-iPSCs) carrying a 
heterozygous C373T hotspot mutation at codon 125 in K14 (K14mt), and from a healthy individual 
(wtiPSCs). The differentiation of wtiPSCs and EBS-iPSCs into keratinocytes was performed through 
exposure to retinoic acid and bone-morphogenetic protein-4. iPSC-derived keratinocytes expressed 
K14, and were capable of regenerating a fully differentiated epidermis when grafted on a mouse 
xenograft model. To correct EBS-iPSCs, we used a TALEN-based approach designed to introduce a 
knockout (KO) deletion of the K14mt allele, and to leave the wild-type K14 allele intact and 
functional. Since the TALE repeat array requires the presence of a T (thymine) at the 5’ end of the 
sequence of interest, the point mutation C373T in the K14mt allele in EBS-iPSCs allows for the 
design of allele-specific TALENs, which would preferentially target the K14 mt allele and could be 
used for all EBS patients with the C373T mutation. Following the delivery of TALENs, we obtained 
a mixed pool of EBS-iPSCs which contained a number of cells with the KO deletion of the K14mt 
allele as confirmed by sequencing. We are currently establishing clonal lines of EBS-iPSCs where the 
K14mt allele has been targeted to determine whether keratinocytes derived from these KO EBS-
iPSCs can be used for EBS therapy. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 846  
TITLE: Linear morphea fibroblasts possess distinct TGFβ responsiveness  
AUTHORS:  S. J. Brown, L. Weibel, J. I. Harper, R. F. O'Shaughnessy 
ABSTRACT BODY: Linear morphea (LM) is a disorder affecting children characterised by the 
development of bands of fibrotic skin, often on the limbs and torso. Plaques form due to excess 
deposition of collagen by dermal fibroblasts, and persist due to failure of clearance, with a sustained 
deposition induced by signalling pathways such as TGFβ. TGFβ has an essential role in wound 
healing and pathway dysfunction is linked to fibrotic disease. The purpose of this study was to 
analyse the functioning of the TGFβ pathway in LM fibroblasts in cell culture and wound healing 
models. Fibroblasts were isolated, purified and cultured from an affected skin site and a site-matched 
normal control. 6 paired samples from 3 patients were assayed on a microarray, and 4 paired samples 
from 2 patients were used in cell culture experiments. Microarray analysis showed an enrichment of 
TGFβ responsive genes, and the specific downregulation of TGFβ pathway interacting gene 
SOSTDC1. In cell culture, the induction of alpha smooth muscle actin by TGFβ treatment was 
compromised. The fibroblast monolayers ability to heal after scratch was assessed, with fibroblasts 
derived from affected areas migrating more swiftly into scratched areas. Incubating scratch assays 
with media conditioned by normal cells reduced the increased migration observed in LM fibroblasts, 
implicating a secreted factor in this process. In scratch assays, confocal microscopy was used to study 
the early events after initial wounding of the fibroblast monolayer. The expression levels and 
subcellular localisation of several SMAD phosphoproteins and other TGFβ interactors and targets 
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was documented, which showed changes in SMAD phosphorylation, localisation and distinct SMAD 
secondary messengers in LM fibroblasts. Taken together, these data indicate that LM fibroblasts 
isolated from affected skin possess distinct TGFβ responsiveness, which extends to altered 
phenotypes in scratch assays.  
 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID:  847 
TITLE:  Expanding the phenotypic spectrum of Olmsted Syndrome 
AUTHORS:  N. J. Wilson, C. Cole, L. M. Milstone, C. D. Hansen, M. E. Schwartz, W. H. McLean, 
F. J. Smith 
ABSTRACT BODY: A nine year old girl of European ancestry presented with profound plantar 
keratoderma and other features. Plantar lesions were first noted at age four. There was severe callus 
formation on the weight-bearing areas of the soles but only mild keratoderma on the hands. There 
was follicular keratosis on the elbows. She was born with 20/20 thin, abnormal nails. Due to extreme 
plantar pain, use of a wheelchair is necessary although periodic debridement of calluses gives some 
pain relief. The most likely diagnosis was pachyonychia congenita (PC). All exons and intron 
boundaries of PC-related keratin genes KRT6A, KRT6B, KRT6C, KRT16 and KRT17 and other 
candidate genes including GJB6 and KRT75 were screened but no mutations identified. Using whole 
exome sequencing, we identified a spontaneous heterozygous missense mutation, p.Gly573Cys in the 
TRVP3 gene. Recently mutations in TRPV3 have been reported as a cause of autosomal dominant 
Olmsted syndrome (OS). Of the 7 reported OS cases with mutations in TRPV3, 6 have mutations 
within codon 573 (5x p.Gly573Ser and 1x p.Gly573Cys) indicating that this codon is a mutation 
“hotspot”. TRPV3 encodes transient receptor potential vanilloid-3 cation channel – a transmembrane 
ion channel. It is widely expressed in keratinocytes, hair follicles, brain and spinal cord. TRPV3 is 
involved in many cellular and physiological processes including temperature sensation. The 7 
reported cases of OS with TRPV3 mutations were of Asian ancestry and presented with a more 
severe clinical phenotype than our case. However, due to the rarity of OS and difficulty in diagnosis 
due to clinical overlap with other disorders there may be a much broader phenotypic spectrum than 
thought; this will become clearer as more cases are diagnosed at the molecular level. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 867  
TITLE: Alteration of pain-related gene expression in pachyonychia congenita skin lesion biopsies  
AUTHORS: Y. Cao, B. L. Seegmiller, R. P. Hickerson, M. A. Flores, T. J. Speaker, R. L. Kaspar 
ABSTRACT BODY: The most pronounced symptoms for patients with pachyonychia congenita (PC) 
are painful thick calluses on the soles of the feet, where persistent intense pain can negatively impact 
quality of life. In order to better understand the pathogenesis of the pain, we conducted RNA 
profiling on biopsies taken from both involved and uninvolved plantar skin of PC patients as well as 
from plantar skin of a control volunteer. We focused on genes previously shown to be related to 
nociception, including chemical mediators, molecular modulators, and neuropathy. Among the 83 
genes that showed altered expression levels (> 2-fold) in at least three of five PC patients, four are 
known to be associated with peripheral nociception: tissue kallikreins KLK10 and KLK12 that are 
responsible for activating bradykinin-mediated nociception; PPP2CA that regulates central 
sensitization; and RGS20 that binds to neural specific Gz proteins, which are essential mediators of 
the analgesic effects. Importantly, a list of 12 genes involved in neurite outgrowth and neuropathy are 
also altered in PC-affected skin biopsies. These genes include small proline-rich repeat protein 1a, 
ADAM metallopeptidase domain 23, and fatty acid-binding protein 5. In addition, five mTOR 
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signaling-related genes, including amphiregulin, Rho family GTPase 3, hypoxia inducible factor 1A, 
and hexokinase 2, were also found to be upregulated in PC-affected skin. Immunohistochemical 
staining was used to confirm that expression levels of some of the identified genes are indeed altered 
in sections obtained from PC patient skin biopsies. The intense pain experienced by PC patients may 
involve pathological alterations in multiple aspects of nociception, including mediators and 
modulators that potentiate, initiate, and process pain sensation. Peripheral neuropathy, which could 
result from altered levels of neuropathy-related proteins in the skin, might be responsible for this 
pain. Our analysis may identify targets for developing more effective pain remedies for PC patients.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 870 
TITLE: Development of topical rapamycin formulations for the treatment of pachyonychia congenita  
AUTHORS: Y. Cao1, T. J. Speaker, B. L. Seegmiller, R. P. Hickerson, M. A. Flores, R. L. Kaspar 
ABSTRACT BODY: The main complaint of pachyonychia congenita (PC) patients is the painful 
keratoderma on or near the pressure points of the feet. Previously, in collaboration with the patient 
advocacy group Pachyonychia Congenita Project (www.pachyonychia.org) and the International PC 
Consortium (a group of physicians and scientists that have agreed to work together to develop PC 
therapeutics), we demonstrated that orally-administered rapamycin (Rapamune) improved PC 
symptoms, including pain, in an off-label study (Hickerson, Leachman et al., J. Dermatol. Sci, 2009). 
However, the oral administration route proved problematic in that patients experienced well-known 
side-effects associated with systemic exposure and all patients withdrew prematurely from the study 
due to these side-effects. In an attempt to increase the concentration of the drug where it is needed 
(i.e., PC lesions), we developed topical rapamycin formulations and evaluated functional activity 
following application to murine skin by measuring its effect on S6 ribosomal protein 
phosphorylation. S6 phosphorylation is a downstream event in the mTOR signaling pathway and 
rapamycin is a known inhibitor of this pathway. The mTOR pathway has also been shown to be 
related to peripheral nociception. We evaluated multiple topical rapamycin (up to 8%) formulations in 
various skin tissue types, including footpad, flank, and ear by western blot and 
immunohistochemistry of samples obtained from treated and untreated mice using antibodies against 
total S6 protein as well as specific to the phosphorylated form of S6. Inhibition of S6 phosphorylation 
(up to 50%) confirmed functional delivery of rapamycin into intact skin by candidate formulations. 
Successful demonstration of mTOR inhibition by topical rapamycin lays the groundwork for 
translation to the clinic and represents a promising step towards an effective, patient-friendly 
treatment.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 874 
TITLE: Dysregulated iRHOM2/ADAM17 in Tylosis with oesophageal cancer affects Ephrin- and 
EGF-family-mediated keratinocyte adhesion and migration 
AUTHORS: M. A. Brooke, S. L. Etheridge, D. C. Blaydon, S. Getsios, D. P. Kelsell 
ABSTRACT BODY: We have linked mutations in the inactive rhomboid protein iRhom2 with the 
autosomal dominant disorder Tylosis with Oesophageal Cancer (TOC). Symptoms include 
palmoplantar keratoderma and a greatly increased risk of oesophageal cancer. Previously, we showed 
increased activation of Epithelial Growth Factor (EGF) signalling in TOC keratinocyte cell lines, 
which migrate significantly faster than controls during scratch wound assays, particularly in the 
absence of exogenous EGF. This led us to investigate the role of ADAM17 (TACE), whose 
maturation is regulated by iRhom2. Western blotting of ADAM17 in TOC keratinocytes 
demonstrated increased processing of ADAM17, shown by increased mature ADAM17 compared to 
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controls and elevated levels of the ADAM17 pro-domain. Immunocytochemistry showed increased 
ADAM17 at the plasma membrane in TOC cells. After stimulation with PMA or LPS, keratinocytes 
and PBMCs from TOC patients showed increased production of ADAM17 substrates, including 
amphiregulin and pro-inflammatory cytokines TNFα and IL-8 (p<0.05). This was abrogated by 
siRNA knockdown of ADAM17. Amphiregulin was also upregulated in TOC cells after scratch 
wounding (p<0.001). A protein array comparing phospho-receptor tyrosine kinases in control and 
TOC keratinocytes showed reduced phosphorylation of the EphA4 receptor. Western blotting showed 
increased levels of total EphA4 and EphA2 in TOC cells compared to controls. EphA2 is targeted by 
EGF signalling. The Eph/Ephrin pathway is important in adhesion and migration and is dysregulated 
in many cancers. Dispase assays suggested increased adhesion in TOC cells consistent with 
dysregulation of this pathway. These data indicate that TOC-associated mutations in iRhom2 lead to 
dysregulation of ADAM17 maturation, affecting EGFR and Ephrin signalling and the inflammatory 
cytokine response. Thus the TOC phenotype may be due to altered wound healing as a result of 
dysregulated adhesion and migration. 
 
ABSTRACT ID:  876 
TITLE:  HOXD10 is a major mediator of VEGF-C-induced lymphangiogenesis 
AUTHORS: S. Krampitz, A. Mathelier, L. Dieterich, A. Primorac, J. Shin, H. Kawaji, W. 
Wasserman, M. Detmar 
ABSTRACT BODY: Activation of the lymphatic vasculature promotes cancer metastasis and 
modulates inflammatory reactions, whereas impairment of lymphatic function results in lymphedema. 
The major lymphangiogenic factor, vascular endothelial growth factor-C (VEGF-C), mainly acts via 
activation of VEGF receptor-3 (VEGFR-3). Recently, VEGF-C and its receptor have become the 
targets for new therapeutic strategies that have entered the clinic. However, little is known about 
signaling downstream of VEGFR-3 activation. We aimed to identify transcriptional networks that 
mediate the VEGF-C effects on lymphatic endothelium via VEGFR-3, utilizing a mutant form of the 
VEGF-C protein, named VEGF-C156S, which specifically activates VEGFR-3 but not VEGFR-2. 
We treated human lymphatic endothelial cells (LEC) with VEGF-C156S and obtained mRNA at 15 
time points (0min to 8h), followed by cap analysis of gene expression (CAGE) sequencing. We found 
that 84 transcription factors (TFs) were differentially expressed over the time course. Many of these 
TFs are known early response genes, with expression peaks between 30 and 80 min after VEGF-C 
addition. To identify TFs specifically involved in the LEC response to VEGF-C, we analyzed TF 
binding sites in the differentially activated promoters using oPOSSUM3, together with gene set 
enrichment analyses using published results of different cell types after growth factor treatment. 
These analyses revealed HOXD10 to be activated in LECs after VEGF-C stimulation. HOXD10 was 
found to be LECs specific, as compared to blood vessel ECs, and to be a target gene of the lymphatic 
TF Prox1. Adenoviral gain-of-function and loss-of-function studies revealed that the TFs ATF3, 
FOSB and NR4A1, that were also induced by VEGF-C, are under transcriptional control by 
HOXD10, and that HOXD10 mediates the VEGF-C-induced upregulation of NR4A1. HOXD10 
modulated LEC migration and sprouting. Together, these results reveal an unanticipated role of 
HOXD10 in the control of lymphangiogenesis. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 877 
TITLE: Ethnic differences in dermal extracellular matrix 
AUTHORS: A. K. Langton, M. J. Sherratt, C. E. Griffiths, R. E. Watson 
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ABSTRACT BODY: Although the majority of the world’s population is comprised of people with 
highly pigmented skin (~85%; WHO, 2004) few studies have attempted to characterise skin 
composition according to ethnic origin. The aim  of the current study was to perform a robust and 
novel survey of epidermal morphometrics and dermal extracellular matrix (ECM) composition in 
photoprotected human skin from three ethnic groups. Biopsies were obtained from buttock skin of 
young, healthy volunteers (n = 7 per group): Caucasian (18-29 years), Far East Asian (19-30 years) 
and African (18-28 years). Morphometric analysis identified increased epidermal thickness (P < 
0.001), rete ridge height (P < 0.01) and rete ridge interdigitation (P < 0.05) in individuals of African 
descent compared to both Caucasian and Far East Asian subjects. Variations in epidermal 
morphometrics were accompanied by compositional differences in the dermal ECM as assessed by 
immunohistochemical methods. Elastic fibre network components, that confer the ability to passively 
recoil, were differentially deposited in African skin with significantly increased fibulin-5 (P < 0.001) 
and fibrillin-rich microfibrils (P < 0.001) and less elastin (P < 0.042) immunostaining than Caucasian 
and Far East Asian skin. Furthermore, immunoreactivity for the fibrillar collagens type I and III, 
which resist tensile forces, was also significantly increased in skin of African origin (P < 0.025 and P 
< 0.026, respectively). This study demonstrates that skin from diverse ethnic origins exhibits 
fundamental differences in both epidermal morphometrics and dermal ECM composition. As a 
consequence, further research into non-Caucasian skin types is required to help inform future 
management of disease and ageing in individuals from diverse ethnic groups. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 905  
TITLE: ANGPTL4 is a paracrine factor in tuberous sclerosis tumorigenesis with a potential role in 
lymphangiogenesis  
AUTHORS: S. Li, S. Rajesh, P. Klover, C. Dalgard, J. Wang, R. Thangapazham, J. Moss, T. Darling 

ABSTRACT BODY: Skin hamartomas in tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC) contain fibroblasts with 
hyperactivation of mTOR signaling due to loss of TSC2 expression. To identify paracrine factors 
important in TSC tumorigenesis, we used transcriptomic analysis of cells incubated with or without 
the mTOR inhibitor rapamycin (20 nM) and under normoxic or hypoxic (1% O2) conditions, using 
TSC2-null fibroblasts from angiofibromas and paired TSC fibroblasts from normal-appearing skin 
from 4 patients. Unbiased hierarchical clustering identified three genes with angiogenic functions 
whose expression levels were greater in tumor than normal fibroblasts, increased by hypoxia, and 
negatively regulated by rapamycin: VEGFA, GPI, and ANGPTL4. Angiopoetin-like 4 was selected 
for further study since it is a novel factor implicated in tumorigenesis and angiogenesis in human 
cancer. ANGPTL4 mRNA and protein were measured using real-time PCR and ELISA, respectively, 
in paired samples of skin tumor fibroblasts (angiofibroma, periungual fibroma, and forehead plaque) 
and patient normal fibroblasts from 18 subjects with TSC. ANGPTL4 mRNA content in tumor 
fibroblasts was 4.2-fold that in patient normal fibroblasts (p<0.01), and ANGPTL4 protein released 
into the media by tumor fibroblasts over 24 hours was 2.1-fold more than patient normal fibroblasts 
(p<0.01). Levels of ANGPTL4 released by TSC2-null angiofibroma fibroblasts into media over 24 
hours were increased by hypoxia and decreased by rapamycin (p<0.05). Since we had previously 
shown that TSC tumors contain more lymphatic vessels than normal skin, we tested the effect of 
recombinant ANGPTL4 on the proliferation of human dermal lymphatic endothelial cells (HDLECs) 
using BrdU incorporation, and observed that ANGPTL4 stimulated HDLEC proliferation (p<0.05). 
These studies identify ANGPTL4 as a paracrine factor in TSC tumorigenesis with a previously 
unrecognized role in lymphangiogenesis. 
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ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 939 
TITLE: Targeted sun exposure guidance for South Asians living at northerly latitude could assist 
avoidance of vitaminD deficient status (25[OH]D <10 ng/mL) 
AUTHORS: M. D. Farrar, A. R. Webb, R. Kift, M. T. Durkin, D. Allan, A. Herbert1, J. L. Berry, L. 
E. Rhodes 
ABSTRACT BODY:  Low vitamin D status remains prevalent in S.Asians living at northerly 
latitudes despite dietary advice. It is known that following general recommendations on summer-
sunlight exposure (geared for white skinned people) has little impact on their vitamin D status. As 
their skin cancer risk is low, increased sun-exposure may be appropriate to assist their status. We thus 
examined the efficacy of a dose-range of simulated UK summer sunlight exposures in raising vitamin 
D status in adults of S.Asian ethnicity. Healthy S.Asians (n=60, 20-60y) received one of 6 UVR 
exposures ranging from 0.65-3.9 SED, equivalent to 15-90 minutes midday summer-sunlight at 
53.5°N (Manchester, UK), 3x/week for 6 weeks. This occurred in a whole body cabinet (95% 320-
400 nm, 5% 290-320 nm), while wearing casual clothes to reveal 35% skin area. Serum 25-
hydroxyvitamin D (25[OH]D) was measured weekly. Mean dietary vitamin D intake was 2 μg/day 
(range 0.12-14.48). At baseline, all completing participants (n=51) were vitamin D insufficient 
(25[OH]D <20 ng/mL) with 90% deficient (<10 ng/mL, a level associated with osteomalacia and 
rickets). Post-course, only 6/51 attained 20 ng/mL 25(OH)D. Level of 25(OH)D increased in all 
groups (P≤0.01). Rise in 25(OH)D increased with UVR dose to 3.25 SED, this group had a mean±SD 
rise of 12.7±7.8 ng/mL (P<0.01) and attained 18.0±6.2 ng/mL post-course. Notably, the majority 
(94%) of those volunteers receiving exposure doses ≥1.95 SED achieved 25(OH)D >10 ng/mL (n=31, 
mean±SD 15.7±5.0 ng/mL), equivalent to ≥45 minutes unshaded midday sunlight exposure at UK 
latitude. Targeted sunlight exposure guidance to S.Asians could enhance vitamin D status to a level to 
avoid deficiency. However, more effective advice on oral vitamin D intake is required for S.Asians 
living at northerly latitude to achieve 25(OH)D ≥20 ng/mL. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 942 
TITLE: Clindamycin 1%/benzoyl peroxide 3% gel, a new topical combination product, is effective in 
Japanese patients with acne vulgaris 
AUTHORS: M. Kawashima, M. Yamada, C. Parish 
ABSTRACT BODY:  A randomized, multicenter, single-blind, active-controlled trial was conducted 
to demonstrate the superiority of clindamycin1% (CLDM)/benzoyl peroxide (BPO) 3% twice daily 
(BID) to CLDM-BID, and the noninferiority of CLDM/BPO3% once daily (QD) to CLDM-BID, 
using acne total lesion (TL) counts. Main inclusion criteria were 12-45 years of age, with an 
Investigator Static Global Assessment (ISGA) score ≥2 (mild), 17-60 inflammatory lesions (IL) and 
20-150 non-IL. A total of 800 Japanese patients were randomized (2:3:3) to receive CLDM/BPO3%-
QD, CLDM/BPO3%-BID, or CLDM-BID for 12 weeks. Efficacy was based on absolute and percent 
reductions in TL, IL, and non-IL counts, and improvement in ISGA. Safety variables were adverse 
events (AEs), laboratory tests, vital signs and local tolerability. Adjusted mean change in TL counts 
from baseline to Week 12 in CLDM/BPO3%-BID was superior to CLDM-BID: difference -11.1 
(95%CI; -15.3, -7.3); p<0.001 (ITT population). Adjusted mean change in TL counts from baseline to 
Week 12 in CLDM/BPO3%-QD was non-inferior to CLDM-BID: difference -8.4 (95%CI; -13.2, - 
3.6); p<0.001 (per-protocol population). Mean absolute and percent reductions in TL, IL, and non-IL 
counts at Weeks 1, 2, 4, 8 and 12 were greater in CLDM/BPO3%-QD/-BID than in CLDM-BID. The 
percent of patients with at least a 2-grade improvement in ISGA from baseline to Week 12, and who 
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had an ISGA of 0 or 1 (clear or almost clear) at Week 12 were significantly higher in 
CLDM/BPO3%-QD/-BID than in CLDM-BID (p<0.001). CLDM/BPO3%-QD/-BID were 
well tolerated, with AEs that were mostly mild-to-moderate, and no clinically relevant changes in 
laboratory tests or vital signs. Mean changes in erythema, peeling and itching scores were similar in 
all 3 groups. Dryness and burning/stinging scores at Weeks 1 to 4 were slightly higher in 
CLDM/BPO3%-QD/-BID than in CLDM-BID. CLDM/BPO3% QD or BID for 12 weeks was more 
effective than CLDM alone in the treatment of Japanese patients with acne vulgaris, and was safe and 
well-tolerated. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 943 
TITLE: Medication adherence, healthcare costs and utilization associated with acne drugs in the 
United States  
AUTHORS: A. Al-Dabagh, X. Tan, R. Balkrishnan, S. A. Davis, S. Feldman 
ABSTRACT BODY: The objective of this study was to examine medication adherence, healthcare 
costs and utilization associated with acne drugs among acne patients in the United States. This was a 
retrospective cohort study from January 2004 to December 2007 using the Marketscan Medicaid 
Database, a US national healthcare claims database. Acne patients aged 0-64 years were followed for 
90 days after their first acne related drugs were prescribed to measure acne medication adherence, 
acne related outpatient visits, and total acne related healthcare costs. Adherence was measured among 
different acne related drug classes using Medication Possession Ratio (MPR). Multivariate regression 
analyses were conducted to assess the outcomes. A total of 24,438 eligible patients were included, 
and 89.39% were aged less than 18 years. The average adherence to acne drugs (MPR) was 0.34, and 
only 11.74% of the patients were considered as adherent (MPR≥0.80). Patients with drug refills had 
higher adherence rate (MPR=0.74) than who those without refills (MPR=0.27). Factors significantly 
associated with adherence were age, comorbidity, gender, and number of drug refills. Patients were 
more adherent to oral retinoids than any other acne drug classes (MPR=0.78, 57% considered as 
adherent). Adherence to oral antibiotics (MPR=0.21) and topical agents in acne patients was quite 
poor. After controlling for medication use behavior, using oral antibiotics decreased the number of 
acne related outpatient visits by 51.3% (p<0.001) and lowered the acne related total costs by 51.6% 
(p<0.001). Topical agents generally had better utilization and cost outcomes compared to oral drugs. 
Developing strategies to improve adherence to drugs with relatively favorable utilization and cost 
outcomes such as topical agents and oral antibiotics among teenage acne patients is warranted.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 951 
TITLE: The prevalence of obesity is increased in patients with late compared to early onset psoriasis 
after adjustment for age 
AUTHORS: E. Herédi, Z. Dajnoki, A. Csordás, M. Clemens, B. Ádám, K. Gáspár, D. Töröcsik, G. 
Nagy, R. Ádány, J. Gaál, É. Remenyik, A. Szegedi 
ABSTRACT BODY: The objectives of our study were to compare the clinical and epidemiological 
characteristics of early and late onset psoriasis with an emphasis on potential differences in the 
comorbidities associated with each subtype. Our observational, multicentre study was performed 
between 2010 and 2011 with the cooperation of 32 Hungarian dermatologists who collected data 
from 377 psoriatic patients at outpatient clinics. Associations between the age at the time of diagnosis 
and binary comorbidity outcomes were evaluated using multiple logistic regression analysis adjusted 
for age and other relevant confounders. No significant differences were observed in disease severity 
between the two subgroups. Obesity and increased abdominal circumference were more prevalent in 
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subjects with late onset psoriasis than in those with early onset psoriasis. An increased prevalence of 
positive family history, scalp involvement as an initial symptom, psoriatic arthritis and depression 
was observed in patients with early onset psoriasis. These results may support the hypothesis that the 
manifestation of psoriasis is influenced primarily by genetic factors in individuals with early onset 
psoriasis and by metabolic factors, especially obesity in patients with late onset psoriasis. The 
observed differences in the traditional and metabolic comorbidities associated with early and late 
onset psoriasis support the usefulness of these subclassifications for routine clinical practice. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 952  
TITLE: Pilot double blind multi-centre randomised controlled trial of hand held NB-UVB home 
phototherapy for focal or early vitiligo  
AUTHORS: V. Eleftheriadou, K. Thomas, J. Ravenscroft 
ABSTRACT BODY: Hand held NB-UVB units are portable and light weight devices. Currently in 
the UK, phototherapy is usually reserved for widespread vitiligo and requires frequent hospital visits. 
Some evidence exists that treating vitiligo early may enhance the chance of successful 
repigmentation. Early treatment of limited vitiligo may be a promising approach. This pilot trial 
determined the feasibility of conducting a large multi-centre RCT involving hand held home 
phototherapy. The primary objective was to establish the proportion of eligible participants and their 
willingness to be randomised. Secondary objectives included preparing an educational package on 
how to use the intervention, to deal with possible side effects, establishing participants adherence to 
the treatment and testing the primary outcomes for the main trial (repigmentation, quality of life, 
cessation of spread). This was a 3 arm placebo-controlled parallel trial. 2 devices were tested: Group 
A-active Dermfix; Group B-active Waldmann; Group C-placebo Dermfix. 29 participants were 
randomised and treated for 4 months with NB-UVB at home. Patients received training on baseline 
visit. Outcomes were assessed on baseline and after 16 weeks of treatment. Patients and investigators 
were blinded. Recruitment was completed in 3 instead of anticipated 6 months. Response rate for 
primary care and secondary care was 40% and 79% respectively. We identified 54/97 (55.6%) 
eligible patients but were able to allocate only 29 due to limited resources available. 90% (25/29) of 
patients adhered with the treatment. 11 of 17 (65%) in active groups had some degree of 
repigmentation, especially on face and neck. Both devices have similar characteristics including 
output pre and post-trial and acceptability to participants. The pilot trial showed that vitiligo patients 
are keen in participating in trials on home light therapy. The educational package was comprehensive 
and suitable for implementation at home. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID:  957 
TITLE:  Utility of eosinophil cationic protein levels in early diagnosis of intrinsic atopic dermatitis 
AUTHORS: S. Cho, S. Park, S. Oh, E. Kim, H. Park, H. Yoon 
ABSTRACT BODY: Background: Intrinsic type atopic dermatitis (ADi) is atopic dermatitis (AD) 
with low serum IgE and no allergen-specific IgE. There have been few laboratory markers to 
diagnose or evaluate the severity of ADi. Recently several reports have been published showing that 
eosinophil cationic protein (ECP) correlates with clinical severity of atopic dermatitis; however, 
report are scarce and controversial regarding the age-related changes and diagnostic utility of ECP in 
AD. Objectives: We aimed to compare clinical and laboratory parameters between ADi and extrinsic 
atopic dermatitis (ADe) and to assess the usefulness of ECP in diagnosing AD including ADi. 
Methods: A retrospective chart review was done on 178 patients 0-42 years of age diagnosed with 
atopic dermatitis. All patients were checked for total IgE, ECP and allergen-specific IgE with a 
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thorough review of their medical history. Results: Mean age was 5.2±7.1 vs10.3±10.9 (p=0. 014) for 
ADi vs ADe. ADi had milder disease compared to ADe and less family history. ECP was elevated in 
both AD phenotypes. It was lower in ADi group (23.9±17.0) than ADe (56.2±107.9) but not 
statistically significant (p=0.10). There was a positive correlation between age and total IgE (r=0.504, 
p<0.0001), and between severity and total IgE (p=0.01). ADi patients under age two had significant 
negative correlation of ECP with age (r=-0.785, p=0.001). Conclusions: ECP can be considered an 
early marker of AD especially in very young children. High ECP value can assist in the diagnosis of 
infantile ADi. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 962 
TITLE: Risk factors for comorbidities among patients with moderate-to-severe hidradenitis 
suppurativa 
AUTHORS: J. J. Crowley, J. R. Mekkes, Y. Gu, M. M. Okun 
ABSTRACT BODY: Introduction: Hidradenitis suppurativa (HS) is a chronic, recurrent, painful 
inflammatory skin disease, often underdiagnosed and undertreated. This post hoc analysis 
characterized the prevalence of common comorbidities associated with HS for patients (pts) in a 52-
week, phase 2 trial of adalimumab (ADA) (NCT00918255) and the relationship between comorbidity 
prevalence and HS disease burden (high vs medium: HDB, MDB). Methods: Pts had moderate-to-
severe HS (HS-Physician’s Global Assessment [HS-PGA] ≥3). Hypertension (HT) was defined as 
treatment with anti-hypertensive medication and/or self-reported history of HT at baseline; depression 
as baseline PHQ-9 score ≥10; morbid obesity as baseline BMI >40 kg/m2; HDB as baseline HS-PGA 
score >3 and/or Hurley Stage 3. Logistic regression compared prevalence among pts with HDB vs 
MDB; 95% Wald confidence intervals (CI) of odds ratios (OR) were generated. Results: Of 154 pts, 
the majority were women (71%), white (71%), <40 years of age (64%), smokers (ever; 70%), and had 
no family history of HS (72%) and MDB (61%). Mean (SD) age, 36 yrs (11.76); body weight, 97.2 
kg (24.8). The 3 most common comorbidities from self-reported medical history were HT (21%), 
depression (18%) and obesity (15%). 10 pts (6.5%) had a history of diabetes mellitus. From medical 
examination, the prevalence of HT (uncontrolled elevated blood pressure) was 27%, morbid obesity 
28% and depression 42%. Prevalence of HT was similar between pts with HDB (18%) and MDB 
(24%), OR [95% CI] 0.69 [0.310, 1.551]. Prevalence of morbid obesity was higher in pts with HDB 
(37%) vs MDB (22%), OR [95% CI] 2.01 [0.985, 4.114]. Prevalence of depression was higher in pts 
with HDB (52%) vs MDB (35%), OR [95% CI] 1.94 [1.004, 3.764]. Conclusions: HT, depression, 
and morbid obesity were relatively common comorbidities in this population, and a surprisingly high 
proportion of patients had diabetes. Pts with HDB were more likely to have depression and morbid 
obesity vs pts with MDB. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 963 
TITLE: Chronic actinic dermatitis successfully treated with thalidomide 
AUTHORS: B. Eastham, A. Femia, J. Hanna, R. Vleugels 
ABSTRACT BODY: Chronic actinic dermatitis (CAD) is a photodermatitis characterized by a 
pruritic, eczematous eruption on sun-exposed skin and photosensitivity with decreased minimal 
erythema dose to UVB, UVA, and/or visible light. Histology is consistent with chronic eczema. CAD 
is often seen in white males between 40 to 80 years of age and can be preceded by contact dermatitis, 
drug-induced photosensitivity, polymorphous light eruption, or less often HIV. Treatment is 
challenging and a standard therapeutic protocol does not exist. We present a case of a 55-year-old 
black man with a photodistributed pruritic, eczematous eruption for 40 years, initially prompted by 
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photosensitivity to phenobarbital. Although the medication was discontinued, the eruption persisted 
with exacerbations mostly during the spring and summer. A diagnosis of CAD was made many years 
later based on clinical findings of scaly, lichenified plaques on sun-exposed skin with absence of 
discrete nodules, and histology demonstrating chronic eczematous changes with lymphoplasmacytic 
infiltrates. Laboratory studies were negative for HIV and urine porphoryins. Initial treatment included 
hydroxychloroquine, strict photoprotection, and topical steroids without benefit. Given the lack of 
response, thalidomide 100 mg daily was administered. Within two months, he had complete clearance 
and pruritus ceased. No adverse effects occurred. To our knowledge, this is the second report of 
recalcitrant CAD successfully treated with thalidomide. Unique features in this case include early age 
of onset and darker skin type. The exact mechanism of action of thalidomide is unknown, however, it 
is thought to exert immunomodulatory and anti-inflammatory effects. Based on the dramatic 
improvement seen in our patient, and in the case previously reported, we  propose that thalidomide 
should be considered early in the treatment of recalcitrant CAD. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 964 
TITLE: An observational, prospective study of monthly adalimumab therapy for disease maintenance 
in psoriasis patients: A possible new therapeutic option for good responders to the initial induction 
treatment 
AUTHORS: M. Adachi, M. Kitajima, N. Takahashi, T. Taniguchi, S. Noda, K. Mizuno 
ABSTRACT BODY:  Background: While adalimumab is a mainstay of treatment for moderate to 
severe chronic plaque psoriasis, the data regarding optimal treatment intervals for therapeutic 
maintenance are limited. Objective : We compared the clinical efficacy of biweekly maintenance 
administration of adalimumab with that of monthly treatment. Methods: 17 psoriasis patients treated 
with adalimumab 40mg every other week with initial loading dose of 80mg until week 24 were 
assigned to the maintenance therapy with adalimumab 40mg either every other week (n=7), or ebery 
month (n=10). The treatment efficacy was evaluated by the proportion of patients who achieved PASI 
75 from the baseline at weeks 36, 48 and 60. There was no selection bias between the two groups. 
Results: At week 24, all the patients except for one in each group achieved PASI 75. In both groups, 
all the patients who achieved PASI 75 at week 24 maintained PASI 75 responses at week 60. 
Regarding two patients who did not achieve PASI 75 at week 24, one biweekly treated patient 
experienced a gradual increase in therapeutic response while one monthly treated patient showed 
exacerbation after week 24. Conclusion: Monthly adalimumab treatment seems to be a reasonable 
treatment option for patients who responded well to initial standard adalimumab treatment for 24 
weeks. Since there are several limitations in this study, including the number of patients, observation 
period, and patients’ characteristics, large randomized controlled trials are needed to confirm these 
results. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 965 
TITLE: Tofacitinib ointment efficacy and biomarker improvement in psoriasis 
AUTHORS: W. Ports, R. Bissonnette, K. Papp, S. Khan, S. Lan, C. Mamolo, K. Masek-
Hammerman, V. Purohit 
ABSTRACT BODY: Topical and oral forms of Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitor tofacitinib (CP-690,550) 
are being developed for plaque psoriasis therapy. In a double-blind Phase 2a study (NCT01246583), 
71 mild-moderate psoriasis subjects randomized to 2% tofacitinib Ointment 1 (O1 n=23), Vehicle 1 
(V1 n=13), 2% tofacitinib Ointment 2 (O2 n=25), or Vehicle 2 (V2 n=10) applied study drug BID for 
4 weeks (wk) to a single 300 cm2 area containing a target plaque. Primary endpoint was Target 
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Plaque Severity Score (TPSS) % change from baseline (BL) at Wk4. Secondary endpoint was patient-
reported Itch Severity Item (ISI) change from BL. Statistical difference for Ointment vs Vehicle was 
shown if the 90% upper confidence limit (UCL) was <0 (*). Voluntary target plaque biopsy was done 
at BL and Wk4 (O1 n=5, V1 n=3, O2 n=5, V2 n=4) for exploratory biomarker immunohistochemistry 
(IHC) analyses. TPSS least squares mean (LSM) % change from BL was significant for O1 (-54.4%) 
vs V1 (-41.5%; delta -12.87; UCL -0.71*) at Wk4, as well as Wk2 and Wk3. O2 (-24.2%) did not 
separate from V2 (-17.2%; delta -6.97; UCL 6.62) at Wk 4 or any time. ISI LSM change from BL 
was significant for O1 (-2.92) vs V1 (-1.79; delta -1.13; UCL -0.09*) at Wk4, as well as Wk1. O2 (-
2.12) did not separate from V2 (-1.09; delta -1.02; UCL 0.14) at Wk4 or at any time. At the subject 
level, O1 and V1 efficacy (TPSS & ISI) improvement from BL to Wk4 was generally associated with 
a decreasing trend in epidermal and dermal pSTAT3 and Ki67 IHC+ staining cells. Similar subject 
level association of O1 and V1 efficacy improvement with a decreasing trend in epidermal K16 and 
CD3 and dermal CD3 IHC+ staining cells was not observed nor was it apparent for O2 and V2 with 
any of the 4 biomarkers. In this small study, an ointment formulation of JAK inhibitor tofacitinib 
demonstrated improvement in psoriasis clinical signs and itch, which was supported by decreases in 
skin biomarkers. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID:  968 
TITLE:  The proportion of Foxp3+ and IL-17+ cells in psoriatic skin 
AUTHORS:  E. Nishida, S. Kasuya, C. Saito, T. Furuhashi, A. Nishioka, Y. Shintani, A. Morita 
ABSTRACT BODY:  Psoriasis is an autoimmune related chronic inflammatory skin disease that 
associated with Th17 cells which release interleukin-17 (IL-17) and IL-22. And regulatory T cells 
(Treg) are considered inhibitors of autoimmune responses. Therefore, the balance between regulatory 
and effector functions is essential for maintaining immune responses. But a recent in vitro study 
revealed a cell population that differentiates into helper T cells from Foxp3+ T cells, which develop 
after transient Foxp3 expression induced by cytokine signals and environmental factors. Foxp3+ T 
cells have inhibitory activity in human psoriatic lesions, and might also develop into helper T cells, 
like a double-edged sword. In this study, we analyzed Treg and Th17 in skin lesions with the relevant 
antibodies and examined their relations to the severity. Skin lesions from 5 psoriasis patients (3 men, 
2 women) were examined. In previous report, we have reported that the number of Foxp3+ cells is 
correlated to Psoriasis Area Severity Index (PASI). It was suggested that when the inflammation is 
strong, these cells are increased. We examined the proportion (%) of Foxp3+ and IL-17+ cells in 
CD4. PASI score was negatively correlated with the proportion of Foxp3+ cells (r=-0.981), and IL-
17+ cells (r=-0.966) among CD4. And the proportion of Foxp3+ CD4 T cells and IL-17+ CD4 T cells 
have positively correlated (r=0.911). In addition, the proportion of IL-17 among CD8 were fewer than 
IL-17+ CD3 T cells in lesional skin. Based on this study, lesional Foxp3+ CD4 T cells might be 
related to psoriatic activity by differentiating into Th17. It is possible that IL-17 might be produced 
by γδ T cells in psoriasis lesion 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 969 
TITLE: Sunscreen titanium nanoparticles penetrate stratum corneum in human skin 
AUTHORS: M. Gulbrandsen, J. Ø. Holm, A. Hoenen, V. Skaug 
ABSTRACT BODY: Sunscreens containing nano-sized particles like titanium dioxide (npTiO2) or 
zinc oxide are now widelyin use. The nanoparticles in sunscreen products mostly exist as 
agglomerates, thus larger than the individual  particles. There is a concern that sunscreen 
nanoparticles may penetrate skin, reach systemic circulation and cause harm to humans. Uptil now, 
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experimental studies have not given firm indication that npTiO2 penetrate intact skin layers beyond 
the stratum corneum. Even when applied on compromised skin like sunburned or inflamed skin 
significant penetration has not been reported after investigations by several authors. There is a need 
for further studies on penetration in human skin in vivo. The aim of the present study was to examine 
penetration of npTiO2 in a commercially available sunscreen in human volunteers following 
applications in both intact and sunburned skin. Two human volunteers were studied under two 
different conditions: intact skin and sunburned skin (UVB, 0.4 J/cm2). Under both conditions 
sunscreen was applied (2 mg/cm2) on the back at an area of 20x30 cm. The sunscreen was applied 6 
times a day, for seven consecutive days during both conditions. 2.5mm skin punch biopsies were 
analysed with Scanning Electron Microscopy, Transmission Electron Microscopy and energy 
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy. The biopsies were cut in 70 nm slices in a down-up direction in order 
to avoid sample contamination during handling. Ten to twenty nm electron dense particles containing 
titanium and aluminium were observed on the surface of the epidermis in the biopsies from skin 
where the sunscreen was applied. Similarly, in applied intact and sunburned skin particles were 
detected in layers beneath stratum corneum, i.e. in the stratum granulosum and stratum spinosum. In 
this study on human volunteers we have detected TiO2 nanoparticles in the epidermis beneath 
stratum corneum after applying a sunscreen for seven days to intact skin and to UVB sunburned skin. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 1015  
TITLE: Circulating TSLP associates with decreased wheezing in non-atopic children  
AUTHORS:  S. Demehri, L. J. Yockey, C. M. Visness, K. F. Jaffee, A. Turkoz, R. A. Wood, G. T. 
O'Connor, M. Kattan, J. E. Gern, P. J. Gergen, M. Holtzman, G. Bloomberg, R. Kopan 
ABSTRACT BODY:  Mouse models of atopic march suggest that systemic, skin-derived Thymic 
Stromal Lymphopoietin (TSLP) mediates progression from eczema to asthma. We investigated 
whether circulating TSLP is associated with eczema, allergic sensitization, or recurrent wheezing in 
young children. We conducted a prospective analysis of the relationship of plasma levels of TSLP to 
allergic sensitization and recurrent wheezing in the birth cohort from the Urban Environment and 
Childhood Asthma (URECA) study. Plasma TSLP levels were measured at 1, 2, and 3 years of age 
and correlated clinical parameters in each of the three years. We detected TSLP in 33% of 236 
children for whom plasma samples were available for all three years. Overall, no significant 
association was found between TSLP and eczema or allergic sensitization. However, children without 
aeroallergen sensitization and with detectable TSLP at one year were significantly less likely to have 
recurrent wheezing by 3 years compared with those without aeroallergen sensitization and no 
detectable TSLP levels. In our birth cohort, circulating TSLP was not found to be predictive of 
recurrent wheezing during the first three years of life. Instead, it was associated with protection 
against recurrent wheezing among non-aeroallergen sensitized children. These findings provide a 
novel distinction between the pathogenesis of atopic versus non-atopic recurrent wheezing.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 1031 
TITLE: An investigational study to evaluate sildenafil for the treatment of lymphatic malformations  
AUTHORS:  C. Danial, A. Tichy, U. Tariq, G. L. Swetman, P. Khuu, T. Leung, J. Teng, S. 
Vasanawala, A. Lane 

ABSTRACT BODY:  Lymphatic malformations (LMs) are localized areas of abnormal development 
of the lymphatic system. Patients may present with pain, secondary infection, complications due to 
specific organ involvement, and death. Recently, we reported marked regression of LMs in three 
children after treatment with oral sildenafil. The objective of this investigational open-label study was 
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to assess the efficacy of 20-weeks of oral sildenafil in reducing the volume and symptoms of children 
with LMs. Dosing for sildenafil was based on the European Medicines Agency guidelines as follows: 
if the subject weighed more than 20 kg, 20 mg was given three times a day (60 mg/day); if the subject 
weighed between 8 kg and 20 kg, 10 mg was given three times a day (30 mg/day). LM volume was 
calculated blindly using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) that was performed before and after 20 
weeks of sildenafil. Clinical response was assessed on weeks 0, 4, 12, and 20 and both the physician 
and parent evaluated the LM. We have complete data on 6 subjects (N=6; 3 boys, 3 girls; ages 13-79 
months). LM locations included head/neck (N=5) and abdomen (N=1). Five subjects had a LM 
volume decrease (0.01-31.70%). One subject had a 4.0% volume increase; however, the subject had 
improvement in obstructive sleep apnea scores from 8.8 (moderate) with 26 episodes of apnea to 2.9 
(mild) with 0 episodes of apnea. Subjects had a history of LM complications prior to sildenafil 
including infection (N=2), hemorrhage (N=1), and obstruction of anatomical structures (N=2). None 
of the subjects had these complications on sildenafil. Adverse events included nausea, rhinorrhea, 
mild insomnia, diarrhea, and fever. All LMs softened and became easily compressible. Several 
subjects requested to continue sildenafil after study completion because of the improvement they 
perceived. A national double-blind, placebo-controlled trial will be necessary to verify the beneficial 
effects of sildenafil on LMs. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 1054 
TITLE: Racial/ethnic disparities in the prevalence, severity and health outcomes of childhood atopic 
dermatitis 
AUTHORS: J. I. Silverberg, J. M. Hanifin, E. L. Simpson 
ABSTRACT BODY: Atopic dermatitis/eczema (AD) is a chronic inflammatory disorder of skin 
which may cause significant sleep disturbances and impair quality of life. Previous studies found 
differences in the morphology and distribution of AD lesions in different races/ethnicities. However, 
little is known about the racial/ethnic disparities of the epidemiology of AD. We used the 2007 
National Survey of Children's Health, a prospective US population-based questionnaire study of 
91,642 children age 0-17 years. We investigated the disparities of AD prevalence, severity, sleep 
impairment and overall health in African-American/Black (AAB) and Hispanic children and assessed 
their access to healthcare. Multivariate survey logistic regression models were constructed that 
controlled for age, sex, race/ethnicity (AAB, non-Hispanic, or Hispanic compared with White, non-
Hispanic). Overall, AAB children had a significantly higher prevalence of AD (logistic regression, 
adjusted odds ratio [95% confidence interval]: 1.60 [1.45–1.77], P <0.0001), whereas Hispanic 
children had a lower prevalence of AD (0.72 [0.63–0.81], P <0.0001). AAB children with AD also 
had more severe disease (1.83 [1.35–2.48], P=0.0001) and were more likely to have ≥2 nights/week 
of impaired sleep (1.35 [1.04–1.74], P=0.02). Both AAB (0.81 [0.67–0.99], P=0.04) and Hispanic 
(0.73 [0.56–0.96], P=0.02) children with AD were less likely to report their overall health as being 
excellent. Both AAB and Hispanic children with AD were more likely to be currently uninsured 
(AAB: 3.27 [1.60–6.66], P=0.001, Hispanic: 3.79 [2.03–7.10], P<0.0001) or have public insurance 
such as Medicaid (AAB: 6.71 [5.12–8.80], P<0.0001, Hispanic: 4.60 [3.18–6.65], P<0.0001). In 
conclusion, there are significant disparities in the prevalence, severity, sleep impairment, overall 
health and access to care in AAB and Hispanic compared with White, non-Hispanic children with 
AD. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID:  1082 
TITLE:  Propranolol cellular targets in infantile hemangiomas 
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AUTHORS:  S. Prey, M. Cario André, C. Pain, C. Leaute-Labreze, A. Taieb 
ABSTRACT BODY:  Propranolol, a non-specific betablocker, is highly effective for the treatment of 
infantile hemangioma (IH) at pharmacological doses, suggesting a receptor-mediated effect, but its 
mechanism of action and cellular targets remain unclear. The purpose of our study was to evaluate the 
expression of beta1, 2 and 3 adrenergic receptor (ARs) in IH tissue samples. Immunohistochemical 
staining of beta1, 2 and 3 ARs was performed on 33 GLUT1+ IH samples obtained after informed 
consent, at various evolutive (3 in proliferative, 10 in early involutive and 21 in the late involutive 
phase) and treatment stages (11 treated with propranolol) and control tissues from placenta (1), and 
non propranolol responsive vascular tumours: non-involuting (5), rapidly involuting congenital 
hemangiomas (3) pyogenic granulomas (2). Positive cells were identified by double 
immunofluorescence staining using CD31, CD34, alpha-SMA and tryptase. Semi-quantitative 
assessment of markers was done on 4 representative fields at 400x magnification. Beta1ARs were 
highly expressed in endothelial cells (CD31+ CD34+) and pericytes (alpha-SMA+) of capillary 
vessels of IH, and a low expression was noted on mast cells (tryptase+). Beta2ARs were very highly 
expressed on mast cells and a moderate expression was found on endothelial cells and pericytes. 
Beta3ARs were weakly expressed in endothelial cells, and were mostly detected on adipocytes at the 
involutive stage IH. There was no obvious difference in type of cells expressing and the intensity of 
expression of beta1 and 2ARs according to stage, and between treated and untreated IH, and between 
IH and control vascular tumours except for mast cells not present in placenta. To conclude, our study 
identified several potential target cells for propranolol therapy in IH, but a receptor type/cell type for 
IH was not clearly dominating, suggesting that functional receptor status/cell status may be important 
to elicit pharmacological responses, or that indirect effects occur via other cell types. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID:  1102 
TITLE:  The response of hypomelanotic macules to topical rapamycin in TS 
AUTHORS:  M. Tanaka, M. Wataya-Kaneda, A. Tanemura, Y. Kotobuki, S. Itoi, A. Nakamura, S. 
Matsumoto, I. Katayama 
ABSTRACT BODY:  Tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC) is an autosomal dominant disorder causing 
multiple hamartomas. The mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) inhibitors such as rapamycin are 
known to be effective against tumors in TSC patients, including angiofibromas. Hypomelanotic 
macule is a major feature of TSC. We previously reported two cases of hypomelanotic macules in 
TSC which were improved by topical rapamycin. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effect of 
topical rapamycin against hypomelanotic macules in TSC patients. This study was a prospective, self-
controlled trial. Six patients with definite TSC were enrolled. 0.2% rapamycin gel was applied to 
hypomelanotic macules on both sun-exposed areas and non-sun-exposed areas in each patient for 12 
weeks. Three dermatologists rated improvements ranged from −1 (worse) to 2 (almost disappeared) 
compared with baseline. Improvement score (IS) was calculated as the average of their marks. 
Lightness of skin (L*) was also measured by a spectrophotometer. Decrease of delta L* reflected the 
improvement of hypomelanotic macules. Blood rapamycin levels were analysed at the end of 
treatment. Hypomelanotic macules in the sun-exposed areas were significantly improved after 12 
weeks treatment (1.44 ± 0.51, P=0.034), and the improvements continued until 12 weeks after 
completion of treatment. Delta L* in the sun-exposed area appeared to decrease after treatment, but 
not significantly. Meanwhile, the improvements in the non-sun-exposed areas were small (maximum 
mean IS 0.42 ± 0.20). However, delta L* in the non-sun-exposed areas decreased significantly after 
treatment. No adverse events were observed, and rapamycin was not detected in the blood of any 
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patient. In conclusion, topical rapamycin is effective and safe against hypomelanotic macules arising 
in TSC, especially in the sun-exposed areas. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 1124 
TITLE: Selective induction of antimicrobial peptides from keratinocytes by staphylococcal bacteria 
AUTHORS:  R. Ommori, K. Park, H. Asada  
ABSTRACT BODY:  Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) is one of the most clinically important 
inflammation-inducing pathogens and thought to be an exacerbating factor in atopic dermatitis (AD), 
while Staphylococcus epidermidis (S. epidermidis) is nonpathogenic and hardly causes inflammation 
on skin. β-defensins, antimicrobial peptides, are secreted from keratinocytes constitutively or upon 
induction by various microorganisms. However, the difference between S. aureus and S. epidermidis 
is still unclear in terms of their influences on the production of β-defensins. In this study, we focused 
on the influences of S. aureus and S. epidermidis on the keratinocyte innate immune response.  
Bacterial supernatants were prepared to examine the influence of substances secreted from bacteria 
on keratinocytes. S. aureus and S. epidermidis were cultivated for three days at 37°C with shaking. 
The bacterial supernatants were collected and separated to three fractions, that is >100 kDa, 10-100 
kDa, and <10 kDa fractions. Normal human epidermal keratinocytes were cultured with the 
supernatants of S. aureus and S. epidermidis for 24 hours. Then, human β-defensins (hBD) in the 
culture supernatants of keratinocytes were measured by ELISA. Toll-like receptor (TLR) 2 siRNA-
transfected keratinocytes were also stimulated with the staphylococcal supernatants for 24 hours, and 
hBDs in the culture supernatants were measured by ELISA. Pathogenic S. aureus mainly induced 
hBD1 and hBD3, but not hBD2, and nonpathogenic S. epidermidis mainly induced hBD2. Molecular 
weight fractions of >10 kDa prepared from S. aureus supernatants induced the production of hBD1 
and hBD3. On the other hand, molecular weight fraction of >100 kDa prepared from S. epidermidis 
supernatants induced the production of hBD2. Furthermore, the secreted products of S. epidermidis 
used the TLR2 pathway in the induction of hBD2 production. The secreted products of S. aureus and 
S. epidermidis differentially induced subtypes of hBD through different receptors, which may be 
associated with the difference in virulence between these two bacteria. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 1125 
TITLE: 31-year follow-up of Kindler syndrome with severe intestinal involvement  
AUTHORS: S. Shimizu, W. Nishie, K. Tsuchiya, D. Inokuma, H. Koguchi, K. Kikuchi, S. Motoya, 
H. Nakamura, H. Shimizu 
ABSTRACT BODY: Kindler syndrome is an autosomal recessive genodermatosis characterized by 
trauma-induced blistering, poikiloderma, mucosal inflammation and varying degrees of 
photosensitivity. To further clarify the phenotype and genotype/FERMT1-expression correlation of 
Kindler syndrome with severe intestinal involvement, we have been carefully studying a Kindler 
syndrome patient for 31 years. The 31 year-old male patient presented several blisters and erosions at 
birth. He now shows erosions and progressive poikiloderma of the entire skin. He has undergone 
repetitive dilatation procedures for anal, urethral and esophageal stenosis since the age of 5. He has 
also had severe stenosis and ulcers in the intestines since age 16, which have met the criteria for 
Crohn disease, and he has undergone balloon dilatation for ileac stenosis more than 10 times. Skin 
specimens taken at the ages of 18 and 31 revealed reduplication of basement membrane. The intestine 
specimen showed epithelial detachment and inflammatory infiltrates. Mutation analysis revealed the 
novel mutation c.1564 delC in exon 12 of the FERMT1 gene in the maternal allele, which is predicted 
to lead to nonsense-mediated mRNA decay. FERMT1 mRNA was undetectable by RT-PCR, 
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although the paternal mutation cannot be identified. In Kindler syndrome, significant clinical 
variability has been reported among patients. The different cutaneous and intestinal phenotypes of 
Kindler syndrome and the genotype correlation should be further clarified.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 1129  
TITLE: Skin barrier defect allows more abundant microbiota in skin and induces skin  
inflammation and the expression of antimicrobial peptides independently of microbiota  
AUTHORS: K. Natsuga, S. Cipolat, F. M. Watt 
ABSTRACT BODY: Cornified envelope (CE) is the outermost part of skin and serves as a skin 
barrier against microorganisms. Envoplakin, periplakin and involucrin are the major components of 
CE. Our group developed Evpl/Ppl/Ivl null mice (EPI mice) and reported that EPI mice were the 
model of skin barrier defect. To elucidate the effect of barrier defect on commensal bacteria, we 
analyzed skin microbiota of wild-type (wt) and EPI mice under conventional conditions. We found 
that EPI mice skin had a higher amount of microbiota than that of wt mice. Pyrosequencing of 16S 
rRNA did not reveal major differences of bacterial species between wt and EPI mice skin. In situ 
hybridization revealed deeper bacterial signals in epidermis of EPI mice compared with that of wt. 
We tested the contribution of skin microbiota to skin inflammation in EPI mice because EPI mice had 
a higher amount of CD4+ T cells in dermis and fewer intraepidermal dendritic T-cells compared with 
wt. We confirmed the ablation of skin microbiota in EPI mice after antibiotics treatment and in the 
mice fostered under barrier conditions. However, diminished microbiota did not affect the 
inflammatory phenotypes of EPI mice. Furthermore, we investigated the expression level of 
antimicrobial peptides (AMPs). We observed the increased expression of beta-defensins and 
cathelicidine-related antimicrobial peptides in EPI mice skin compared with wt mice. Interestingly, 
ablation of skin microbiota did not influence the expression level of the major skin AMPs in EPI 
mice. Our results suggest that skin commensal microbiota may not have a major role in regulating 
skin inflammation and AMPs although skin microbiota is increased and more deeply localized in 
barrier defective mice.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 1130 
TITLE: Nlrp3-inflammasome activation drives acute graft-versus-host disease 
AUTHORS: D. Jankovic, J. Ganesan, A. Bouazzaoui, E. Holler, L. E. French, R. Zeiser, E. Contassot 
ABSTRACT BODY: The success of allogeneic hematopoietic cell transplantation (allo-HCT) is 
limited by acute graftversus-host disease (aGvHD), a severe complication accompanied by high 
mortality rates. Prior to allo-HCT, recipients undergo conditioning regimen that causes tissue damage 
and induces pro-inflammatory cytokine release in the host. However, the molecular events governing 
pro-inflammatory cytokine production remain poorly understood. The inflammasome initiates 
inflammation upon sensing pathogen- and danger-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs/DAMPs) by 
regulating the secretion of caspase-1 activation-dependent cytokines including interleukin (IL)-1. The 
skin is the earliest and most frequent target in aGvHD. Therefore, we first quantified IL-1β mRNA 
following total body irradiation in target tissues of GvHD. The elevated pro-IL-1β levels were found 
in the skin and intestines of irradiated mice, while the depletion of the microbial flora with antibiotics 
diminished IL-1β mRNA levels in both tissues. These data indicate that the initiating signal for 
aGvHD originates from the intestine. Mice treated with a neutralizing anti-IL-1β antibody 24h before 
conditioning had a prolonged survival and improved body weight whereas a later treatment (day 5) 
was not effective. When inflammasome-deficient mice were used as bone marrow and T cell 
recipients, we observed delayed GvHD-induced mortality and a lower cumulative GvHD score as 
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compared to wildtype littermates. Our results indicate that conditioning-induced release of 
PAMPs/DAMPs and subsequent inflammasome-dependent IL-1β secretion in the host is a key and 
very early event in GvHD pathogenesis. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID:  1132 
TITLE: A specific requirement for a disintegrin and metalloprotease (ADAM) 17 in protection 
against cutaneous Staphylococcus aureus infection 
AUTHORS:  C. Simpson, M. Brooke, O. Marchès, D. Kelsell 
ABSTRACT BODY:  The skin forms a protective barrier against invading pathogens. ADAM17 acts 
as a sheddase enzyme, functioning in the release of various substrates including tumour necrosis 
factor alpha (TNFα), and is thus important in stimulation of the immune response. ADAM17 is also 
responsible for shedding many members of the epidermal growth factor (EGF) family of growth 
factors, and is therefore an upstream regulator of the EGF receptor signalling pathway, important for 
maintenance of the epidermal barrier. Loss-of-function (LOF) mutations in ADAM17 are linked to 
recurrent bacterial skin infections, especially with S. aureus. The inactive rhomboid protein iRhom2 
is directly required for the maturation of ADAM17, and therefore plays a key role in ADAM17-
dependent immune regulation. For example, iRhom2-/- mice produce less TNFα than wild type mice 
and consequently fight a Listeria infection less efficiently. Interestingly, dominantly-inherited 
missense mutations in iRhom2 – which may affect its role in ADAM17 maturation – have been 
identified as the cause of the skin condition Tylosis with oesophageal cancer (TOC). To investigate a 
link between ADAM17 expression and S. aureus infection, we treated control keratinocytes with 
siRNA against ADAM17. These cells demonstrated increased susceptibility to S. aureus infection 
(p=0.01), mimicking the phenotype of LOF mutations in patients. Conversely, rates of S. aureus 
infection were reduced in TOC keratinocytes (p=0.04), accompanied by upregulation of secretion of 
Interleukin-8, an ADAM17/TNFα downstream target and neutrophil-recruiting cytokine. This is 
consistent with a hypothesis of iRhom2 mutations in these cells resulting in increased plasma 
membrane ADAM17 expression compared to control keratinocytes. Moreover, treating TOC 
keratinocytes with ADAM17 siRNA increased S. aureus infection while reducing IL-8 expression. 
These results thus demonstrate a requirement for ADAM17 in mediating protection against bacterial 
infection, which future studies will investigate the specific details of. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 1134 
TITLE:  Small colony variants of S. aureus are less susceptible against antimicrobial peptides of the 
skin 
AUTHORS:  R. Gläser, K. Becker, U. Meyer-Hoffert, J. Harder 
ABSTRACT BODY: Human skin has the ability to produce highly effective antimicrobial peptides 
and proteins (AMP) against potentially invading microorganisms. S. aureus is one of the most skin-
relevant pathogenic bacteria causing several severe skin infections. Recently, small colony variants 
(SCV) of S. aureus were identified as being responsible for persistent deep skin infections (e.g. 
abscesses). The reasons why SCV are less vulnerable to the host defence are not completely 
understood. Therefore we aimed to investigate the hypothesis that SCV subvert innate antimicrobial 
skin defence through their ability to withstand the killing activity of cutaneous AMP. Standardized 
antimicrobial microdilution assays were performed to test the antimicrobial activity of the skin-
derived AMP human beta-defensins (hBD)-2 and -3 as well as RNase 7 against three different SCV 
and their corresponding wild-type isolates. Our results revealed a strong reduction of the killing 
activity of RNase 7 and hBD-2 against all tested SCV strains when compared to the wild-type strains. 
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In contrast to hBD-2 and RNase 7, hBD-3 exhibited only a slight reduced killing activity against the 
different SCV as compared to the wild-type strains. To further assess the physiological relevance of 
these findings we tested skin extracts derived from healthy stratum corneum in different dilutions 
against the SCV and the corresponding wild-type S. aureus. The skin extracts showed a strongly 
diminished capability to kill S. aureus-SCV. Dilutions of the skin extracts of more than 10-fold were 
still more effective in killing the wild-type strains as compared to the SCV. Taken together, our 
findings indicate that small colony variants of S. aureus may bypass the potent chemical barrier of the 
skin leading to therapy-refractory and persistent deep skin infections 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 1138 
TITLE: A novel role of ceramide metabolite, sphingosine-1-phosphate, in epidermal innate immunity 
AUTHORS: K. Park, P. M. Elias, K. Shin, Y. Lee, M. Hupe, A. W. Borkowski, R. L. Gallo, J. Saba, 
W. M. Holleran, Y. Uchida 
ABSTRACT BODY: A variety of external perturbations can induce endoplasmic reticulum (ER) 
stress, followed by stimulation of epithelial cells, including keratinocytes (KC), to produce an innate 
immune element, the cathelicidin antimicrobial peptide (CAMP). ER stress also increases production 
of the pro-apoptotic lipid ceramide (Cer) and its anti-apoptotic metabolite, sphingosine-1-phosphate 
(S1P). Our recent studies elucidated that subtoxic levels of ER stress upregulates CAMP expression 
via a newly-identified NF-κB-C/EBPα-, rather than the well-established vitamin D receptor (VDR)-, 
dependent mechanism. We now demonstrate that S1P mediates ER stress-induced CAMP generation. 
Cellular Cer and S1P levels rise in parallel with CAMP levels following addition of either 
thapsigargin (ER stressor) or exogenous cell-permeable Cer (C2Cer), which both increase S1P 
production, in either cultured human primary KC or mouse skin (topically). Knockdown of S1P lyase, 
which catabolizes S1P, enhanced ER stress-induced CAMP production in cultured KC and mouse 
skin. These and additional inhibitor/siRNA studies show that S1P is responsible for ER stress-
induced upregulation of CAMP expression. Increased CAMP expression is likely mediated via S1P 
dependent NF-κB-C/EBPα activation. Moreover, the S1P signal operates independently of S1P 
receptors located on the plasma membrane. Finally, lysates of both ER-stressed and S1P-stimulated 
cells blocked growth of a virulent Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) in vitro, and topical C2Cer and 
LL-37 inhibited invasion of S. aureus into murine skin. These studies suggest that S1P-dependent 
CAMP production comprises a novel regulatory mechanism of epithelial innate immunity in response 
to subtoxic levels of external stresses, pointing to new therapeutic approach to enhance cutaneous 
antimicrobial defense. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 1142  
TITLE: Toll-like receptor 2 epidermal barrier enhancement is inhibited by Th2 cytokines found in 
atopic dermatitis  
AUTHORS: I. Kuo, T. Yoshida, A. De Benedetto, D. Y. Leung, L. A. Beck  
ABSTRACT BODY: Atopic dermatitis (AD) is a Th2-driven skin disorder characterized by a defect 
in epidermal tight junction (TJ). We recently found that activation of toll-like receptor 2 (TLR2) 
enhances epidermal TJ integrity and AD subjects have reduced expression of TLR2 in their 
epidermis. We hypothesized that Th2 cytokines inhibit the TLR2 mediated barrier repair function. 
Human epidermal TLR2 immunoreactivity inversely correlated with Th2 biomarkers (total IgE, r=-
0.596, P=0.032; circulating eosinophil counts, r=-0.609, P=0.027). Th2 cytokines (IL-4+IL-13, 10 
and 50 ng/mL, respectively) inhibited TLR2 protein expression in primary human keratinocytes. The 
TLR1/2 agonist, Pam3C enhanced TJ barrier recovery (P<0.001) following tape-stripping of human 
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skin explants. This recovery was blocked by co-treatment with Th2 cytokines as demonstrated by 
measurement of both transepithelial electrical resistance  (TEER; P<0.01) and paracellular 
permeability (P<0.01). To confirm our hypothesis, we evaluated barrier recovery in STAT6VT mice, 
which have a constitutively active mutant form of STAT6 primarily in T lymphocytes, resulting in a 
hyper-Th2 immune profile. We observed that these mice had reduced epidermal expression of TLR2 
by using confocal microscopy and delayed barrier recovery following tape-stripping as measured by 
transepidermal water loss (wild type [WT] vs STAT6VT: 41 vs 71 g/hr/m2 at 24 h, P<0.001). 
Consistent with this, TLR1/2 agonist Pam3C enhanced TJ barrier recovery measured by TEER 
(P<0.01) and paracellular permeability (P<0.01) in skin samples from WT but not STAT6VT mice. In 
summary, Th2 cytokines commonly found in AD skin reduce epidermal TLR2 expression and barrier 
repair function. This finding suggests that antagonizing Th2 cytokines in AD patients may restore the 
TLR2 epidermal innate immune response, which will help repair epidermal barrier defects and 
possibly also enhance elimination of unwanted cutaneous pathogens.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 1145  
TITLE: Immune responses to Propionibacterium acnes  
AUTHORS:  B. Janela, P. Musette, A. Jomard, F. Ginhoux 
ABSTRACT BODY: Acne Vulgaris is a common chronic skin inflammatory disorder caused, in part, 
by inflammation of the hair follicles and the sebaceous glands. The presence of Propionibacterium 
acnes (P. acnes) and the induction of associated pro-inflammatory responses are some of the key 
features seen in inflammatory Acne Vulgaris. In rodents,  P. acnes generate granulomatous reactions 
when injected into the skin, the lung or the liver, similar to granulomas found in human diseases. The 
precise mechanisms by which P. acnes induce such inflammatory responses are poorly understood. In 
particular, the role of cutaneous dendritic cells (DCs), professional antigen sensing and presenting 
cells that control the initiation of immune responses, remains elusive. We followed, after intradermal 
injection of P. acnes, the appearance of the granulomatous reactions by histology and by caliper 
evaluation of the thickness of the ear. Using 11 colour flow cytometry, we also characterized the 
cellular composition of these granulomas and identified all the associated leucocyte populations. 
Injection of P. acnes induces a significant thickening of the ear over the entire time course of 75 days 
with a maximum at D9, followed by a decrease stabilizing between D15 to D30. This increased 
thickening was associated with the appearance of granulomas as soon as D2. Analysis of the early 
innate immune response highlighted a major neutrophil infiltration in the dermis during the 3 first 
days, followed by a second wave of monocytes and inflammatory CD11b+ DCs from D4 to D9 and 
by a last wave of lymphocytes, which are retained in the skin until D30. The precise nature of the 
lymphocytic response is still under investigation. These findings will allow a better understanding of 
the immune cell subsets and molecular pathways involved in the granulomas formation induced by P. 
acnes and may offer new therapeutic targets in the treatment of the inflammatory responses seen with 
Acne Vulgaris.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 1163 
TITLE: Appearance of eczematous id reactions to molluscum contagiosum virus in children is a 
harbinger sign for resolution of primary lesions 
AUTHORS: E. Netchiporouk, B. Cohen 
ABSTRACT BODY:  Molluscum contagiosum (MC) is a self-limiting cutaneous viral eruption that is 
very common in children. MC infection can trigger an eczematous reaction around molluscum 
papules known as a hypersensitivity or an id reaction. In addition, a hypersensitivity reaction can 
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occasionally occur at sites distant from the primary molluscum papules. These eczematous reactions 
are often asymptomatic or minimally pruritic. In the current work we analyze disease course in 
patients from our clinic. Our findings indicate that id reactions represent an immunologically 
mediated host response to MC virus and a harbinger of regression. Therefore, these reactions often do 
not require treatment other than emollients. Moreover, topical steroids or immunomodulators may 
suppress this process and potentiate the spread of the primary MC infection. However, in 
symptomatic patients, treatment should not be withheld and short-course treatments of topical 
corticosteroids may be used. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 1182 
TITLE: Microbial skin and nares communities are markedly different in children and adults  
AUTHORS:  J. Oh, S. Conlan, E. Polley, J. A. Segre, H. H. Kong  
ABSTRACT BODY: Characterizing the diversity of the microbial collective (microbiome) inhabiting 
healthy human skin established a reference for studying host-microbial interactions. Physiologic 
changes occur in skin as humans mature from infancy to adulthood and pediatric microbiomes might 
be considerably different from those in adults. Differences between pediatric and adult microbiomes 
might be relevant when considering pediatric disorders such as atopic dermatitis or issues such as 
sites of microbial carriage. The objective of this study was to determine if microbial communities at 
several body sites differed significantly between children and adults. Using 16S-rRNA gene 
sequencing technology, we characterized and compared the bacterial communities of four body sites 
in relation to Tanner stage of human development of 28 healthy individuals ranging in age from 2 to 
40 years. Bacterial communities in the nares of children differed strikingly from those in/on adults. 
Firmicutes (Streptococcaceae), Bacteroidetes, and Proteobacteria (β, γ) were overrepresented in 
children compared to adults, where Corynebacteriaceae and Propionibacteriaceae predominated. The 
most marked microbial differences were observed in the nares, a site that can harbor pathogenic 
species, including Staphylococcus aureus and Streptococcus pneumonia. Significant shifts in the 
microbiota associated with progressive sexual maturation as measured by Tanner staging suggest that 
puberty-dependent shifts in the skin and nares microbiomes may have significant implications 
regarding prevention and treatment of pediatric disorders involving microbial pathogens and 
colonization.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 1191 
TITLE: Altered skin microbiome profiles in patients with primary immunodeficiency and eczema  
AUTHORS:  J. Oh, S. Conlan, A. Freeman, N. Program, F. Candotti, S. M. Holland, J. A. Segre, H. 
H. Kong 
ABSTRACT BODY: Interactions between the skin microbiome and the human immune system are 
incompletely characterized. To gain insights into regulatory mechanisms by which immunity might 
influence the composition of the human skin microbiome, we surveyed patients with several 
monogenic primary immunodeficiencies (PID) and eczema. We studied the skin microbiomes of 41 
individuals with Hyper IgE, Wiskott-Aldrich, and Dedicator of Cytokinesis 8 (DOCK8)-deficiency 
syndromes and compared them with those in typical atopic dermatitis (AD) patients and healthy 
controls at skin sites characteristically affected by eczema, a control site, and a site of pathogen 
carriage (nares). We found that skin in PID patients was colonized by Enterobacteriaceae that were 
not present in healthy controls or AD patients. We also observed that the skin bacterial communities 
in PID patients demonstrated less skin site specificity and decreased temporal stability as compared to 
those in healthy or AD controls. Using linear modeling, we determined that disease severity and 
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selected immunological markers (IgE) were correlated with prevalence of Staphylococcus, 
Corynebacterium, and other less abundant taxa. Although Staphylococcus aureus, a known pathogen, 
was most strongly correlated with disease severity, other staphylococci such as S. haemolyticus and 
S. epidermidis were also significantly overrepresented in the PID individuals. This study documents 
that patients with primary immunodeficiencies have skin microbiomes that have unique 
characteristics, suggesting that additional studies of these rare individuals will significantly inform 
our understanding of host-microbiome interactions 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 1254 
TITLE: Adult onset Cockayne syndrome appears in two cases of UV sensitive syndrome with C229T 
CSB mutation 
AUTHORS:  S. Moriwaki, E. Makinodan, Y. Nakazawa, T. Ogi 
ABSTRACT BODY: UV sensitive syndrome (UVSS) is a rare, newly-identified photosensitive 
genetic disease characterized only by mild freckles and defective transcription-coupled nucleotide 
excision repair (TC-NER). Cockayne syndrome (CS) is another genodermatosis with sun sensitivity 
and defective TC-NER, caused by mutations in CSA or CSB. Clinical manifestations of CS including 
severe neurological/developmental abnormalities and premature aging usually appear in childhood 
with unfavorable prognosis. Mutations in CSA, CSB and newly-identified UVSSA genes are 
responsible for the onset of UVSS; however it is not clear why UVSS cases have only mild cutaneous 
symptoms, though these 3 genes play important roles in transcripition. Here we report two adult 
UVSS patients with late onset CS-like neurological abnormalities. Case 1 (TMOK) is a 40 year-old 
female with mild freckles and she noticed ataxia, dementia and hearing loss since she was 39. Case 2 
(EIIS) had come to our hospital at the age of 61 complaining of sun sensitivity, mild freckles and 
actinic keratosis and subsequently ataxia and dementia appeared at the age of 63. Both patients 
revealed intracranial calcification and brain atrophy. Cultured cells from these patients are 
hypersensitive to UV with normal post-UV unscheduled DNA synthesis and decreased post-UV RNA 
synthesis. The impaired host cell reactivation was corrected by expression of wild type CSB and 
genetic analysis showed heterozygous C229T/3540delG and homozygous C229T in CSB gene in 
TMOK and EIIS, respectively, resulting in complete absence of CSB protein. Interestingly, C229T 
(R77X) in CSB was previously reported in UVSS patients; UVSS 1KO (33-years-old male) and 
CS3AM (13-year-old boy) without neurological abnormalities or skin tumors. Our findings suggest 
that UVSS is a late onset CS and patients with UVSS should have neurological abnormalities as in 
CS and UV-induced skin cancers as in xeroderma pigmentosum in adulthood.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 1349 
TITLE: Melanoma incidence in children and adolescents: Decreasing trends from 2000-2009 in the 
U.S. 
AUTHORS: L. Campbell, J. Barnholtz-Sloan, K. Strodtbeck, J. Bordeaux 

ABSTRACT BODY:  The purpose of this study examines melanoma incidence patterns in children 
and adolescents from 1973-2009 in the U.S. Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER-9) 
registries data were used to calculate annual melanoma incidence from 1973-2009 for ages 0-4, 5-9, 
10-14, and 15-19 years. SEER-18 registries were also used to calculate melanoma incidence for these 
ages from 2000-2009, as SEER-18 provided the most cases with detailed, clinically relevant 
information. Incidence rates were stratified by gender, tumor site, Breslow depth, ulceration status, 
lymph node involvement, and distant metastases. Age-adjusted incidence trends were calculated, 
generating the annual percent change. From 1973-2002, melanoma incidence rates increased in 
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adolescents (ages 15-19), peaked in 2002, then trended downward. In 10-14 year olds, rates increased 
from 1973-2004, peaked in 2004, then trended downward. In 5-9 year olds, rates seemed stable from 
1973-2001, peaked in 2001, then decreased. In 0-4 year olds, rates peaked in 1986, but otherwise 
were stable from 1973-2009. SEER-18 data from 2000-2009 showed a statistically significant 
decreasing trend in melanoma incidence in 15-19 year olds (p=0.04). Significant decreasing 
melanoma incidence trends (p<0.05) were also found in: males age 15-19; nodular melanoma in 10-
14 year olds; truncal melanoma in 15-19 year olds; melanoma with thin depth (0.01-1.00mm) in 15-
19 year olds; melanoma without ulceration in 15-19 year olds; and melanoma without distant 
metastases in 15-19 year olds. In conclusion, melanoma incidence increased in children (age 10-14) 
and adolescents (age 15-19) from 1973-2004 and 2002, respectively, then decreased. From 2000-
2009 overall, incidence significantly decreased in 15-19 year olds. This decreasing trend was 
significant in males and melanomas with better prognostic indicators. In contrast, past pediatric and 
adult studies reported increasing melanoma incidence over broader time periods. Decreasing trends, 
however, have been reported in other countries for children and adults. 
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 1419  
TITLE: Hypomelanotic macules in tuberous sclerosis complex is linked to Th17 cell infiltration with 
possible impairment of cytoplasmic autophagy via mTOR pathway  
AUTHORS:  Y. Kotobuki, L. Yang, M. Wataya-Kaneda, D. Tsuruta, A. Tanemura, M. Tanaka, H. 
Murota, M. Ishii, I. Katayama 
ABSTRACT BODY: Background Hypomelanotic macular lesions are occasionally observed in 
tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC) with continuous up-regulation of mammalian target of rapamycin 
(mTOR) signaling by mutations in tuberin and or hamartin. However, pathomechanisms of 
hypomelanotic lesion formation in TSC has been poorly recognized. Objectives and Methods We 
conducted immunohistochemical and electron microscopic analysis on the hypomelanotic lesion in 
TSC samples obtained from 9 cases to clarify the underlying pathomechanism. In vitro, normal 
human melanocytes (NHM) treated with several cytokines were observed ultrastructually and 
investigated autophagically. Results Immunohistochemically, the number of Melan A positive cells 
did not change in contrast to increased and activated CD1a+ Langerhans cells in TSC hypomelanotic 
lesions compared with normal lesions. Unexpected infiltration of Th17 cells was observed in 7 out of 
9 cases with less significant infiltration of CD8+ T cells and activated STAT3 in the lesional 
keratinocytes. In the electron microscopic analysis, numbers of stage III / IV small melanosomes 
were different among each melanocyte and keratinocyte. Distribution of melanin pigment was uneven 
in contrast to complete loss of melanin in vitiligo vulgaris or senile leukoderma. Intriguingly, NHMs 
treated with TNF-α were ultrastructually similar to the lesional melanocytes of hypomelanotic macule 
in TSC. Moreover, autophagic related- p62 proteins were significantly accumulated in NHMs by 
TNF-α. Conclusions Present observations suggest that Th17 cell-related cytokines with constitutive 
activation of mTOR play robust role in induction of hypomelanotic macules in TSC through impaired 
function of autophagy resulting in abnormal melanosome maturations.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 1442  
TITLE: Generation of induced pluripotent stem cells from revertant mosaic keratinocytes: A novel 
strategy for natural gene therapy for epidermolysis bullosa 
AUTHORS:  N. Umegaki, Z. Guo, M. Itoh, A. M. Pasmooij, M. F. Jonkman, A. M. Christiano  
ABSTRACT BODY:  Revertant mosaicism (RM) is a naturally occurring phenomenon involving 
spontaneous correction of a pathogenic mutation in a somatic cell. It has been observed in several 
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genetic diseases, including epidermolysis bullosa (EB), a group of inherited skin disorders 
characterized by blistering and scarring. The therapeutic potential of induced pluripotent stem cells 
(iPSCs) has recently been demonstrated from patients with various diseases. Despite efforts toward 
developing gene correction of iPSCs including homologous recombination, there remain technical 
difficulties including low efficiency and excisional footprints after gene correction. Here, we 
developed a novel strategy of “natural gene therapy” by generating patient specific revertant mosaic 
iPSCs (RM-iPSCs) in a subset of EB patients with revertant mosaic patches of skin. First, RM skin 
was identified in a clinically and immunohistochemically healthy area in a junctional EB patient with 
compound heterozygous COL17A1 mutations. RM-iPSCs were generated from keratinocytes 
cultured from this region and confirmed the authenticity of RM-iPSCs by RT-PCR and 
immunostaining for stem cell markers. Sequence analysis of RM-iPSCs showed the paternal 
COL17A1 mutation in exon 51 (p.R1226X), but the maternal mutation in exon 18 (c.1706delA) was 
corrected by mitotic gene conversion. Importantly, keratinocytes derived from RM-iPSCs expressed 
type XVII collagen (COL17) by immunostaining. We also generated in vitro 3D skin equivalents 
using keratinocytes derived from RM-iPSCs, in which COL17 was strongly expressed in the basal 
layer. We have demonstrated the feasibility of utilizing revertant keratinocytes as a source of 
spontaneously corrected cells for developing RM-iPSC-based therapeutic approaches in EB, for both 
topical and systemic administration.  
 
ABSTRACT FINAL ID: 1483  
TITLE: Novel synthesis and sctivity of solenopsin A and analogs, topical inhibitors of 
phosphoinositol-3 kinase/akt with ceramide-like properties  
AUTHORS:  I. Karlsson, M. Y. Bonner, X. Zhou, J. Zhang, E. B. Watkins, J. P. Bowen, J. L. Arbiser 
ABSTRACT BODY: Solenopsin A is a small molecule that is the principle alkaloid in fire ant venom 
(Solenopsis invicta). We have previously demonstrated that solenopsin A is an inhibitor of 
phosphoinositol-3 kinase/Akt signaling and angiogenesis (Blood 2007) and of Pseudomonas quorum 
signaling (J Infect Dis 2008). Based upon the structural similarity of solenopsin A to ceramide, a lipid 
signaling molecule that also inhibits Akt, we performed live-cell imaging experiments to monitor 
PDK1 activation, Akt membrane recruitment, and Akt activity in 3T3 cells, utilizing FRET-based 
PDK1 activation reporter (PARE), YFP-tagged PH domain of Akt, and FRET-based Akt activity 
reporter, AktAR. We observed that solenopsin A demonstrated an inhibitory activity in all 3 assays, 
while an inactive solenopsin analog S3 was inactive. We also devised a novel synthetic route to 
solenopsin, using industrially available compounds. 2,6-Dimethylpyridine was lithiated using n-
butyllithiium, followed by addition of alkyl halides or aldehydes. Solenopsin and solenopsin analogs 
were successfully obtained after palladium-catalyzed hydrogenation of the various 2-alkyl-6-
methylpyridines. The synthetic solenopsin and novel analogs was also shown to downregulate 
constitutive Akt expression in A375 melanoma cells. We have thus made solenopsin A and analogs 
amenable to large scale synthesis. Topical solenopsin and analogs have potential for treatment of 
cutaneous neoplasms, through mechanisms distinct from imiquimod and 5-fluorouracil.  


